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BUSINESS CARDS.

Jr.,

JOHN 13. HUDSON,
and

Banner

Sign,

Ornamental

PAINTER,
Portland.
26N 1-2 Middle Street,
Curtains, Ornamental Cards. Glass Signs, Scenery
and all kinds of Fancy Painting.

JuylG

3w___
CHARLES R. BERRY,
Manufacturer of

House and Store Awnings, Tents,
Flags, Ac.
TO LET.
mail promptly

tyTENTS
Orders

by

GEORGES
MAIN

This old, well known and favorite house has during
he past winter, been thoroughly repaired, remodeled
nd supplied w ith new furniture, in stj'le equal to
any Hotel of the day; is now oi»ened for permanent
and transient boarders.
The rooms are light and airy, the arrangement, being such, that each room has a view upon Main st., a
street unsurpassed in beauty, by none in the State.
Making it a most pleasant resorj for visitors from cities during the suminor season.
'The larder will he kept fully
supplied with the best

the market ail'ords, at all times aim seasons, and no
pains or expense spared to make the condition of all
who may patronize the House agreeable and happy.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection with the house to accommodate

Traveling agents.

Coaches leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry passengers to and from the cars.
Carleton’s well-known Livery Stable is connected
with the House.
All old acquaintance and friends at the Lynde
House, where the undersignod officiated as Clerk
from its owning, are invited not to forget his present
residence. He will be at home and liappv to Liee*
them all.
WILLIAM K.

BICKFORD,

Ciiaules H. Gloyd, Clerk.
June 1st, 1872.

ADAMS

WHITTEN,
Proprietress.
Jyi■

BEALS’

Foreign Patents,

_Livery
jull

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,
19 1-2 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
B., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian; Immigrants. Those desirir g such
can
help
apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
jun20cod6in
^_

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
DEALERS

WHOLESALE COAL

170 Commercial Hi., Portia ud.
Sole agents in Maine for tlie sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market prico,
Wilkesbarrc, Scranton, Lackawanna, antL Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
l>ort of shipment to any i>oint desired._tfapr‘27

KEILER,

L.

W.

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 838
Congress Street.
53^All orders promptly attended to.

my28tf_

SCHUMACHER,

CHAS. J.

in the

-AMD-

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
444 MOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA._ jar.31

H. L. GREGG &

and

House !

now

A LARGE STOCK

Spring and Summer
CLOTHING,
At Less than tlie Present Market
Value!

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

__jan23-ly_
PORTRAIT

J.

PAINTER.'

ly

an see

ALL

148 EXCHANGE ST.

SUITS,
$13.50 for $9.
A Good Business Suit

EDGAR M. BROWN,

Counsellor and Attorney

Caw !

at

MIDDLE STREET.

No. 80

For

jan24-ly

Lot of All-Wool Veals, worth
$9.50 to $4.00 for $1.50 each.
lyPleaHe bear in mind that I have no connection
now with any other store on the street, and I warrant every article to prove just as represented, as I
thoroughly understand my bnsinesa.
J. F. MINK, ljl ForcSl.
my23tt
from

ry Room,
Bathing Room with wash bowl and
water closet. Is well closeted throughout, three
soar» stone wash tubs in kitchen, supplied with hot
and cold water, cemented cellar, a never-failing well
of water, and Cistern containing SO hhds. filtered
water; is warmed by furnace, a good stable and
house, every thing in good repair, having
been thoroughly renovated only last season.
Inquire of S. B. GOWELL/149 Middle St., or at
house 6 Bramhall St. from 1 to 2 or from 7 to 9 P. M.
jyl7-eod tf

carriage

GEORGE D. JOST,

having left my bed
hereby forbidden to
account
as I shall pay no
my

Ariminta Ed1wards

are

harbor or trust her on
debts of her contracting after this dare.

FRESCO PAINTER
KESIDENCE, G BRADFORD STREET.
Free
tf

NISON,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

"FOR

removed to Willis’ Block,
Yo. lOt Commercial
ftlrect, One door
cast of T. II. Weston Sc Co’s.

juylOdtf

REMOVAL!

All the new styles, Berlins, Rombrants, McdaHiei.
the Porcelain, or Mezzonm caru.aim iuu reuiucueu
cord, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperteetious of the sxin
tor yourselves.
Call and
flg0'*VVlolto—Good work at Moderate PricAim to Please.may 29
es.

jel7dlm

FRANKLIN

judge

HUNT & JEWETT,
Whjiesslc Dealers in

As the owner wants to go West.
-SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.
jan31

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.
Houses, No. 99 State street, and tho
the rear,
TWO
Vernon Court, together with the
which
stand.

in
lot

one

on

E.

Commercial st.
Possession

mh2-dtt

STEVENS & CO., 14C and 148

given immediately,

Yard

43 PREREE STREET.
assortment of Kalian

good
keep
and American Martde, and will receive orders to
SHALL
cul to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
on

tliat will not

hand

a

laillobesatlsfacloryioall

marble work-

aug22

trs.

J.

HOOP MR,

H.

boxed and

malted._oc2S-’f.0i'
M.

WM.

Book, Card

EVANS

&

Printer,

BOYS,

Family
For

AT

GREENE,

Head of Bmilh’a

Wharf,

SCHOOL

PORTLAND

Deposit Vaults,
Exchange Street.

duly 18-tf_

DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLES of VAL-

J. H. Chadwick &
Office

22, 24

&

20 Oliver Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

other valuables received.

VE RECEIVED at rates varying

cording

to

ac-

the size of package and val

COLLECTION

and REMITTANCE

o

juil

BOSTON

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
TSteTy Description of work promptly and carefully
executed, anti at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

Pure White Lead !
Dry and Ground iu Oil,

___

KMT A

BLIMHED 1840.

W. FRANK BACON,
Manufacturer of

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,
Gold Foil and Dentists’

Plate,

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RE1
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, dC., dC.
Our Pnre White Lead, both dry and ground in nil
warrant to 1m3 strictly parr, and quarantei
that for.tfneaef*, body and durability, it is not snr
auy Lead in the market, either foreign o
passed
we

liy

American.
iryin order lo protect ourselves, tve have adoptci
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, wit]
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack
None genuine without it.
age of our Pare I,rnd.

W. F.

No. S3 Hawkins St., near Sudbury Street,
BOSTON, .UAHS.
KS>“Refining done at short notice.
ap27*:!m

WM* A.

EVANS7

FAIRFIELD.

We believe them one of the safest and most profitble investments offered in this market for years.

ALLEN, STEPHENS &Co
SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

A

LARGE VARIETY of all sires for salo

_JylMtf_
Here’s

Gieeley’s

IIAU KM A 4'RAGIIVM Music Hiorc
17 Middle Street.
jylGeooi.'m

Chance for
Friends.

York,

SALE—Ten Tolumes of tile NEW YORKER
J*al*er °f 16 pages, edited and published
by H. GREELEY & CO., New York,
are
the
first ten volumes, extending from
They
1*36 to 1841. Each volume is hound, and contains
41 pp. Apply at the Press Office
inylOdtf

I^Olt

a t

ST.
New

a

01 Exbangc

Cook and

an

expe-

Laundress,
paid.

is apt to be to so with such unreasonable foes
of tired nature’s sweet restorer.

jel8tf

They call Clark Mills a fool because he has
named his residence near New York “Statue

Wanted.
CAPABLE girl to do general housework. Reference required. Apply at 90 CLARK ST.

A

__juys

Dale.”

_

Mrs. L. Maria Child, the noble, sympathizing friend of suffering humanity, is out in a
strong letter, urging the re-election of Grant
and Republican success as essential to the

Wanted.
BUSHELS CURRANTS, for which the
he paid.

1 Dfl

highest market price will

HALL,

A. T.

No. 1 Milk Street, Portland.

T
July 23-d*wlw«

welfare of the colored
nance of freedom.

Wanted at Once.
FIRST-CLASS Horse-Shoer. Must also understand Jobbing.
Address Box 1042, Brunswick Mo.

A

Onr

popular.

9*

Iioints

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

cast.

People must have their modicum of worry.
They are not happy without. Those of as
who have nothing to worry about are worried the more to find somethincr to
worry

about, for

CITY
IN THE

OF

to

Council

mon

cil

HUNDRED

by the Mayor, Aldermen,
City

or the
of
as follows:

assembled,

Portland,

re-

and ComCoun-

City

in

Section 4 of the Ordinance relating
Cemetries
SECTION
Page 91 of the printed ordinanamended
1.

to
ces, ie

Co.. No. 301 1-2 ConThis practical and easily managed machine has now
stood the test of time and' thorough experiment; and
the thousands who havo fortunately used ours, frankly give it the preference, as the very best, both in
this country and in Earo]>e. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now with

M. PEARSON, No. 22 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Coagre.a Street.

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

Schools.
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,430

Congress

Street.

our present “Lock-Stitch” Machine has no oqnal in
tho world. The WHEELFR & WILSON’S is reliable, economical and noiseless. Tt answers the wauls
of the household completely, and

_.

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, 17 1-1 Union Street,

up

stairs.

ANY KIND OF SEWING

HOOPER & CO., Successors to
Littlefield & Wilson, Cor. York & Maple Streets.

Needed in the Family

can be done upon it with greatof execution to beginners than
rapidity
be accomplished on any other. It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all-as a Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

and

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 MU-

ease

Those who want the best should obtain

WHEELER & WILSON S

TO LEI.

Family Sewing Machine,

To Let*

AND TAKE NO OTHER.

Rent in house No. 59 Franklin street;
plenty of water, gas, and all conveniences. Rent

LOWER

Machines sold

jyl9dlw

All kinds sf

Needles, &c.

Let*

J.

To Let!
SMALL tenement of four or five rooms, to a
small respectable family without children; or
the whole house; partly furnished; rent taken in
board. Apply 27 Wilmot St.
jnyl6*2w

SHALL

L.

163 Middle

RENT

18

YERY

Stores
S. L.
Attorney at

comer

large

TO

1871

EXCEEDING

ing

st.

aplO

88 Middle st.

TENEMENT
Eor

Commercial

or

GIVEthirty

op

unoccupied

to

Office, No.

furnish

CARRIAGES,

now

Largest
n

intermingling of odors; purity and active air, th
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, bo
tween Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnhaa
& Co.’s Ice House, Portland, Me.jddtf
For

Jy23eod2w*

new

of

Carriages

o

ever

as

A. CHASE.

now

styles

New England.

Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
Books of cuts, with prices, sent free to persons
to purchase.

siring

P.

body; weigh

light open bo:

carriage

in use, and sev
eral new
(sold by no other concern) for sale a
greatly reduced prices—much less than first-clas:
carriages can be purchased for at any other place ii
a

KIMBALL,

PORTLAND,

Juno ll-T,T,i*

ME.
3m

de

ST.

1

I

AT

GROCERY & PROVISION STORE ,
a

splcndi
business, the above otters
chanco. For particulars apply to 861 Washisoto
Mass.
street, Boston,

!

_jyeQtl

Hog Island.

subscribers having completed their Wha t

let tl
at Little Hog Island,
THE
prepared
Island to pic-nic parties and associations by the da;
to

The

the scene is laid in Alsace and Lorraine
surroundings of course give an ad-

that country.
“The Golden Lion of Granpere” is well
a
printed and bound and number of excellent
illustrations increase the pleasure of the

mon.

FORSALE!

ion meaning

of the best of the later

reader. (Published by Harper Bros., New
York. For sale by Loring, Short and Har-

SECOND NATIONAL BANK
34 Exchange 81.
ap25ti

including Stock Fl,
business of$45,000
To am pei
Kent 8400, with lease 2J years.
a

one

By

interesting in
itself. The characters are all well drawn,
with the minuteness of detail and kindly
knowledge of human nature which is so
characteristic of the author. It is something new forMr. Trollope to leave the scenes
of English society of which he has written
so much, but we think that he bids fair to be
equally successful in new fields, and the publie will look forward with eagerness to the
novels of Australian life which will, no
doubt, be one of the results of his stay in

attend

8 5 0 0 0
Town of Deering Bonds

are

Published by C. C.

ditional interest to a narrative

ME.

to order.
orders solicited and promptly
juy20dlw then eod tf

Little

thing

the local

Whnrre*
Roofs and all other purposes at cxtremel

year.

exhibited in this State, embracing

any

admiration.

to reason very
that commends

writings
story of the
innkeeper’s family, at Granpere is told in
the usual pleasant style of Mr. Trollope, and

Bridge*.

trade,
good
WITH
ture« and Team, doing

and Best Assortment

almost every kind of

C.

Sale.
frame

This is

will of

The three points ot excellence which I claim, are
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air

3

the people

on

our

of this favorite author.

IN THE VICINITY OF BOSTON, A

pleasure In announcing to
I TAKE
hand the
Maine that I
have

Sauford’s Improved Refrigerators

spring Express Wagon,
735 lbs: but little used. One
ONE
At No. 7 Cross strt.t.

COMMERCIAL

Out-of-town
ed to.

voor

they are to adobjects relating to Art. The

Anthony Troliope.

OF

Laughlin & Son
PORTLAND,

—

I

mrl2tllstf

taint; 3rd;

COTTON,

GRIXDERS

FOR SALE

CARRIAGES.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

nor

Up Stairs.

173 Middle St..

ujur

SOLICITED.

dampness monld

185

in

Chatfield & Co., New Haven.
The Golden Lion op Granpere.

GENERAL BLACKSMITHS,

Gratings, &c.,

WILDER

Or J. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange SI.,

no

Thos.

worthily

itself to

Screw Bolts and Washers, Turnbucklc’s Shutten

Patterns of Garments

14 Cross Street

application

junl4d3m

low

Families, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted

ORDERS

ft

nf*

it contains much

is doubtless well
to form and elevate the taste of all

philosophically on
on

SPICES, &c.
52 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Sewing Machines FORprieen.

ol

cnaevin

however,
interesting, and

most of us are not inclined

IRON WORK

ANDBUTTERICK’S

at.

those who wish to know what

PURE

Buildingft,

ICE !

prepared

IMPORTERS

ELIAS HOWL

Bnrnliam & Co..

Having secured their stock

adapted
mire

E. GOTT, Manager.

fuyl7dlm

SEASON 1872.

2nd; dryness,

Machines

the best satisfaction, and are sold from ten
to
dollars less than any other first-class
machines. Agents Wanted in various parts of
New England for
territory, to whom very
liberal inducements will be ottered. Also a number
of canvassers wauted in and about Portland.
It. J. BELLAMY & CO. Portland Office No. 179
Middle Street, over Marr Brothers.

ICE!

Leavitt,

that is

of choico

PRINCE &

WILSON SEWING MACHINES

iyl8tl

ICE!

A full line

__

11__
To be Let,

whole
part ol the block ot Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.

TEAS FREE.

Samples of which will be furnished

HOWE

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.

7 room., Sebago
call at 31 LINCOLN

rpfldfr

TEAS!

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 5c.

st._

LOCKE, TWITCHELL A CO.

For the student

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

Sewing

Let,

particulars
ST.aug23
water.

The business of the old firm will be settled at the
place and the signature will be Locke,Twitcbell

A Co., in liquidation.
Portland, July 8, 1872.

jy22eodAwlw

Pro-

fusely illustrated by Frank Beard. Published by F. G. Welch & Co., New York.
Tiie .Esthetics of Beauty, by C. II.
Day, is a treatise upon the nature, laws an duses of beauty, and while well written will hardly be found adapted to the purposes of the

same

and all other First Class

TAYLOR,

THE

on

IMPROVED

let, containing

to

a

and deeds of that convocation.

men

copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of LOCKE, TWITCH ELL A CO.,
ceases by limitation this day. Mr. Horace P. Storer
will retire. The remaiuing partners will continue
the Dry Goods Jobbing Business under the same
style at the old stand.

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

A

17G

well earned

and

Recent Publications.

NOTICE~

about purchasing

elevator,

That Convention, or Five Days a Politician—by F. G. W. et als.
A clever little burlesque of the Cincinnati
Convention with many capital hits at the

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

17-dtd

N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

PLEASANT Double House on Franklin st., arranged for two families, and plenty of Sebago.
Rent 6200 each: for key call on

my21-dtf

early

are

Order.

July

and work done, warranted ts give entire satisfaction.

To Let.
Middle street, recently occupied by

L.

Per

OTHBRB

steam

Salary no object.

parties

Monthly Instalments.
jyMachine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidand
done
to
order. All Maeliines sold
Braiding
ery

PROCTER,

FOX,
To Let

ALL

w acre we nuaii xeep constantly on
nano, a him assortment of these Machines in the various styles of

for

No.

August,

to erect and maintain a portable Steam Engine
in
of No. 51 Exchange st, notice is hereby
given that on Monday, the 29th inst, at 7 1-2 o’clock.
P. M. a hearing will be had of all
interest en
in said petitiou, at the Aldermen’s Room in the City

Building.

331 CONGRESS STREET,
finish.
Machines sold

92
STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
MATTOCKS &

OF

Machine maintains it

those that
Sewing Machine to call at

BLOCK,

Exchange

were

TIIOSE

popularity.
we invite all

auu tuiuiuuuiuub bluiub

03

Railway

CITY CLERK’S OFFICE,
July 16, 1872.
the petition of J. B. Lucas for" {termission

This report indicates how well the Singer Sew-

MRS. II. E.

jeSdtf

Passenger Station
urer, in the Grand Trunk
in Portland, on Tuesday, the 6th day ot
1872, at 10 o’clock a. in., for the purpose of maxing
choice of nine Directors for the current year, and for
the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk.
Portland, July 13,1872.
junto id

City of Portland.

52,0001

LET.

J. C.

0.

6

181,260.

Law, 80 Middle St.

immediately will be let low.
THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,

applied

are

Sale of tho Singer Sewing Machine for the year

The

Con-

CARLETON,

THOMPSON

THE

Atlantic A St. Lawrence Railroad

Meeting

forty-horse-power

He has gone
oyer to the opposition paper, and jeers at us
with the triumphant malevolence of a fiend
incarnate. This is the way it all happened.
One day we made a mild joke, and were much
elated in consequence.
“It’s perfectly easy
to be funny,” we thought—“and as the running expenses of the Weekly are rather large,
we’ll dismiss our professional humorist and
be our own funny man.”
So we tried it.
We printed the witticism already alluded to,
and imagined, in our pride, that there were
plenty more of the same sort where that eame
from. We sat with pen suspended over a
sheet of paper, and a look as much like Tennyson, waiting for inspiration as we could get
up. We took down the dictionary, .the Concordance to Shakespeare, Topper’s Proverbial
Philosophy and Mrs. Hemans’ poems. We
stared at them—there was nothing funny
about them—and the longer we gazed, the
sadder we felt. Any man that can write up
any subject less severe than the Baltmore
Convention, will please apply at our office.

Co., Annual Meeting-.
stockholders of the Atlantic A St. Lawrence

Me.

a

wouldn’t bring hini back again.

SEWING MACHINE. UPON
basement

TOLET.
Store and Basement
liiusu

tears and

jyl2-dtd

1872.

on

With thy rude
death, turn up the sod *
And spread the furrow for the seed we sow
This is the Held and acre of our God,
This is the place where human markets

plowshare,

grow!

Nilsson
The recent

Sharply Criticised.

of Miss Nilsson in London has not been as
flattering as her Paris
ami New York reputation, and her first reception at the Drury Lane Theatre might have
justified. The Hueen, in the course of an
able criticism of the representations, thus
warns the Swedish queen of
song: “When
Mile. Nilsson first appeared here, it was not
her organ, not her style, but her
acting, which
won popularity.
It was her comely ami poetic presence, and her
ladylike deportment,
wbicli coinmaded the sympathy of audiences;
and sympathy, once enlisted, covers a multitude of sins. But Mile.
Milsson, having to
compete with great artists, her good sense
and
suggested study,
study she did. Her improvement was so marked that she made her
public, even as against Madame Patti; and
there was a season at Drury Lane when
Mile.
Nilsson fairly took the town
by storm
Tempted by large offers from America, she
,a toui[ UD<lf,r tl*e guidance
of a skillful homme
<Vaffaires, aud her success
was
unbounded; and here is the rock
on which her artistic fame will
split, unless she
reverts to the primitive
style which so eaptivated her hearers. Her Traviata was one
of
the greatest mistakes ever made
by any artiste
on her
at
opening night
Drury Lane. Her
ilaryherita, if not so glaringly offensive
against good taste, must be amended considerably, and she is too clever to mistake the
comparatively frigid apathy of a Drury Lane
auditory last night, for a return welcome
cannot be repeated every
night.
career

W/nti

If women, perhaps better than men, know
how to do tilings insolent to each other, so do
they kuow how to resent impertinences. An
American lady traveling in Switzerland tells
this dinner-table story:
I had seen enough of
traveling English, of
whom the party at the table was
principally
to
know
how
to treat them, so I
composed,

eutirely ignored their

presence,

placidly

gaz-

ing out of the window in the interval of the
courses, on long, straggling St. Goarliausen,
opposite. This had its effect in the increased
respect of all glances, except those from a
of

bold,

black eyes

opposite

me, whose

observed to her husband in a loud
tone, “One of the people of the country, I sun-

pose.
Aiyucar, murmured the gentleman,
“take care, the lady may understand
English.”
“Not likely!” in a tone of infinite disdain.
“Oh! ah! one can never be too careful, ro
many of our people go to Paris, don’t you
know, that the French must pick up a little
of our lingo.” “I don’t think her French,”
remarked the lady, her gaze still broadly fixed on me. She proceeded with some very
free and impertinent remarks. At the conclusion of the meal I wanted some confitures
that stood near this lady, and the waiters had
all left the room. I looked directly at her,
and said in my best English, “Madame, may
I trouble you to hand me those bon-bons?”
If you could have seen the woman’s face!
It turned white, her jaw dropped, and she
stared blankly, utterly unable to comply with
my request. Her husband snatched up the
plate and handed it to me with a bow, and I
ate my confectionary with an innocent air, in
the midst of a dead silence.

Among the

curious things cbnnected with

the codfish is the

frequency with which large
stones are found in the stomachs. These are

of various sizes, sometimes, in large fish,
weighing many pounds, and it is a popular belief among fishermen that these are taken iu
just before a storm for the purpose of anchoring themselves during the expected swell
of the sea.
BTSlNEft* NOTICE*.

Schumacher Bros., have just received the
largest assortment of stereoscopes and stereoscopic views ever shown in this city. Call and
seg them at No-5 Dee ring Blook, Congress St.
jyl8cod3t
You can renew the energies of the debilita_

Per order of the Directors.
JOHN NEAL, Clerk.

Portland, July 8,

unwarrantable behavior of

The editor of the vivacious Atlanta Weekly
has come to grief, as follows:
We have dismissed our funny man. Would
that we could recall him—hut
entreaties,

rectors and Treasurer.
2d—To choose a board of Directors.
3d—To see if the Stockholders will instruct the Directors to apply to the Legislature to extend the time
for locating and completing their road.
4th—To see if the Stockholders will instruct their
Directors to
the legislature to authorize the
City of Portland to loan its credit in aid of the construction of their road.
5th—To transact any other business that may legally come before them.

IMPROVED

To l*et.
No. 50 St. Lawrence, next to
HOUSE
gress st. Rent $200.
Houses and
to rent.

2

1,

held

Block, corner of
Middle and Church Street in Portland, on WEDNESDAY, the 31st, day of July current, at tenjo’clock in
the forenoon for the following
purposes:—
1st—To hear and act upon the reports of the Di-

Railroad Company
THE
hereby notified that their
will be held at the office of the TreasAnnual

“THE SINGER”

House to Let*
Oxford Street near Elm; containing eight
rooms, with modern improvements. Rent $250
F. H. WIDBER,
I>er annum. Apply to
220 Commercial at.
jy2tf

uuu uiure ui

the

R. I.

offered for the
that flatiron ?

hereby

Company’s

lor Maine.

St., Portland,

junSd3ra

convenient for small family, within five
minutes walk of Citv Building; supplied with
Sebago water.
W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
Apply to
July 2dtf

Inquire of

don^in

HAYDEN,

Gen’I Agent

A

jel3tf

in all its branches

effect when

be

now we

explosive material. Experience shows us that
it is by no means economy to light a fire with
kerosene, if we take into account the funeral
expenses and the cost of rebuilding the house;
and Mrs. Leary’s cow had, no doubt, provocation for the hasty coup de pied that brought
Chicago to grief. But what excuse can be

jylSdlOt

aje

fashionable aswas a sloven

a

hear of an explosion at ProvThis time, it was the gentle
flatiron. Is there no safety for our homes ?
Nitro-glycerine is known to be naturally an

Portland, Rutland, Oswego & Chicago Railway Company.

on

July

Dwelling

Monthly Installments.

Machine Stitching
best manner.

in No. 4 Dana Block, 174 Pearl St.,
TENEMENT
the Premises.
conaining 8
Inquire
10-dt
rooms.

on

And

idence,

are

Stockholders of this corporation
notified that their annual meeting will
THE
at the
Office in Racklefl

“blue-stocking”

the first sweetheart.

petition

Sewing Machine Supplies, Silk, Thread

W1earU,°r ttowor8 whkS

pair

is

Everybody remembers the first cigar and

and Trustees of Evergreen Cemetery, and a Schedule of said lots for sale, with numbers, sections and
prices, shall be made by said Committee and Trustees, and recorded with the City Treasurer and local
Superintendent of said Cemetery.
Section 2. Said<Secti#n 4 is further amended' by
striking out the word “twenty” in the eighth line.
Section 3. All ordinances, inconsistent herewith

hereby repealed.
Section^. This Ordinance shall take

misery.

Mr. Cobb recently married Miss Webb. He
knew that they were meant to be joined as
soon as he spied her.

by striking eut the words
“twenty dollars” in the second line of said section,
and instead thereof the words “not less than ten. nor
more than fifty dollars, as may be determiner!
by
the Committee on Cemeteries and Public Grounds,
acting with the advice and eonseut of the Trustee* of
said Cemetery.”
The price to be mentioned as the consideration
named in the deed from the city, shall be fixed by
the Committee en Cemeteries and Public. Grounds,

Approved July 16, 1872.

G. L.

er
can

on

hereby

approved.

a

as well as a scholar.
Admiral Boscawen,
glancing at his gray-blue stockings, worn at
one of Mrs.
Montague’s assemblies, gave it
the name of the blue-stocking
assembly, to
indicate that the full dress, still indispensable
to evening parties might be dispensed
with,
if a person so chose, at Mrs.
Montague’s. A
Frenchman, catching at the phrase, exclaimed, UA.hi Les has bleusl” And the title has
clung to the literary woman ever since.”

Evergreen Cemetery.”

Be it ordained

“cerulean hose” in

wore

AND

lating

degree

sembly,—Dr. Stillingllect, who

PORTLAND.

AN ORDINANCE
Entitled ‘An Ordinance to Amend an Ordinance

a

thus'explained by Mary G'leinmer Ames:
“One never thinks of calling a man a bluestocking now; yet it was a man who first

from New York and
Portland and other

ONE THOUSAND EIGHT
SEVENTY-TWO.

YEAS

grain.

stand in Immortal
bloom.
In the fair gardens of that sti t>n<i
birth
Anil each bright blossom
mingles its Mrftimn

owner

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commer.ial st.

mar26thdtf

all enjoy

we

lhe origin of the term

Wanted.

To freight Coal
Philadelphia to

shall ri*' again

Feminine Amenities.

ingress Into the world

egress

29-dtf

Vessels

and the mainte-

race

Was naked and baro;
Our progress
through tlie world
Is trouble ami
care;
Our
from the world
Will be nobody know* where:
But if we do well hero
We shall do well there;
And I canid tell
you no more,
Should I preach a whole year!

GIRL to do general house-work; work light.
Enquire at Press offlce or No. 0 Lowell St.

iA

gress Street.

Wagon.

COTTAGE, Cape Elizabeth,

To whom liberal wages will be
Enquire at Press Offlce.

For all kinds of work, heavy or light, and the most

DAILY OR FOR THE SEASON.
AT LOWEST RATES.

The price has been advanced to 85 and interest for
the present, and a further advance is contemplated.

95 PINE

DRUMS.

BONDS.

An enthusiastic advocate of a
very early
rising movement, if you conversed with him
alter eight P. M., was sure to be
asleep just as
you came to the point of your best story. It

~WANTED

SEWING MACHINE TWO

Street.
GKO. R. DAVIS &

Are

A 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the groat roads running from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, affording the
largest income and promising the greatest profit.

AGENTS FOB TIIE CO.,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
FORT
Jyltf

Phillips

& Co.

MIDLAND

and a
have the

can

Wanted.

Real Estate Agents.

3? II It E

CONVERTIBLE

Jcwelery

by paying for this Advertisement, and proving
property. Apply at Preaa Offiee.
jyl3tf
same

A

C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Robert A. Bird, Manager
tf

•

Found.

and wilb or two gentlemen can
be furnished with front rooms an4 gpod board,
also, transient or table, gentlemen boarders can find
good accommodations by applying to MRS. WILBUR, No. 4 Chestnut Street.
may27-tf

lin Sts.

If

offlce-____ _juy!9d3t

Boarders Wanted.
GENTLEMAN

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
FEENlf, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

IN

affecting in a child as
spirit of self-abnegation.
Sammy was a little boy at a school in a village far from his home. One day his father
came to see him, and
they took a walk together. Meeting the principal of the school,
Sammy performed the introduction. Mr. S.,
said he, this is a father of mine.
so

certain sweet inborn

A

May

Plumbers.

JOHN

There is nothing

Lost,

good girls to go into the country—to do general house work during the summer months.
at
this office.
Apply
may7tf

Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

Interest and Dividends attended to.

BOSTON.

109 EXCHANGE BT.,

and

nation.

Co., Ag’ts.

uviugiafmri

,

water.”

BLACK Portmonaie, containing a sum of money, was lost bo tween Market Square and Cogia Hassan’s, or therebouts, Thursday. The finder
will perform a good deed, and receive the
grateful
acknowledgments of the looser, by leaving it at this

A

JAMES MILLER,No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

P.

between Cape E. Ferry
Morocco Satchel;
the finder will be rewarded by
leaving the same at
71 High st.
Jy22d3t*

CLIFF

we

—Longfellow.

A correspondent wants to know whether,
considering the great utility of the ocean,
poets are not wrong In calling it “a waste of

a

some
owner

that

under bis roof.

Evening,
THURSDAY
and 71 High st,
lkily’s Red

ATrienced

we all be cast.
farrows.shall
sure faith

In the

‘he a, cl,angel's blast
Shall^t
wrT,?t’
Shall winnow,
like a",h«“
fan, the chaff and

god

daughter Ada, cautioning the public against
trusting his wife, as she bad ceased to reside

Wanted.

FAMILY

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. II. LAWSON, 152 Middle St.,cor. Crons.

annum.

SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Stocks, Bonds,

[Incorporated in,1829.]

m

To

GENTLEMAN anil wife or single gentlcmer
accommodated with good rooms am;
can be
board at 211-2 Free street. Terms reasonable.

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

LOTHROP.DEYENS Ac CO
Sreet and 48 Market St.

Sts.

Lost!

6t

Tlie Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

St.

at the

Suly 23-dtf

UNQUESTIONABLY

Carpetings.

je3-tf

No. 97

juyl8

Masons and Builders.
REDJLON, 333 1-3 Cougrc*.

Or,

BLUE.

Year will open Sept. 2, and continue
Forty-Three Weeks.
Send for Catalogue, or address the principal.
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.
jy17-eod4m*

from $15 to $60 per

A

Carpet-Bags.

Inquire of

SAFES TO RENT inside the Vaults at

juyl7eod3m_

Manuf*..Mrers of Trunks, Yalises and

School,

Boys,

LITTLE

Safe

EDGINGS.

AND

GEO. THOM,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.
U. S Engineer’s Office,
{
Portland, July 18,1872. J

No. 47-49 Middle St.

commences

juy20dgw_WARREN JOHNSON.

No. 1§3 Commercial Street,

MARKS,

& Job

FALL

Board.

T&Stf

Term

All of the purest quality, and which wo sell as low
l>e bought in auy place in this city. Also

OF

Pablob Suits, Lounges, Spbing Beds,
Mattress cs,
0lrDoaongh Patent Bed Loungm, Bnnnia'lrd Chnira, Ac.
^T“A1I kinds ol lepairing neativ done. Furni-

Family School,

FOR

as can

WOOD,

August

September Eleventh.
For circulars, &c., address the principal, R. O.
LINSLEY', M. a., or the proprietor,

Honey Brook Lehigh, John's Wyoming and other Lehigh, and
White Ash Coals,
HARD AND SOFT

commence

TOPSHAM. ME

SUCH AS

ABNER EOWEEI., 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

ON

information, address C. B. VARNEY,
A. M. Stevens Plains, Maine.
Stevens Plains, July 22d, 1862.
dlw-tben-ood tf

on

If os. 31 <& S3 Free Street,

nre

Monday,
THE
19th, and continue fourteen weeks.
For further

of

UPHOL STE EER
MANUFACTURER

Fall Term will

to 4 P. M.

STANDARD COALS

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

To

juy8tf

Franklin

COAL,

SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

J. F.

Apply

Jy22tf

sum

day in June?” Well

so rare as a

London society was recently surprised at a
notice published in the Nevs* by Lord Wentworth, grandson of the poet Byron, by his

Protostant

a

Wanted.

this city the first of July
F small
of money, The

Yes. that blessed name Imports
Comfort to those who in the
grave have sown
that
have garnered in their hearts.
Their bread they
of life; alas! no more their own.

ine seed

the perfect.

GOOD cook at No. 61 Deering Street.

A

by

reasonable.

ROOMS TO LET.
board suitable for gentlemen and wives, or
single gentlemen, or lodging rooms without
board, at 209 Congress st., opposite the Park.

LylkiuH Valley Franklin
Coal just received and fur sale by the gubecribCARGO
Algo
band

grs.

Up-

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

HOUSE,

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

FRANKLIN COAL! Abbott

Italian & American Marble,
OSceSriCONGRCSS STREET,

M, and2

removing about 200 cubic yards sunken rocks from
channel.
Persons desiring to make proposals for
any oi the
above works, are requested to
apply to die undersigned at his office in Morton Block, Congress street,
Portland, Maine, or at No. 2 Bulflnch street, Boston
Mass., for specifications and further information concerning the same.
Proposals must be made separately for each work
as required
the specifications and be accompanied
by the requisite guaranty—each proposal and guaranty to be in duplicate, on printed forms which will
be furnished on application at this office—and when
transmitted, must be so endorsed as to indicate before being opened the particular work bid for.
The undersigned reserves the right to reject all
bids which in bis opinion, are not reasonable; also
the bid of any person who, in his belief, will not
faithfully ana promptly perform the contract.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of IJphols «>ringand Repairing

SPRINGVALE.

0. 4 Brown St.

Office hours from 8 to 10 A.

Street.

jyl9-tf

9. WeIIfleet Harbor, Massachusetts,—For

Olflce,

Post

SILENT FEED

Westbrook Seminary.

HOGG
Ilerehtints have

Has removed t

Jone to order

EATON, Old
Exchange Street.
E. F. IIOYT, No. 11 Preble
bolstering done to order.
HOOPER &

W. & H. IS. MCDUFFEE,Cor. Middle
& Union Sts.

SALE!

TEBBETS

HR. GEO. A. CLARK, HOMIEOPATHIST,

PORTLAND, ME.

Copying and enlarging

Island Head about 275 linear feet.

die Street.

EDUCATIONAL.

Sc NOLLE, Wholesale dealers
in Produce and General Commission

No 152 Middle Street.

eral Streets.

N. E.

River, Maine.—For about

8. Boston Harbor, Massachusetts.—For
about 40,000 cubic yards dredging on the
‘-Upper Middle Bar"; also for extending the granite sea wall on
Point Allerton about 225 linear feet and that on
Long

and Fed-

cor.

and

yards slabs,

J.

DON

J. II. LA

WHITNEY, No. 50 ExUpholstering of all kinds

KEN J.

It. F.

Houses, Lots and Farms for Sale.
He would reter parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon. A. W. H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lyucb,

3w*

REMOVAL!

Hale’s, Coiner of

JE11RIS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

ISAAC EDWARDS.

Windham,July 10th, 1872.

A.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

For Sale.

they
Enquire of A.

N O T ICE.
wife

de20

of the

on

__

N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
auil Cross Streets.

House For Sale or To L,et.
best and most convenient in the city.
ONEContaining
16 finished rooms, including Libraalso

WITH

$7.50.

MY and board, all persons

18 Free Street.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

Said house is one of the best locations on
street; fine neighborhood. Consists of
■j on the
JLtwo »torv framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas; good cellar and heated l»y furnace; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 19.
dtf

Lnrge

Ur-Particular attention paid to collecting.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.

Street.

Cushman Street.

Worth

A

____

thorough-

SCOTCH

WOOL

SYRONDS, lndin St. Velvet Cloak,
dyed and finished.
FOSTER’** Rye House, 24 Union Street.*

F.

SUALL Ac KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

‘ii Finery st., head ol

House no.

a

the goods and you will buy.

veteran in the business, ar.d
understands the wants of the people.

Dye-House.

GEORGE

ledge;

8,000 cubic yards dredging in channel at head of Swan
island; and for the removal ot about 100 cubic yards
sunken ledge and boulders from channel at Richmond and Gardiner.
4; Portland Harbor and Buck
Bay, Me.
—P or extending stone breakwater about 190 linear
feet in completion of same; and for about
20,000 cubit yards dredging in channel of Back
Bay.
'*•. Richmond’* Island, Maine.—For fur^bming about 15,000 tons stone for a breakwater.
O. Cochecs River, within Ibe town of
Hover.New Hampshire.—For removal of about
1000 cubic yards sunken ledge, at the “Gulf" or
“UpPl>er Narrows”.
7. Gloucester Harbor, Massachusetts.—
For removing about 800 cubic yards sunken ledges and
boulders.

Hay’..

State aud Danforth

oorner

riv-

Organ and Melodcon Manufacturers.

of Prices !

a

CLOIJDJWAN,

G.

jan22tf

purchased to close the account of
house in New York.

H. H.

over

terms.

FOR SALE !

susiK)uded jobbing

then call

Philadelphia.

reasonable

|>arties

OFFERS FOR SALE

MINK is

Walnut St.,
if. L. Gregg,

apply

to

connected.
The mill contains four sets of French Burrs, with
all approved machinery for the manufacture of Flour
and Meal.
To any
desirous of engaging in the Flour
business, it offers rare inducements.
Terms favorable.
Possession given January 1,
1873. Application may be made in person or by letter to
MRS. MARY S. BAILEY,
South Paris, Me.
jy8dlf

171 FORE STREET

AMD

COMMISSION

on

Flour and Grist Mill, situated at South Partis, Me., kuown as the Paris Flouring Mills, with
Store, Dwelling House, Cooper Shop and Dry House,

J. F. SISK,

Read tlie List

MERCHANTS !

sold

THE

stock

WjPngs,
Kennebec

Dentists.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON,

Sale.

NICE two story house, No. 45 St. Lawrence st.,
occupied bv Capt. Win. H. Randall. It is cen-

Juy22tf_Up Stairs.

open far summer and transient
boarders. It is the nearest hotel to the
Portland & OgdensburgR. R. Dei»ot. Rooms
pleasant and well ventilated. Terms from
j___six to ten dollars per week., transient two
dollars and a half per day.
JAS. M. GIBSON, Proprietor.
niy22-eod-3m

BROKERS,

SHIP

For

Country.

North Cornway, N. II.

a

moval of 530 cubic yards sunken
for the excavation of about
25,000 cubic
Ac., ia the channel.

DURAN Ac JOHNSON, 171 Riddle and
110 Federal Streets.

CHAS. SAWYER & CO..
No. 123 Commercial Street,

juy8

Being

Co.,

Warren & Gregg.

Successors to

Apply to JOHN PORTEOUS,
Agent Grand Trunk Railway.

WM. H.

BROKER,

SHIP

House and Lot for Sale.

A

CHAS. A. WARREN,
(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

HUNT.

TWO
containing 14 Rooms, Good cllar, brick cistern, good
well and Sebago water; piped for gas; heated by furnace; a good stable; lot containing about 7500 square
feet. Price low—Terms liberal.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Inquire of
93 Exchange st.
jyl2-d3w

located. Will be
trally
further information

company
regular
boarders during the pleasure and recreation season
of 1872. No effort will be spared to make “Black
Rock” pleasant, for all who may visit it or those who
choose to tarry.
J. W. PILLSBURY, Prop.

a,»12tf

]»IE.

Street, op-

Asylum

Owl’s acre!

should say a cool and comfortable day in
July, after a three weeks’ bake, comes nearer

jy24-3t

viz:

yards
and lor the removal of one to three bridge
piers of about 280 cubic yards each.
*■
Fenobseot Hirer, Maine.—For the re-

po«ite Park.

For Sale.
story House. No 24 High street;

For

oi>en

Having just returned

from Europe, would inform
Ids customers and friends that he has resumed his
business, and is ready to embody into his future
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
OFFICES AT
A. G. Schlottcrbcck & Co.,
Schumacher Bros.,
303 Congress st.
No. 5 Beering Block.

on

shooting
fishing resort, formerly
the headquarters of the lamented “Kale” LorTHIS
will be
to transient
and
favorite

A.

re-

“BLACK ROCK?”

Is

4-<l2w

jyG-tlAng

subscriber has recently purchased the CenrglHlfi
JL tral House, at Poland, and painted, pattered and
finished the same throughout, can accommodate families do?’ring pleasant board in a healthy location.
It is situated about two miles from the celebrated
“Poland Springs”. For further particulars call on,
or address
GEO. E. HOUGHTON.
Poland, June 7, 1872.
junStf

ing

Penri

harbors,

ledges;

and House Furnishing Goods.
SALE, I Fnrniture
Exchange
ARAMS,

HOUSE

HOUSE,

Summer Board

FOR

No. 20 Anderson St. Price $1603. Seven
finished rooms and good cellar, may bo supplied with Sebago water at small expense, lfnot
sold before 1st August will be rented.

Tuesday, Jauc 11,1872.
J. P. CHAMBERLIN, Prop.
jnn8tf

FRESCO_PAINTER
PORTLAND,

Manager.

This popular and home-like summer
be re-opened for the season

REANS,

and

s“llivan River mid ftullivan Falla,Me.
5*
For the removal of 230 to 750 cubic
sunken

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY Ac

“What is

marked letter B. In black
will be rewarded by leaving

the Fomalo Orphan Asylum,
AT Woman,
for general housework.
of

on

August next, for improving the following named

ers

Middle Street.

change St.

from Portland and a half mile from
Morrill’s Corner horse and steam
ears.
Containg one hundred and
acres ol excellent grass, early
gardening aim wood land, in a good state of cultivation. Estimated to be oue thousand cords of wood,
with orchard of fifty trees. House, outbuildings, ami
excellent modern stable.
Object for soiling, other business. Terms easy.
Apply on premises, or at 94 Commercial street,

A

sort will

a.

Finder

-r~r-—.

God’s Acre.
like that ancient Saxon phrase, which calls
The burial ground God's acre! It is just!
It consecrates each grave within its walls,
And breathes a benison o’er the
sleeping dost.

I

we

Wanted.

will be received at this office until 10
PROPOSALS
o’clock
in.,
Saturday, the 17th day of

done to order.

FARM

and Feed Stable connected with the
WM. P, JORDAN,

Washington

PORTLAND, MAINE.

VALUABLE

Cape Elizabeth Beach.

PAINTER,

FRESCO

HOTEL,

OCEAN

BRENS,

II. N.

shire ami Massachusetts.

to order.

the Grand Trunk R. R., (South Paris
Station.)
Carriages from the house at every train.
Billiard and Bath Rooms; a’so, a good

house.

THE

July

On

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
Letters of inquiry
when desired. Consultation free.
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
_jy-dlf__

jyll-eod3w

brick dwelling house No. 28 Park st., Portland. For particulars enquire on tho premises;
to E. P. SHERWOOD, 48 Exchange st.
Juy8tf

or

States of Maine,New Hamp- GOLD

Bonne! and Hat Blcachery.
SAWYER & CO., Blcncher., No. 131

S

button,

1—r-

Gleanings and Gossip.

TIIE

Cuff
enamel.
at this offlee.

-T——

'-"f

Lost.

Book Binders.
Wil. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange 8t.
M.HALL Ac 8I1ACKFOBD, No. 35 Plum

For Sale.

Portland.

NORWAY.

209 Uongres* St., Portland, Me.

oiic-eighth

_forty

MRS. M. A.

-OF-

and

American

HOUSE,

popular house is now ready to receive
boarders, regular and transient.
Prices from S1.00 to $1.25 i»cr day.

and. Solicitors

House. Tbs proj»erty is admirably loeate<l for a
summer boarding house,
of a
being only
mile from the Boston & Maine depot, in that town,
and only three miles from several of the tinest beaches
on the coast, knowu as
Gooch’s, Wentworth, Chick
and Hart Beaches.
The House contains 31 got.nl rooms and lias recently been greatly improved at a very' large expense;
g«KMi stable and outbuildings ineluding Ice House,
and one acre of land. The furniture will be sold
with the house. The whole property will be sold at
a bargain.
Terms easy. Possession by tlie middle
of September.
Apply by letter or in person on the premises to
MRS L. PARSONS, Kcnnebuuk, Maine, or to
G. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Brown's Block,

Plate and Sheet Iron
Worker. One well acquainted with Furnace
Work and general jobbing, will find steady employment and good
wages at WOOD, BISHOP & Co.,
Nos., 41 & 42 West Market Square, Bangor.

Jy24:6t

IN

Street.

IHnu.nm

THURSDAY HORSING, JULY 25,187*.

experenced Tin

AX

TUE

of Rivers & Harbors

Booksellers and Stationers.
IIOYT,FOti6& BREED,No.Ol Riddle

offer the well

Portland, Maine.

Improvement

W. C. COBB, No. 13 P.nrl St.

A Fine Chance for Investment.

THE PRESS.

WANTED

Street.

Situated in Deering. three miles

This

ST.__

Bakers.

known property situated at
WE K«nnebuuk, Maine,
known
the

jel3dtf

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me.

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

Attorneys5

Proprietor.

Thomaston,

ATTORNEY at LAW,
ISO W1BPLK

MAINE.

FOR

Loan l! !

eet>24tt

STREET.

PROPOSALS

Repairing.

We are prepared to loan money in sums
from $100 to any amount desired, on lir»t
class luortgasrti i:i Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous oI buildius can also be accommodated with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS A CO.,
Real Estate A Mortgage Brokers.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Rachine. for «nl« and to let.

kind, of

as

GEORGE E. BIRD,

Jyl2tf

HOTEL,

THOMASTON,

Juyl7tf

attended to*

$20,000 lo

Proprietors.

This house, just completed, is now
open
for the accommodation of visitors, boarders
ami parties. It is situated in the midst of a
grove obout midway of “the Bay,” and is
within twenty minutes drive of the business
purl ion of the city.
BowlingiAlleys, Livery and Feed Stables are connected with the house.
juu2tidlin

Street, Up Stairs.

No. t)9 Middle

MISCELLANEOUS.

Agency for Sowing Machines.
W. ». DYER, No. 373 Riddle St. All

B ULLETIIt.

Ferry Beach, Saco, Me.

Year in advance.

MAINE~STATE

THE

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

_

0

Vessels of large size can lay at the whart at lo r
tide, and the landiug not being a public one, p&rth s
hiring the Island will bo secure from intrusion.
HENRY DEERING,
W. H. FESSENDEN.
July 18-dltm

)__

The most faithful lover who has a name
and being outside of trashy novels, lives in
Danbury, Conn. The parents of the young
lady are opposed to the companionship, but
it doesn’t make him proud. Sometimes the
old gentleman reaches him with his boots before he can get over the fence, but the young
man doesn’t lay up ill-feelings on account of
that; he only smiles at the despoiler of his
pantaloons when he meets him, and calls it
“heaping coals of fire on his head.” One
evening he thought he would get up a surprise for the old chap. He put a paving stone
in each of his coat tail pockets, and started
for the fence, as usual. The old gentleman
let out for him—caught him good. Then he
laid down on the grass and said: “I die by
the hand of an assassin.” But the young
man passed on without a word, and smiled
the most heavenly smile of forgiveness ever
seen on the street.

ted nervous system when it has become so
through the errors of youthful excesses, by using Smolandkr’s Buchu. It tones the nerve
system to fresh action and vigor and positively

expels all maladies of the urino-genital organs
and prostrate glands: inild in its 0]>eration,
still all potent to remove the cause of disease iu
either sex, whether married or single.

jylti-eodl w
It is a mark of the unsuccessful man, that
he invariably looks his stable door when the
horse has been stolen. This sort of wisdom
never thinks about bodily health until it is
goue. But just as much as auy disease has become seated, the power of the
system to resist
and throw it off is weakened; hence time is alt

important.

For

dyspepsia,

all diseases of the

liver, stomach, skin and kidneys, and all that
begin in vitiated blood, do not wait until the
trouble is

confirmed, but attack it by a timely
of Dr. Walker’s California Vineoar
Bitters.
jy20-d4wf
use

The Human Roof and its Thatching.—If
the man deserves well of his country who
makes two blades of grass grow where only one
grew befere, surely^he who produces a glorious
crop of hair on a comparatively barren scalp,
deserves the hearty thanks of the obliged party

honor, therefore, to Professor E. T. Lyunquestionably, his renowned Katiiai ron accomplishes this
object. Gentlemen

All

on, for,

whose whiskers are shy of making their appearance in force, or the fibres of whose moustaches disclose those “magnificent distances”
for which Washingtun City was once se famous.
win nmi this hair Persuader the most wonderful encourager of fibrous development that
has ever yet been invented. Both sexes are
advised to use it, as, by all odds, it is the best
article for improving the growth and beauty of
the hair, keeping it free from scurf and dandruff, preventing it from becoming harsh, dry
and gray—giving it a rich gloss and
endowing
it with flexibility—that Toilet Chemistry has
ever

jy

evolved from the vegetable

kingdom,

23-eodlw wklt

The safest method of effectually getting rid
of kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, diabetes, gravel, mental and physical debility
and complaints incideutal to tho weaker sex,
is S mo lan dr it's Bucnu. It tones aud gently
stimulates the entire nervous system, and posicures all maladies of the urino-genital
organs of either sex.
jy 22-Tu-Th-S

tively

Time AND ENLIGHTENED EXPERIENCE have
shown that certain substances formerly used
aud relied on in medical practice, arc unnecessary and dangerous; yet some of these substances have found their way into medical
compounds. Dr. Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters, however, coutain nothing injurious, being composed exclusively of vegeta-

ble substances from California. For all disorders of tfce liver, kidneys, bladder, skin, and

digestive organs, and for purifying the blood,

they are the
je29-4w

most

Dnirhrr'i

wonderful

remedy

known.

Lightning Fly-killer.

Sweeps them off and clears tho house speedily—Try it—Sold by dealers everywhere.
jel3-eod-lmo
Exhaustion and degeneration follow the excessive use of the senses, without due intervals
of rest for repair. In order to maintain the
wonted energy, the force expended, whether of
body or mind, must be restored. When the expenditure of brain matter and other nervous
elements is continued by overwork, the early
extinction of life itself may be looked for as
the result of such degeneration. The ingredi-

composing Fellows’ Compound Syrup of
arc sncli as constitute healthy
blood, establish sound nerves and senses, and
ents

Hypophosphites

will cons

ucntly

hauBS
lost.

u

not

in most

only prevent
cases

this

restore such

exas

is

_jy20-dlw&w

For female complaints, in young or old, married or single, from the advent of womanhood
to the changes of
are without equal.

life, Dupouco’s Golden Pil
jy ly-eod&w

Adamson’s Balsam
mrl5-T TSS

wly.

Asthma, Coughs
1’rioo 35 and 75 cts.

cures

Colds, Lung Complaints.

man can

anil he

never

never

ha* bffn beaten,

be.»—Horace Greeley.

will

“Cram and hi* policy deoervo
bigheat credit.”—Horace Greeley.

the very

Wtalea know
“The people ol the United
Kcncral iiYunl—hnve known nil about
him liner Oonelaoa and Viekaburg; they
do not know bia alonderera, and do not
know

enre to

them.”—Horace Greeley.

republican nominations.
FOR PRESIDENT,

ULYSSES S. GRANT.
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

of the most industrious and successful
office-brokers in America.
Bad men hare
olten had the strongest hold on him, and if
all the worthless men he has urged on the
present administration had been accepted, it
would have been as corrupt in fact as Mr.
Greeley wishes to make it appear. And uow
we are gravely asked to believe that if this

Greeley, supported by the TamBlairs
many ring, engineered by Fenton, the
and the worst of the hungry Democracy,
and surrounded by those Republicans who
have had so little principle as not to be
able to continue to support the right when it
ceased to procure them offices, is elected to
the Presidency, he will continue the present
system of civil service reform, which depends
solely on the good pleasure of the Chief Magistrate for its perpetuity!
same

Horace

HENRY WILSON.
In his

STATE NOMINATIONS.
FOB

GOVERNOR,

PERHAM.

SIDNEY
FOR

At

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:

E. SPRING, of Portland.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
of Cherryfield.

Large—SAMUEL

District—JAMES II. McMULLAN.
District—JOHN II. KIMBALL, of Rath.
Third District—JAMES EIISKINE, of Bristol.
Filth District—E BE NEZER KNOWLTON.
Etrst

Second

District-JAMES G. BLAINE.
Fifth District-EUGENE HALE.

Senator Schurz says:
When the San Domingo scheme was pending,
two gentlemen in intimate relations with the
White House, came to me, each one separately,
requesting my support of the project. They
assured me if I would give that support or abstain from opposition, all the patronage I desired would lie at my disposal, making me in
that respect one of the most influential men in
the laud, One of these gentlemen subsequently
submitted to mo in writing that the otter was
made with the consent of the President himself.

to offer patronage or any other inducements to any Senator for his support of
the Santo Domingo or any other measure of

directly,

Cumberland County Republican Convention.
Republicans of the several towns in Cumberland County are hereby notified to choose Delegates
The

Portland,

Convention, at LANCASTER HALL,

on

hope

ter upon which his statement is

on

the 4th

day of September,

viz:

SENATORS,
CLERK OF THE COURT,
SHERIFF,
REGISTER OF DEEDS,
COUNTY TREASURER,
COUNTY COMMISSIONER,
to choote a County Committee, and to
FOUR

Alio

#

act upon
before them.

any other business that may come
The basis of representation will be the Republican
vote for governor for the year 1868,—each town being
entitled to one
and an additional one for
every 75 votes cast tor Governor. A fraction of 40
votes additional to the full number will be entitled
to an additional delegate. The basis will yield one
hundred and fifty-one votes, and.apportioned to the
sererdl towns as follows :—

by Senator Schurz. If he has any such
letter, be should make it public with the
name of the author, which shonld, in the
commonest justice, have been given when
the letter was first quoted.
Unless this be
done promptly the whole statement must be
branded as a pettsfogging and disreputable
attempt to connect the President with an
affair for which he is in no wise responsible.
We shall look with interest for the further
development of the affair.
tled

delegate,

3
6
8
7
2
3
6
4
6
7
3
3
3
3

Baldwin,

Bridgton,
B4unswick,
Cape Elizabeth,
Casco,
Cumberland,
Deering,
Falmouth,
Freeport,
Gorham,
Gray,
Harps well,
Harr

on,

Naples,

New

4

Gloucester,
North Yarmouth,
Otistield,

J3

3
46
3
3
3
2
5
5
6
4

Portland,
Pownal,
Raymond,
Scarboro,

Sebago,

Standish.

Westbrook,
Windham,
Yarmouth,

The Greeley Bargain.
The Tribune, with

considerable

bluster,
denies in a general way that Mr. Greeley ever
asked for the Democratic nomination, or that
a

he eyer asked any person to confer with Mr.
Seymour, and demands that the letters be

produced
parties keep
By
braggart tone and challenge, it evades the
whole question. Not one word is said of the
particular letters enumerated by dates of
correspondence between Carmichael and
Seymour on the one hand, and Greeley,
Hutchins and Fenton on the other; not one
word is said of Carmichael; not one word
about paying pensions to rebel soldiers; nothing of the details. Against this denial are
the affidavits of gentlemen of local importor

that the

silence.

its

151

A. F. GERRISH, Portland,
DANIEL ELLIOT, Brunswick,
THOMAS HANCOCK, Gray,
WILLIAM OSGOOD, North Yarmouth,
PHILANDER TOLMAN, Harrison,
WILLIAM H. DRESSER, StumUsh,
DAVID

based, to the
speak for

end that if any one has assumed to
the President he may be exposed.

TORREY, Deering,
Republican County Committee.

The Tribune readers may be satisfied
with this denial, but, as the New York Evenance.

Democracy

Fatal to All Reform.

There are more

points of difference beRepublican party, or party of pro-

tween the
gress, and

the old Democratic party which
has presented itself this year in a new guise,
than most people are accustomed to think.

Post says, “the general public who understand the charge to be that Mr. Greeley’s

ing

nomination is the result of a bargain with
the Democrats, and that whoever votes for
him votes for the consummation of that bar-

We have already shown on the authority of
Mr. Sumner that even the friends of the
Greeley-Democratic coalition are doubtful
whether the party can any more safely be
trusted with the carrying out of the equal
rights policy now fully adopted by the American people, than the old Democratic
party
could. The little leaven of a few thousand
unsound Republicans is not expected to leaven in this respect the whole
lump of two or
three millions of Bourbon Democrats. We
have shown that every sort of financial heresy, from paying the national debt in currency to assuming the Rebel debt, would be
likely to come to the surface if the Demooracy should return to power. These specifi-

gain,

cations are

South since the

than

sufficient, if sustained
deter any honest Republican from

more

by facts, to
engaging in

the fraudulent

movement to

“beat Grant.” But these are only a few of.
the many specifications touching Democratic
disinclination to reform that might be made.
The temperance reform is of great local
importance at least. The Republican party
has elung to it through good and evil report,

passing every prohibitory law, with a single
possible exception, ever placed on the statute

book of any State. It has lost many votes
in times past on account of this
fidelity to

principle,

and will

perhaps lose many more,
accomplished thereby what are
now acknowledged to be great results for civilization and humanity. What would probably be the effect of a Democratic triumph on
the temperance reform ? Would a few hundred Republicans in any State withhold
the thousands of “gamblers”
“blacklegs,”
“pimps,” “keepers of grogshops” and “inmates of brothels” who, as Horace
Greeley
affirms, constitute the backbone of the Democratic party, from instantly
sweeping away
but it has

all these restrictions on the sale of ardent

spirits which

offensive to them ? The
abolition of prohibitory laws has from time
immemorial been one of the first results of
Democratic ascender, cy. We are glad to
acknowledge the presence and useful activity
of a few Pillsburys and Hubbards in the
Democratic party who are doing a most credare so

itable

missionary work, but they can avail
nothing at present against the masses of a
party whose organs are now working (successfully, for anything we know) to make
party capital out of “the cider law.”
And could we reasonably
expect purer

elections and less interference with the independent action of voters under Greeley and a
Democratic Congress and Cabinet than under
Grant with
wmcn is

Republican support ? One fact
this point.
When

notorious decides

in any State a Democratic
government has
been instituted the first step has
been, as we
have said, to repeal all prohibitory laws, if
any existed, and the second has been to re-

peal all effectual registration laws.

A Dem-

ocrat has an instinctive horror of
everything
tending to check fraud, and accordingly no

regulation calculated to give
citizen just one vote and no

every

qualified

has ever
found favor in his eyes. But it will be said
that the influence of Horace
Greeley, the new
Democratic leader, will be sufficient to neutralize this ancient Democratic
prejudice
more

against a registration of voters. He surely
knows and appreciates as no other man in
America does the deadly effect on
Republican

institutions of the corruption of the elective
franchise. He is the man who has oftener
than anybody else called attention to the
predjudices of the opposition party against all
laws designed to secure the purity of the ballot-box. It is he who said that New York
was carried for
Seymour and the Democracy
in 1868 by frauds that
“ought to have filled
fifty State prisons.” It is his pen that has
hitherto advocated the extension of the
provisions of the federal election law to
towns as
well as large cities, so that
incipient fraud
might everywhere be detected;that advocated
too, “making the Ku-Klux law
stronger,” so
that it might be impossible for
justice' and
right to fail anywhere in the South, on account
of the intimidation of voters by lawless bands
of ex-rebels.
Surely, such a man as this

will work

revolution in the ranks of the
is now the leader.
But,
alas! he has surrendered in advance.
He
now regards the laws for securing a fair
vote,
which he formerly approved, as devices of
“the military despotism at Washington.”
a

party of which he

Having

taken for his

motto, Anything to be
President,” he has already adopted the very
cant of his new
associates, and phrases like,
“invasions of the
rights of States,” “the
unconstitutional deprivation of the South of
its just rights,”
spring as readily to his lips in
deprecation of efforts to secure order and
secure a

the

fair expression of the

lately rebellious territory,

popular will in
as

been a Bourbon from the start.
who hopes to find in Horace
former of his new and

if he had
So that he

Greeley a re-

strange associates
disappointment.

must

prepare himself for
And should sve have a reformed civil service
under the Democracy and Mr.
Greeley ? It
is a little curious that the most credulous

as

wicked

well as for a man weak

enough,

or

enough—whichever

you please—to
propose to restore the Democratic party to
power that he may gratify his insane craving
to be in office.”

Col. A. E. Buck of Mobile, formerly of
Foxcroft in this State, and a member of the
Forty-first Congress from Alabama, is now
on a visit to Maine.
He regards Alabama as
safe for Grant, if the local nominations are
wisely made. We understand that the exKebels and

Greeley

men are

anxious to ob-

tain the use of his name as a candidate for

It is not probable that Col. Buck,

Congress.

who is one of the .most honorable, able and
patriotic men that the North has given to the

bait, though

war

with his

will be takeu bv this

great personal populari-

ty his election would be assured. The desperation of the ex-Rebels is well illustrated by their
willingness to take Col. Buck for a candidate,

they having formerly derisively called him,
“Dog-Hiver Buck, the antlered monarch of
the forest.”
Political Motes.
“A purely selfish interest attaches the lewd,
ruffianly, criminal and dangerous classes to
the Democratic

party.”—[Horace Greeley.
The Gouvemeur (St. Lawrance Co.) Times,
says that county will give more than 8,000
majority for Grant.
“Anything to beat Grant,” was the rebel
cry from Fort Donelson to Appomatox. But
they never “beat” him.
Mr. Greeley doubted whether Congress
would pass a law pensioning rebel soldiers.
A Republican Congress would not; but the
Democrats expect, with Greeley, to elect a
Democratic Congress.
Such a Congress
might pass such a law.
The Tribune denies that Mr. Greeley went
to church with the notorious George N. San-

ders. The Tribune’s denials are poor evidence. But even that paper does not pretend to

deny that Sanders has recently been
Greeley’s guest at Chappaqua.
Every one who chooses to live by pugilism
or gambling, or harlotry, with nearly
every
keeper of a tippling house, is politically a
Democrat.—Horace Greeley.
Hon. B. F. Parks, ex-member of Congress
from Indiana, a staunch Democrat, says of
the conspiracy between the so-called Liberal
Republicans and Democrats:
This conspiracy against Gen. Grant has
been brewing about two years, and it was and
is based on the idea that the Democracy are
purchasable and deliverable. I suppose I
was in the inventory on the 1st of
January
last, but, gentlemen, they can neither sell nor

deliver me.
Dries,

.romeroy

s

newspaper nas Deen rus-

pended. Its subscribers, almost in a body,
are taking the Tribune.
Vance spoke at Newbern, N. C., recently.
The same night the colored Episcopal church
was fired and burned to the ground, and with
it several tenement houses occupied by colored people.
If the Cotton States shall become satisfied
that they can do better out oi the Union than
in it, we insist on letting them go in peace.
The right to secede may be a revolutionary
one, but it exists, nevertheless.—llorace

Greeley.
The intelligence

from North Carolina as to
the results of the election continues to be of
the most gratifying character.
Thomas II. Seymour, of New Haven, Ct.,
a Democrat of
prominence, writes to one of
the New York dailies on the political situation there. The report is anything but flattering to the hopes of the Greeleyites, whose
“campaign in Connecticut can meet nothing
but disaster.” A large proportion of the

Democrats, he

says, will not support Greeley
the contrary, “bite their lips in wrath
at the bare mention ot his name.”
The

but

on

of prominent Democracs who will not
Greeley are given. Some of them
will not vote at all, some support the Louisville movement, others arc declaring for
Grant. Meanwhile, Win. W. Eaton of Hartford, “who enjoys the widest reputatiou, as
a Democrat, of any man in Connecticut, will
leave ior Europe in a short tune, to spare his
eyes the sight of Democrats campaigning for
names

vote for

Greeley.”
Stephen

Brown, Esq., of Millford, pubVice President at the Democratic
meeting at Bangor on Saturday, is out in a
letter to the Whig,
stating that he is “no
such a person,” but is as he
always has been,
lished

as

D.

a

Republican, and proposes to remain so.
This sharp game o! claiming converts in all
directions, without a shadow of foundation
will be a losing one in the end for our Greeley friends.
A private letter received by a gentleman in
this city, to-day, from an intelligent citizen of
Cleveland, Ohio, says, “Ohio is sure for
Grant and Wilson, but whether by 30.000 or
50.000 majority, can’t say, but incline to believe the latter figures. We shall gain ten
Democrats where we lose one Republican.”
a

Hydrophobia lately broke out
Texas town and the people killed
fore their madness subsided.

in
250

a

small

dogs

be-

represented

the crops, and its effects upon the prosperity
of the country. Not only was the farmer sad
and discouraged, by his poverty-stricken
but the merchant and mechanic alike
felt the pressure of hard times. Now nature
smiles upon every hand. Bountiful fields of

fields,

carrying gladness to the heart of the
beholder, barns being filled to their utmost
capacity, magnificent fields of grain, tree*
burdened with glowing fruit, give a glad
cheer to all, and bespeak a plentiful harvest

grass,

to the husbandman.
The quiet way of our historic town is being
gradually changed since the completion of the
P. & O. R. R., and the consequent large
amount of travel that brings the tourist and
the pleasure-seeker in quest of pure air and
rest.
Many have taken up their summer
abode with us and many more would do so
This
were there sufficient accommodations.

difficulty is, however, being gradually overcome by the finishing and furnishing of new
and pleasant homes for the stranger. I notice that Mr. William Stelphin has been putting his house in thorough repair, and is now
nearly ready to receive applications for board.
Situated in thecentre of the village, surrounded
by beautiful trees, this place cannot be but
of the most attractiv* in this section.

Politically there is but very little commotion here, although there is a deep-felt
The
interest in the approaching election.
Republican party stands firm for Grant and
Wilson. What little sympathy the Greeley
movement might have had in the minds of
some, has been destroyed by the coalition
with Democrats north and iebels south, and
the effort now being made to induce those
who think more of their grog than they do of
principle to l>olt Perliain and go for Kimball.
When you add rum fusion to Greeley Democratic fusion it is too much for honest Republicans

to take at one dose.

Commencement at

The Bangor

Stake.

Watekville, July 24,1872.
The oration last evening before the literary
societies, by Hon. Wm. Whiting of Boston,
was a fine production.
He discussed in a very
scholarly and philosophic manner the Laws of
Brain Power. After mentioning the peculiaiities of man’s complex organism, lie urged upon
the attention} of all students a thorough study

prehension, then concentration, imagination
and organization. In this order they should
us

in nl<1

reverse or-

TliP lliinkpr lilep

the faliled Antaeus should often come in contact with the soil,
He should broaden his mental vision by every means. Education is primarily laying the track, developing the faculties by means of which trains of thought are
to be conducted.
Every one should study his
own capabilities.
The laws of Mental Conservation deserve study. There is a co-ordination between the mental faculties which depend upon and reproduce each other. Mental
labor in youth may well be carried to the point
of fatigue, not exhaustion. Weariness is nature’s signal to stop. Brain force, like steam,
must be constrained, by concentration, before
it can be effectively used. Like electricity in
practical use, it must also be intermittent, rest
succeeding labor. Persistence is the cornerstone of
intellectual greatness.
Imagination is essential to practical success in all professions. Not day dreams, but clear visions of
things unseen. Higher pursuits of men depend on their powers of organization. Undertake that of which you are capable. Break
awav from the conservative dragi of the world.
Study principles of legislation and political
life, and not neglect modern science.
Among the notables present are Bev. E. E.
Cummings, D. D., of N. H., Gardner Colby,
Esq., and Hon. Wm. Whiting of Boston, Hon.
Win. E. Wording, of Wisconsin, Bev. Prof.
E. C. Mitchell, D. IX, and Prof. Wm. Matthews, LL D., of Chicago, Hon. A. E. Buck,
of Ala., Hon. J. M. S. Williams of Cambridge,
Bev. S. S. Cutting, D. IX, of New York, Bev.
Dr. Pentecost of Brooklyn, Rev. H. V. Dexter, D. D., and Bev. G. W. Bosworth, D. D. of
Mass.

Duties

on Shipbuilding Materials.
following from the Washington correspondent of the Journal of Commerce more fully oxplains the recent act of Congress and the

Brown, the Duelist.

The

From the Syracuse Daily Journal.
The Democatic-Liberal candidate for VicePresident, Benjamin Gratz Brown, is on the
record as a duelist. The history of the affair
is as follows: Brown was challenged to fight
a duel by Lieutenant-Governor Reynolds, of
Missouri, and accepted the challenge, choosing
rifles at a distance of one hundred yards.

Department decisions:

Probably no paragraph in the tariff bill has
been so little underrtood as the ship building
section. The regulations of June 20th far carrying it into effect took the view that it related
to imported raw materials or partly manufactured goods only. But a modification of those
Iu regard to
regulations have already set iu.
lumber, timber, hemp Manilla, and iron and
steel rods, liars, spikes, nails and holts, and
copper and composition metal used in the construction and repair of American vessels engaged in the foreign trade, the Treasury Departmeut has just decided almost as the manufacturers want it.
The manufacturers could
not see how they would be able to furnish the
material,unless they could withdraw raw goods
in bond for manufacture.
The Revere Coppsr
Company of Boston were the first to test the
matter on a positive case.
They represent that
they have a large amount of copper in bond,
which they desire to manufacture into sheath-

Reynolds was a near-sighted man, incapable
distinguishing a man from a cow fitly feet
off, so he naturally objected to this [arrangement and requested that pistols or swords be
of

employed. To this the valiant Brown demurred, and Keynolds began to insult him every
time the two met. They never encountered

each other in the streets of St. Louis, in a
public library or any other place, but Reynolds heaped insults upon the unchivalrous
Gratz, in order to provoke a challenge from
him. At last, matters grew so hot that Brown
could stand it no longer. All St. Louis looked
upon him with contempt, and he finally summoned up courage to send a friend to Reynolds, to deliver a challenge and make the
preliminary arrangements for a duel.
Two days later the men met on “Bloody
Island,” in Mississippi river, pistols in hand,
aad Brown came away in a carriage with a
dangerous wound in his leg. He carried a
cane for the next few months, and in
this,
his first and last engagement, received his only scar. This is an event in Brown’s career,
which illustrates his character. As a duelist,
he is a criminal under the laws of most of the
States, and as such how unworthy is he of the'
suffrages for any office of the moral and lawabiding citizens. Compare Brown with Wilson, and put the latter’s pure life and noble
character in contrast with the dueling and
political offenses of Gratz Brown. Can any
decent man hesitate in his choice between
these two aspirants for the confidence and
votes of the people ?

Mr.

Greeley’s

ing, bolts, nails, hatch-plates, latches, kettles,
and many other articles used exclusively iu the
construction, equipment and repairs of ships.
They cannot always, when they begin to manufacture, tell the name of the ship, because
ships are seldom named till nearly complete,
auu they are
obliged to keep stocks of all copper and composition metal manufactures for
sudden use on ships. Tbcy
apply for permission to withdraw this copper in bond, as
they
want it, to manufacture for usual
shipbuilding
stock, the bond to be cancelled on proof that
the stock has actually been used for the
pur-

poses indicated in the law.
The Department considered the matter
fully,
and seemed entirely willing to grant the request
if there was any way of
getting at it, with due
regard to honest collection of revenue where it
should be collected.
So they get 1.round iu
this way. They answered the Revere
Copper
Company to-day, that they could withdraw
their copper from bond as they want it, and
manufacture it into any article necessarily used
in construction, equipment or repair of vessels
engaged in the foreign trade. But they must
pay the duty when they withdraw it from
bond, and upon proof that it, or anything
manufactured from it, has been used in the
construction, equipment or repair of vessels engaged in foreign trade, they would be entitled
to a refund of the duty paid.
This principle is
dearly set forth in a few words: Pay the duty
on your raw material, manufacture
it, and after it goes into the ship apply for refund of duty on the raw material and get it.
This modification of the regulations, though
it does not go as far as the manufacturers
hoped, will reach every class of shipbuilding material exempted by the law. The finest and coarsest woods can be
imported and manufactured
into any part of a ship. The ropemiker, the
anchor and chain and wire-rope maker, can also get free raw material on tlio same conditions
as the man who makes
copper sheathing. It is
to be hoped that doubling the tariff on
wire-rope
and giving the manufacturer of it his raw material duty free, iu the same act of June H, 1872,
will satisfy the hungry monopolies of Worcester and San Francisco, whose profits on that
largely used commodity have heretofore been
enormous.
Wire-rope is superseding cordage to
a considerable extent in
shipbuilding anil repairing, and is a very important item.
W. P. C.

Letter of Acceptanec.

Oentlemen:—Upon

mature deliberation it
seems fit that I should give to your letter of the
10th instant some further and fuller response
than the hasty, unpremeditated words in which
I acknowledged and accepted your nomination
at our meeting on the 12th. That your convention saw fit to accord its highest honor to
one who had been prominently and
pointedly
opposed to your party in the earnest and sometimes angry controversies of the last forty years
is essentially noteworthy. That many of you
originally preferred that the Liberal Republicans
should present another candidate for
President, anu would more readily unite with
us in the support of Messrs. Adams or Trumbull or Davis or Brown, is well known.
I owe
my adoption at Baltimore wholly to the fact
I
that had already been nominated at Cincinnati, aud that a concentration of forces upon
any new ticket bad been proved impracticable.
uiaiincu a.3 x am at

juui

LUiicuireilUC 1X1

LXIO

Cincicnati nominations, certain as I am that
you would not have thus concurred had you not
deemed me upright and capable, I find nothing
in the circumstances calculated to inflame vanity or nourish self conceit. But that your convention saw fit in adopting the Cincinnati ticket to re-aftirm the Cincinnati platform, is to me
a source of the profouudest satisfaction.
That
body was constrained to take this important
step by no party necessity, real or supposed. It
might have accepted the candidates of the
Liberal Republicans upon grounds eutirely its
own, or it might have presented them as the
first national whig convention did Harrison and
Tyler, without any platform whatever. That it
chose to plant itself deliberately by a vote nearly unanimous upon the fullest and clearest
enunciation of principles which are at once incontestably Republican and emphatically
Democratic, gives trustworthy assurance that
a new and more auspicious era is
dawning upon our long distracted country.
Some of the best years and best efforts of my
life were devoted to a struggle against chattel
slavery—a struggle none the less earnest or arduous because respect for constitutional obligation constrained me to act for the most part on
the defensive in resistance to the diffusion rather than in direct efforts for the extinction of
human bondage. Throughout most of those
years my vision was uneueered—my exertions
were rarely animated hy even so much as a
hope that I should live to see my country peopled by freemen alone. The affirmance by your
Convention of the Cincinnati platform is a
most conclusive proof that not merely is slavery abolished, bnt that its spirit is extinct;
that despite the protests of a respectable but
isolated few, there remains among us no party
and no formidable interest which regrets the
overthrow or desires the re-establishment of human bondage, whether in letter or in
spirit. I
am thereby justified in my
hope and trust that
the first century of American independence
will not close before the grand elemental truths
oil which its rightfulness was based
by Jefferson and the Continental Congress of 177(1 will
no longer be
as
regarded
“glittering generalities,” but will have become the universally accepted and honored foundations of our political
fabric.
I demand the prompt application of those

News and Other Items.
An Indiana town has the following
dog ordinance :
Dogs that are not collared and

labeled, no matter how respectably connected,
will have their narratives .amputated one inch
south of their ears.”
Tho St. Albans butter market was dull on
Tuesday,

with the following prices: common to
fair grades, 15 to 18c.; medium to
good, 2Q to
23c.; choice, 24 to 25c.; selections, 26c.
A laboring man at
Manilla, Ohio, found a
tin can containing some
nitro-glycerine in an
old coal bank, and thinking it to be oil
it in

S'inciples

put

bum.

completely

ished.
Tho Danbury
daily exchanges

News remarks :
run short on

“

When our
telegraph, they
observe that
a new counterfeit half
dollar is
being extensively circulated.' It has got so you
can’t hire a man for a dollar and a half a
day.

He wants two dollars, so afraid is he
that that
half dollar is a counterfeit-”
Tho Norwich (Conn.) Bulletin
says: “Mr.
Greeley writes to a gentleman in this city that
it would be folly to attempt the distillation of
liquor from cotton on an extensive scale. We
cannot, he says, compete with pauper labor,
and the cotton gin, though a pleasant
drink,
cannot be manufactured as
cheaply as Londou
Dock or Old Tom.”
The tropical heat of the last few
days has,
it is said, infused new life into the
aligators in
Central Park, the largest of which
snaps its
iaws with great unction whenever a fat baby
looms in view.
A Kansas paper has the following advertisement: “Engaged—Miss Anna Gould to John

our

little conscauence. My view contemplates not
the hundreds proscribed, but the millions who
are denied the right to be ruled and represented
by the men of their unfettered choice. Proscription were absurd if these did not wish to
elect the very men whom they are forbidden to
choose.
I have a profound regard for the people of
that New England, wherein I was born, and in
whose common schools I was taught.
I rank
no other
people ahead of them in intelligence,
capacity and moral worth. But while they do
many things well, and some admirably, there
is one thing,which I am sure they cannot
wisely
or safely undertake, and that
is the selection
for States remote from and unlike their own,
of the persons by whom these States shall bo

lamp to

The lamp, of course,
exploded,
and the man and one of his children were
killed, while his house was
demola

existing condition. Having
one what I could for the complete
emancipation of the blacks, I now insist on the full enfranchisement of all my white countrymen.
Let none say that the ban has just been removed from all but a few hundred elderly gentlemen, to whom eligibility to office can be of
to

The National Camp

Candall, City

Marshall of
Leavenworth, Kan*as.
From this time henceforth and forever—
until Miss Anna Gould becomes a widow—
roung men are requested to withdraw their
particular attentions.”
A new invention used by barbers for distriblting a dew of ean de Cologne over the heads of
heir customers, is utilized by an
adaptable
gentleman of New York as a means of

apply-

ng brandy and soda water externally instead
>f drinking it. His friends cannot
help ob1 lerving.
however, that he yawns continually
vliile using the instrument.
Oak Grovb
i

<

Seminary, at Vassalboro, opens
September 3d. We cheorone of the
quietest, most

the Fall term, on
ully commend it as
or

arefully

f Itate.

conducted and useful schools in the

liberately, and without turning about. The signal for ifown brakes was given, and the train

at llichmoud.

Meeting

brought upas quickly possible, the cow-catcher of the engine brushing the coat tails of the
fool hardy pedestrians. The language of the
engineer to the pedestrians was unscriptural.
as

FIRST

DAY—PREPARATIONS

FOR

WEEK

A

OF

WORSHIP—GATHERING OF THE MULTITUDE.

Sid fm Havre 11th Inst, Martha A MoNell, Watt*,
Sid fin Helvoet 10tn

Philadelphia.

Maine
;

Gamp Meeting Association

to

gather

at

Richmond this week to enjoy the pious festival
of a grand national camp meeting, under the
auspices and conduct of the National C. M. Association. If external influences inspire devotion and the promotion of holiness,
certainly
the lovely grounds of the Kennebec
Valley Association ought to engender the highest emotions of gratitude and reverence, for never
per-

haps w as a spot better fitted for the free worship of God in a temple built and decorated by
a higher than
man’s agency, made vocal by
sweeter than human minstrels, and breathing a
perfume

more delicate and grateful than the
chemists’ art can devise. These grounds lie
three miles above .Richmond, on the Maine
Gentral road, and all the trains except the night

In this

Valley Association.

From the auditorium six
the boundaries. One of
these leads direct to the railroad station. Three

known

as

to

Plaisted,

Smith and Baker

nues. The others are yet unchristened.
Be"
tween the avenues are grouped the
cottages and
tents of the different congregations. Some of
the former are decidedly natty in appearance.
These and the adjacent tents are placed w ith
the regularity of a military
on

NAME

and

reasonable, 89 for the meeting or 81.25 per
day for three days or less. Breakfast and tea 50
Furnished straw
each, dinner 75 cents.
beds at 65 cents for single night, or you may
sleep on straw under a shelter tent for 40 cents,

George,

with a reduction if you engage your berth for
the whole period of the meeting.
For your
meals you buy a package of coupon tickets
for as many days as you propose to remain,and
those unused are redeemed at
oil and groceries
the store of the Asssociation;

been

are

and

for sale
there

ou*oi-i»ccin, ncnuidii, LUiiim uillUll lUf

ment.

Johnson, also of Hallowell,
responsible position, and the public will

has a
find him a valuable man.

Milliken, Ellsworth.

lines. Notification of the change
has already been given to the Brazilian and
West India Steamship Company, which has received £20,000 a year, aud the Cunard and other

blow to the

subsidy system

STATE

«>.

Hath

g’a

Hangar
Chicaga

«>.

Partlaud Sc Rachasier R. R.

y •.
y,

Lrrdi A I

t>a

in all countries.

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

FOREION FORTH.

Ar at Hiogo 7th ult, barque Etta Loring, Loring,
Yokohama, (and sailed 15th for Hong Kong.)
In port 18th ult, ship Scotia,
Drummond, from Nagasaki, ar 15tb, for Hong Kong.
At Rangoon 6th ult, ships Tirrell,
Morgan, for
Bombay; Montpelier, Dlzer, for Europe.
Sid fin Manila May 23, barque Quickstep,
Chase,
San
Francisco.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Ar at Gottenburg 1st inst, barque Jonathan
Chasj,
Chase, Havre.
Ar at Leghorn Juno 29, Darquo Schamyl, Snow,

The Journal says the crop of hay is about secured, and it may fairly be estimated, we think,
that the crop is one-third larger than that of
last year: This is the average estimate of farmers in different parts of the State.
Thore was a rousing temperance meeting at

Marseilles.
Ar at Bordeaux 9th inst, barque Halcyon, Work.
Havre.
Ar at Gravesend 10th Inst, ship Marv
Emma, Patten, Bassein.
Sid 10th, shin P Pendleton, Pendleton, Cardiff.
At Rio Janeiro June 24, ship Alice Vennard, Humphrey, from Cardiff', ar 4th, une; barque Jennie S
Barker, Waite, from Liverpool, ar 4th ; Goudell,
Crockett, from do, ar 2d, for Calcutta 3 days.
Sid fm Montevideo June 5, brig Sarah Emma, Carter, New York.
Cld at Demarara 8th Inst, barque Union, Morse
5t Thomas.
In port 8th inst, sch Nellie, Oieutt, from Wilmington, ar 1st.
Ar at St John, NB, 22d inst, sch
Fanny K Shaw
Watts, Norfolk.
Cld 22d, sch W H Mailer, Crowley, New York.

Belgrade depot,

on Monday
evening. Addressmade by Drs. Crocker, and Bricket of
Mr.
President
ol the club at
Golder,
Augusta,
Belgrade Mills, and Mr. Frank Murphy of Portland. Fifty signed the pledge, and the liveliest
interest was manifested. There will be another
meeting on Sunday evening, at which time a
reform club will be organized.
Eev. W. S. Jones, the pastor of the Metho-

es were

dist church at Gardiner, entertained a house
full of friends on Monday evening, who were
present to congratulate him and liis estimable
lady, on the 20th anniversary of their wedding
day. Capt. J. B Coyle and wife, of Deering,
who were among the early friends of Mr. Jones

[Latest by European steamers.]
Sid fm Liverpool 12th, Baden, Dyer, New Orleans
Orleans,
Wallace, .Ionian, Philadelphia.
Ella S Thayer>
Thon>P»on, Havana via

present

3<Sdift?th’
E"f % hlg.lllh inst, Tranquebar, Waterhouse for
yoquimbo; 12th, Jos Fish, Staekpole, Callao Paeto-

BENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A Hampden young lady secured a thirty
salmon last Saturday, by watching the
movements of the fish as it passed up a creek,
and then building a dam of stones so that it
could not return. She will do for an engineer.
The engineer of the Maine Central train a
few days ago, while near a gap in Bangor, discovered two men walking on the track a short
distance ahead. He rang the bell and sounded
the whistle, but the men still walked along de-

pound

■

us,

lobey,

GIT

1
■

San

Francisco.

Em"'*> Cat ten, Bassein.
qt,iiiw*<ti,tV1!iKKentucklan<
Sears, from New Or-

Queenstown 11th, George Solfleld, Merriman,
alparaiso.
Passed Anjier May 24, Golden
Stole, Delano, from

] Jew \ ork for
Ar at Cadiz Gth inat,
'< tli, David Bugbee,

Saraaraug.
Proteus,Chipman,New York;
Stowers, Coruna.

TUCKED

SKIRT,

FOB

One Hollar.

K. K.

THESE GOODS ARE ALL

NEW and FRESH,
And of

297

the be.t quality, and

be found at

can

CONGRESS

ST.,

NELSON & CO.,
JUST ABOVE THE PREBLE HOUSE.

PAYSON,

July 20-8,T,Th

Attention,

All.

LORIIG, Apothecary,
Comer Exchange and Federal

Excursion parties from Portland and elsewhere
by
O. R. R. and Steamer Oriental can find accommodations and aU needed requisite* In the
0t
P. &

meals and

ples.

Sts.

shape
lodgings, by addressing Elm House, NaN. CHURCH & SON.

CUNNINGHAM,

Farm for Sale.
GEO. W. DILLINGNO offers his
farm for sale, situated in
Bridgtou,
*
/font Taylor A Perry’s Wool-

MASON & UTJILDF'Ft,

20

PBEBLE

All orders
tend to.

Within 2 miles of North
1
fruU*

STHEET,

G7S15rrrarafBHlK,nonCCeme“7'

ten
,,i^,7!rm.,com^u9
th® balance eovered with wood and
“rea

for jobbing and building promptly atJun5 sntf

timber. This beautiful iarm Joins Mr. Reuben
celebrated wood land. A pleasant
placo for
walking out near the Pondicherry Mills. Splendid!
There are buildiues on the fttrm. For further informatlon inquire of N. C. BURNHAM.
w2w3o»

Schlot ter beck’s Moth & Freckle Lotloft !
A safe and sure remedy for
removing Tan, Pimples,
Moth Blotches, Freckles nnd
Eruptions from the skin
rendering it soft and fresh, and imparting to it a mar-

Oak Grove

Price 50 ceuts per bottie.
Prepared by
A. G. MCHLOTTERBECK A
CO.,

ble

purity.

A N

Retail Boot and Shoe Store For
Sale.
One of the best locations in Portland; good store,

GIRLS WANTED
At the Portland Star Match
July 22,

Notice.

YEBnONT BUTTER,
JTJST RECEIVED

rortland, Jnly 1st,

house; partly furnished;
board. Apply 27 Wllmot St.

Greely
At

Municipal

Bonds.

in,
*
Jy25-d2taw

paid by the State, In Now York
for Western

Bonds.

72

LEATHER BELTS,
Chll4,ren:
stylish
*55!

aiul
very pretty,
*WMOrtraent in the city and at the
lowcst fPric” at MRS.
WELCH’S, 71* Middle St.

and

r?1

Non-Resident Taxes
TN the town of Yarmouth, In the County of Cuiuher land, for the year 1871.
lne following list of Taxes on the Real Estate of
non-resident owners in the town of Yarmouth
>r
the year 1871, in Mils committed to I). L. Mitchell,
Collector ofsaid town, on the first day of J une 1871, ha*
been returned by him to me aa remaining unpaid on
the 11th day of April, 1872, by his certificate of that
date and now remain unpaid anil notice is hereby
given that if the said taxes, interest and charge*
are not paid into the Treasury of the said town
within
eighteen months from the date of the commitment of
the said billa, so much uf the real estate taxed aa will
be sufficient to pay the amount due tberetor,
includimr
interest and charges, will, without further notice
l.I,
sold at public auction at
my dwelling house in said
on
the
16th
of
town,
day
December, 1872.* ut *iett
t.,
o’clock, A. M.
Description of Property.
Valuation.
77.
Joshua L. Sawyer, house, out

'Si'ES&SZ'S* ImV*

Chime Christmas,
Year, in the ears of your delighted

building, 2 house lots and shop
and lot,
William Wage, 30 acres of land,
David Pratt, house and lot,
Heirs of Michael Meguire, house

NS, U U IT A RS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUrail assortment of other instrumenis.
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
store of
a

CHARLES

Yarmouth, July 10,

MRS. DR. A. W. KIDDER,

THURSDAY, JULY 93th,

it

FOR SUMMER,
MH1, WELCH’S, 7# Middle st.

For

jy23-3t*

Children’s

near

Suits, $1,

1

s.»

HUMPHREY,

l*72.1>e“"7Jn-3wTb,ff,lil!;25

Flavoring Syrups,

OUT np by

«

»

prove,

Usrxuf

!

Ire

whereby

th,:

Cream*, Ac.

all the

ilelimu

and

fr,,it “ritulnuj in u“iu

FOB BALE BY

P.O.

upwards, at MRS. WELCH’S, 7$ Middle St. 7
Also Aprons, Sun-Bonnetes, &c.

Lud

100

tu

iS

PINEAPPLE JUICE

till Friday Noon
Scrofula and Cancerous humors with

To remain

7

eiv

400
Mn

APOTHECARIES

-WILL BE AT-

Her Rooms 58 Spring St.

Light Hoop Skirts,

$1275 bal

and

J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
lOpposite jho Court Home.)
dec"-dAwto
r.

Consultation free.

Exchange st,

one good turner.
WHITNEY & CO.,
Furniture Manufacturers,
No, 4ti Exchange st.

Iv2k.liv
J>25dlw

^ew

success.

«SG!a

SALESMAN. Also
A Apply
to
GEO. A.

o~notX. ind*fiM a“XSSTSSa'
-ree.t»mSS
SK552&

jfreat

uf

SPARROW,

Wanted.

CHARLES M. HAW
KE*,
118 Exchange at.. Portland

She treats

GREELY,

_

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

M,USICthe

Hu<1 “

Trustees.

iv25dtf

termsnment

au<*
2 fro,7?’and

ASA

p™^.anipTte,,r2minme“'waik
WARREN

Haring an extensive acquintance in the West, as
as s business acquaintance of
twenty years at
home in Portland, I am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued
investigating them very earefully and buying and
•Bering for sale .nly those that X consider among the
safest for investment. They are issued in
$100*300
and $1000 sixes, running ten *r
twenty years from
date, and are being taken by .ur shrewdest and most
careful investors. They are daily
more
popular, receiving more attention becoming
from capita'.tata
seeking both safety and profitable returns fir their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application
Bon<ls convert*d on the most
favorable

sale at

«

wlm 30

THE

well

at

conlldsnt-

W,H

Desirable House Lots.
undersigned otters for sale a few very choice
building lots located on the line ofDeeriug

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.

famdyf^6

Miss. M. J

and

further information apply to
N. L. HUMPHREY,

of

Boxes, buMarger

Center.

bJMimPWF
tp.achers'
°*,T,itaf‘‘rtrU1
ayHS^lassUh“r
For

Counties and Cities in Missouri anti
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 i>er cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

mch22 dtf

Cumberland

we

Bond Board. Kansas City) No. 7« State it., Boston.
w21
myl8au3m d.vw

BONDS

in

jiiylts-jw

on

TEN PER CENT.

Municipal

n
or

taken

Institute,

George M. Seiders, as Principal
Blanchard, Assistant.

tf

Dwight, (Agent

rent

commence
TH5,^h„lte2?<£t“?
the first MondayinBt‘t„ution
of September, with Mr

INVESTMENTS:

F^rsalebyCiiAS.

jy2S-d3t

Awhole

Hi.

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
on a 8TKICT-LY Banking business, at tbe
Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National
Bauk,
In Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, In the regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.

and lnt.

18T2.

To Let:
SMALL tenement of four or five
to
smal resiwetable femUy without rooms,
children;

iue

Kansas Registered

our con-

cern

AND FOR SALE BY

Principal

lw_new_

PHINNEY, withdraws from
MR. H. Ffront
this date.
ALLEN & CO.

CHOICE

NINE AND

Faetorj,

West Commercial Street.

BUTTER !!

I. S. CBOCKETT,
Jyl7-sn 2w*83 C.mmmial

thurou‘“1

M‘

juyl3sn*2w

_Jun23uewlt

classical boarding anti day school

J.28-S0-ewtf

fitted, low rent and a good run of regular trade.
The stock is small and clean, and only a small capital
required; will be sold at a bargain' as the owner
has other business.
I shall continue to retail at cost until the stock is
sold. Enquire at the store, 353
Congress St., Portland, Me.
WM. D. TRUE.
R—Parties owing me will please eall and settle

sn

and

adf^riddi^«cr,.9hhmonth<sei,t#mu:r)
J°NES’ V““lboro’ Maine.

well

then

English

^ninranT/ootnnfluence0'1"*1”

For sals

BUTTER!

Seminary,

VASSALBORO, MAINE.

Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
by all Druggists.
myUsn tf

I

acres un-

♦v
oth.r
Balls

lat

sa^tor'lL™'
Ar at
<

nrminglan

sch William H Archer,

bridge.
Ar 21st, schs Sylvan, Martell, Cow Bay; H G Bird,
Drinkwater, Weehawken; Lucv Wentworth, Robbins, Calais; Fleetwing, Kenniston, Weehawken.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 23d, schs H F Townsend,
Bartlett, Pembroke; Patriot, Grimes, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 21st, brig D S Soule, Soule,
Lingau, CB.
Ar 22d, schs Altoona, Fitzgerald,
Femandina; Jas
O Donohue, Warren, irora
Baltimore; Mary J Ward
Ward. Philadelphia; J P Robinson. Harding, do;
Am Chlet, Snow, Rondout; Charles
Carroll, Grant,
Rockland.

The typhus fever seems to be prevalent at
Lewiston. Two young men died of the disease
Monday ni ht.
The Lewiston Journal has reteivod specimens
of the Colorado potato bug.
The work on the Continental Mills at Lewiston, is being put through with great energy.

were

(t,

JAMES

C Nash, R S Hodgdon,

Amhov; A J Dyer, Barker, and Ligure, Richards,
Port Johnson; Sami Nash, Hart, do; Comet, Dow
and Ivy Bell, Cox, Elizabethport.
LYNN—Ar 20th, sch Sailor Boy, Hopkins, Mill-

contracts will soon be terminated. The new
policy will effect a saving to the National Treasury of £300,000 a year. This action of the British Government will most likely prove a death

NEW

A

WHITE

aid PAR

JyI2sntf

tl (j

23d, sch Eva May, ‘-Snow,” Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 24th, brigs Reporter, Coombs, Baltimore; Delmont Locke, Hatch, Philadelphia.
Cld 24th, schs Eliza Frances, Hunt, Calais; Kate
Walker, Rich, Bangor.
Ar 24th, sch Lizzie Cochrane,Cochrane, Mayaguez:
Black Warnor. Stlmpson, Calais; Sunbeam, Spurling, Tremont.
Below, barque Annie Kimba'l, from Pensacola.
Cld 24th, ship Marcia Greenleaf, Poole. Philadelphia; barque Anide D Torrey, Libby, Richmond, Me;
sch Gen Connor, Shutc, Lingan CB.
SALEM—Ar 22d, schs Pavilion. Linscott. South

steamship

IN GREAT VARIETY.

made.

Municipal

Ar

England abolishes Postal subsidies.—
An important step has been taken by the British Government. It is announced that the ministry has decided to abolish all postal subsidies
to

Oilieul

ever

Portland

in

Sid, brig M C Rosevelt; sells F A Heath, Ida B
Silsbec, and Bramhali.
Ar 23d, brig Open Sea, Veazie, fin
Philadelphia for
Portland; Leocadia, Deland, Elizabethport for Boston; Jesse, Sawyer, Weehawken fordo; Z Snow,
Richardson, Bangor lor Baltimore; Eva May. Hall.

Mr. Mack

hosiery,

This hot weather, Pic-Nic Panic* and Fan.
ilaea should supply themselves with LORIEU’S
CELEBRATED Lime Jnice
Syrup, Red
Orange Myrnp, and Strawberry Syrup. Put
up in bottles. Prepared and sold by

land for Norfolk.

Portland for New York.
Sid, schs Helen G King. J
Merrill C Hart, and Rosina.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 23d,

AND

FOB A NICE COOLING DHINK

Nash, Crowley, Port Johnson for do; Helen G King
Marshall, New York for do; Canary, Hart, Virginia
for Bath; Marcus Hunter, Orr, from
Philadelphia for
Bath; Idaho, Thorndike, Kondout for Portland Z A
Paine, Jones, New York for Eastport; Harriet. Tirrell, Bath for Fall River ; L Wllsvn, Wilson, Rock-

papers. The Pbess will be found at the Post
Office every morning.
The grounds are under the superintendence
of Mr. A. H. Howard, of Hallowell, an old
campaigner who is indefatigable in his depart-

HOOP SKIRTS,

OF

Partlund

—

The grosser breaches of decorum are
not among the probabilities by any means.
Mails are received and despatched twice a day
The telegraph is in operation, and arrangements
have been made for the sale of the daily news-

CORSETS,

33 EXCHANGE NT.,

Miller, Philadelphia.
Ar 2l8t, sch Josephine, McEonald, Calais.
Sid, sch Maggie Bell, Hall, New York.
Ar 22d. sclisSarah, Richardson, Calais; J P
Ross,
Paul, Rondout.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 22d, barque Almira
Coombs. Wilson, from Philadelphia for Boston; brigs
Prairie Rose, Griffin, from do for Portland; Tally Ho,
Chisholm, Baltimore lor Boston; Robin. Strout, from
Weehawken for do; Castillian, Crouchen. Portland
for New York; schs Win Slater, Watts,
Pliiladelphia
for Boston: M L Varney, Dunham, New York for do;

liable to.

BIJSTEES,

_»l>2»ntf__PORTLAND.

Alexandria.
FALL RIVER—Ar 20th, schs Oliver Ames, PhilW B Darling, Hatch,
Bangor;
Helen Mar. Duncan, Lincolnville; Harriet Gardiuer.

has

TIES,

neck ruffling.

Marriage.

H. M.

lips, Georgetown;

busy traffic to-day in lumber, nails,
furniture, &c., for the temporary habitations.
There is an abundance of good water in the enclosure, drawn from springs and collected in
large reservoirs.
The police regulations are excellent, and the
meeting bids fair to be free from the petty annoyances that gatherings of this character are

GLOVES,

NECK

FOB SALE BV

Clef 23d, schs Julia A Decker, Dun ton, for Ruatan;
Jas Wall, Connor, Jacksonville.
NEW LONDON—Ar 20th, sch Veto,
Henderson,

a

KID

Central Railraad, lawa, Gald,
}>t
Alchiaan, Topeka It Hunt? Pa, Oald
T’»
Northern Pacific, Gold.
7-tlO’i

Rockt>ort.

at

IN8ERTING8,
SASH RIBBONS,

BONDS!

vilion, Parker, Frankfort; Minnie, Harrington, from

specified price.

a

ELEGANT ASSORTMENT OF

AMD

mchlfidui3m

Midnight,
Keuduskeag,

cents

Straw, milk,

On

hatches, cabin doora

Rondout:
Hopkins, Bath; Eveline, Carroll. Rockport;
Mitchell, Fall River;
Nellie Treat, Trim, Newburyport; Franconia, Jarvis,
New Haven; S L Burns, Crosby, Portland; John S
NB ; Alligator. McMoulton, Crowley, St
Gregor, and Fannie Mitchell, Brown, Calais; Clara,
Dodge, do; Hero, Haskell, Belfast for Rondout; Pa-

RECEIVED.

HAMBURG EDGES,

Happy Belief far Vouug Flea from the effect,
•f errors »nd abuse, m early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage
removed. New method oi treatment. New ami remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWAltD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Small, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d, brig Hampden, Smith,
Bangor; schs Bertha Souder, Wooster, Windsor, NS;
Bagaduce. Devereux, St John, NB; Everglade, Dow,
Bangor; Active, Coombs, Boston; Isaac Oberton,
Achorn, and Jos Fish, Hooper, do; Mary J Adams,
Gilchrist, and Cora Nash, Mitchell, do; Oliver Dyer.
J
TiltO'-. Saco.
Cld 22d, brig Callao, Bucknam, Bath; schs Carrie
E Woodbury, Woodbury, Bangor; Oliver Dyer, Tilton. Saco; Lottie Ames, Wooster, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, barque N M Haven,
Hall,
Sagua 8 days; brig Lucy W Snow, Hall, Windsor,
NS, tor Newburg; schs Virginia. Fickett, fm Millbridge; Senator, Falkner, Portland; White Sea,
Jones, Vinalhaven; Dr Kane, Ryder, and Sabao,
Lamson, Bangor; Calvin,Clark,Calais: Sarah Elizabeth, Kelley, Portland; Florida, Jordan, Surry tor

exceedingly

Brown St.
Jy2S-T TAStf

of

iKCWUlvAS Z

for Illuminating Windows. The best
Send for Price List.
jyl6-2m

Sort:

of the multitude that are expected to bo
present, and will depend upon the resources of the
place for the necessaries of life.
At the head
of the main avenue is the large
dining hall,
which will accommodate 300 persons with meals
at one time. The price of food is

AN

stick

BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, brig Chimborazoo, Coombs,
schs Maggie D Marston, Hooper, Rock
Oliver Jameson, Jameson, and R C Thomas,
rockett, Richmond; Ella Frances, Bulger, Windsor, NS: Mary D Haskell, Barbour. Boston; Clara
Belle, Hopkins, Norfolk.
Sid 22d, barque O M Hume, Mitchell, Montevideo;
brig Mary E Pennell, Eaton, Boston; sch Cygnus,

already
largely increased and the present indications
are when the meeting is in full tide of successful operation they will number over 300.
And
this reference suggests the
feeding and lodging

JUST

Marshall's Patent Illuminating Candle-

Caibarien;

cot-

f

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

John

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON-Ar 17th, barque Flori M Hurlbut,
Millay, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 18th, barque Lincoln, Hutchins, Boston.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 12th, brig Joseph Clark,
Stahl, New York.

fidently expected that Thursday will bring a
brilliant gathering of pulpit talent.
Among
the laity are already many from
Boston, New
York, Philadelphia and New Jersey.
Last year there were over 200 tents and
tages on the ground. The number is

D

Ship Pactolus. Tobey. at Liverpool from San Francisco, reports, April 14, lat 46 S, Ion 103 W, encountered a heavy gale from SSW, and shipped a sea

another member of the

con-

York—J Nick-

—

Corner

_

meetings
Torches, Chinese Lanterns in every style, Flags,
Transparencies, <£c., &c., for the Campaign.
CTJTTER, HYDE <fc CO.
52 CHAUNCY STREET, BOSTON,

MEMORANDA.

governmeut, is here, and among the prominent clergymen from abroad we notice Rev. W.

COYELL & COMPANY,
Congress,

FOR THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN.
Clubs and Individuals supplied with Rockets, Candles, Bengolas, &c., Ac., for processions or

Portland.

which stove in main and mizen
and forward skylight.

©af 31 Black Shades marked SOc,
“
“
«
130 “
i 45,
All our Nice Shades at Cost.

STRANGER should leave the city without
the Observatory, Munjoy’s Hill. From the

1AL B UN ALL)

[from merchants’ exchange.]
Ar at Caibarien 12th, brig Lije Houghton, Anderson, New York.
Ar at Baltimore 24th, barque Daring, McDonald,

The President of the National Association,
Rev. J. S. Inskip, of New York arrived this afternoon. Rev. Wm. McDonald of Boston, one
of the Vice Presidents, is here
superintending
that part of the arrangements committed to

Parasols, Parasols.

Cupola,
distinctly

John

Lampedo, (Br) Mowrcy, St John, NB—John

announced.

A few morcWhltc Shetland Shaw ls
At 1 73.
Better Quality S2.

227 feet above the sea, may be seen the entire city, the ocean to the horizon, CASCO BAY,with
its 365 Islands, the WHITE MOUNTAINS, 96 miles
distant, and with the jiowerful TELESCOPE mounted in the
objects 30 miles distant in every direction may be
seen.
The views here are
•aid to be unsurpassed for beauty and variety by any
in the World.
Congress Street Car passes every 15 minutes.
July 4-sntf

Lydia, Wilson, Calais.
Sid, schs John Somes, Flora King, Annie Murchie,
Nellie, Com Kearney, and Gen Scott, bound West;
Hiram, Helen, Z Stratton, Maud Mulloch, Onward,
Kenduskeag, Savoy, and Scio.
July 21—Ar, schs Hattie, Huckins, Boston; Will
Wadsworth. Whalen, Cutler; Sammy Ford, Allen,
Portland; Quoddy, Fanning, do; Caroline Knight,
Fanning, New York; Terrapin, Wooster, and Lark.
Guptill, do for Calais.

condition of

It is

NO

Banks.
Banks, 325
qtls cod-fish; Dolly Varden, (new) Wheeler, Whiting; Frances Elleu, Warren, Boston.
July 20—Ar, schs T R Hammond.Allen, Pembroke;

attributes his troubles to
the advent of this unoffensive looking structure.
It proved a Trojan horse to Mormonism.
The religious exercises will begin this (Wed-

York,

—

at 12 l-2e.

SHAWLS. SHAWLS.

visiting
Cui»ola,

with 200 qtls codfish.
Sid, sch Good Intent, Hilliard, Western
July 16— Ar, schs Powlona, Webber,

ple. Brigham Young

Another Lot

OBSERVATORY.

(from oub correspondent.!
LUBEC, July 16—Ar, sch Melrose, Coggins, Banks,

Just inside the gate stands the
tabernacle tent of the National Association, 95
qy 35 feet in size. It was transported last year
to California, and pitched in Salt Lake City
under the very droppings of the Mormon tem-

H. Boole and A. McLain of New
Rev. L. R. Dunn of New Jersey.

New

NB

Sch Reward, (Br) Hill, Cornwallis, NS
Porteous.

meeting

Munger,

Perkins, Mitchell,

assortment

PORTLAND

erson.

Sch
Lord.

gou<l

jun28sn <13m

CLEARED.

thriv-

a

of

As the season for Bowel Complaints, such as Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Colic, Ac., is at
hand, we would again give our good advice, act wisely, and lay in a store of Dr. BitkuelVi Syrup. For
the reason, that it is safe ami reliable, at all times,
very pleasant, containing no opiate, and doe* uot
produce Costiveness. Foil not to try it.

NEWS.

Barque Gertrude, Carlisle, St John,

Porteous.
Sch Ellen

As one sits in the speakers’ stand and looks
outward he appears to bo in the centre of a
permanent village of pretty white houses, although the glint of canvas in the distance recalls the idea of a pleasure camp. On the
right
of the speaker, but within sound of his
voice,
is the blue and white pavillion of
Camp Meeting John Allen, who will score this as one well
into the second hundred of his camp

Rev. C.

July

liml

can

only

27
27
30
30
31
31
1
3

Westport.

Jackson and the Misses Scales. These are all
the Portland tents up at the
present time, but
the afternoon train has
brought more, and by

HAMBURGS.

CITY

THE

Vitality,
Physical Debility,Hypochondria,
Spermatorrhea

ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York—passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, Boston for Eastport
and St John. NB.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Soule, Ellzabethport—coal to
J W Deering.
Sch C L Vandevort, Kelley, Newburyport.
Sch Noel, (Br) Marsters, Windsor, NS—plaster to
A D Whidden.
Sch Essex. Beal, Millbridge.
Sch Emerald, Stanley, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Liberator, Knight,
Sch S|»ecie, Winchenpaw, Friendship.
Sch Robt Morrison, Winchenpaw, Friendship.
Sch Challenge, Thompson, Bangor for New York.
Schs Yantic,Muuroe, and Gen Kleber.Day, Bangor
for Boston.
Sch W E Leggett, Arey, Bangor lor Lynn.
Sch Elmorel, Chadwick, Bristol for Boston.

by
family
Messrs. J. G. Tukey,
George H. Cushman,
Adams Merrill, George E. Taylor, the Misses

Two Pr. for 25e.

A Book for Every Man.

Wednesday, July 94.

up from the station to the border of
the auditorium one turns to the
right, and two
squares beyond he comes to the Portland tents.
Pine street Society has a
large canvas on the
avenue.
Here the three Methodist societies
will center, surrounded
the
tents of

English Bleached Hosiery, extra
from 30c to 37 l-2c.
length,
Lot Ladies' Kibbed Hose,

makers,

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESFUVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted
Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and
I uipotency,
or Seminal weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors ef youth er the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every mau. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true wav to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
sue en this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautifril French sloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill aud explbikn< e.
maPJ3-d 1 y
m_

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Coming

Job Lot Ladies’ Fnblcaclied I'nglish Hose,
13c, worth 20c.

At 48 Exckange It.
G. Ia. BAILEY.

jyllT.Th&s

Sun rises.4.46 I Moon rises.10.45 PM
Sun sets.7.20 | High water. 3.30|PM

MARINE

Hosiery, Hosiery.

FISHING TACKLE,
And SPORTING GOODS,

miniature Aluionac..July 35.

dnm

him.

On their Summer tours,

DATE

Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug

strong temp-

nesday) evening, but in the present
things no definite order has been

FOR

Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool_July
Henry Chauncey.. .New York.. Aspinwall_July
China.New York. .Liver] tool_July
Minnesota.New York. .Liverpool_July
Moro Castle.New York..Havana.Aug

tation to one not of the persuasion to cast off
some of the conventionalities of our social life
and come out here in the
picturesquencss of
camp life and form new associations and drink
in a full draught of domestic and
religious free-

experiences.

FltOM

Oceanic.New York. Liverpool

cosy and homelike, with their carpets, curtains
and comfortable furniture. It is a

Money!

“WEBER” and othar emi-

THBOIGH

Figured t'umbries,
From 23 to 13c.

and I will forward to your address
a Package of

nent

and

Black, and Colored |Striped GrenFrom 23 to 13c.
adines,
Bluck Hernauis,
30c.

STRANGERS

Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.July

decorated with evergreen emblems and symbols
Soft wood mosses form bright
carpets around
the entrances, and the interiors are
delightfully

a

35 cents

Striped

so

Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,
5 C.h.ou Block, «pp..itr City Hall,
AT RKUUCEI) PRICE/
my 17
»mily

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

encampment,

have

me

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

Columbia.New York. .Havana.July 25
City of Bristol.New York. .Liverpool_July 25
Europa.New York. .Glasgow.July 27
St Laurient.New York. .Havre.July 27
Parthia.New York. Liverpool_July 27
City of Brussels—New York. .Liverpool.July 27

both sides of a narrow street.
To-day all is
bustle and confusion. The rain of the morning kept back many and delayed the general
preparations. The owners of many of the cottages appear to have been several days on the
ground, and are settled to receive company.
There is a great deal of comfort and taste
shown in and about the tents.
They are ornamented with fanciful borders and the fronts are

Thursday morning Portland will
ing village of representatives.

18, by Rev. C. W. Hayes, Neal C.
Annie S. Stebbins, both of Port-

copy.]

ave-

■o29

Seven Sample* of Cnrion* Articles,
and with them Wholesale Price List,—easy to sell, t*
old or young, with large profits.
If. SALOM Proprietor, The Grand Toy and Fancy
Bazaar, 363 A351 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Established 17 years.
ju»20d&wlm sn w23

July

around it, called Wesley Avenue, and outside
of this a circle of lots, thirty in
number, are assigned to the different societies in the Kennebec

*odly

Be Industrious anil Make
Send

FAMING

area for religious services.
The auditorium is in circular form, with the
speaker’s
staud on the circumference. A broad road runs

COJIPOL NO

by all Druggist*.

For sale

In this city, 24th Inst., Francis W. Cunningham,
son of Jamos and Katharine
Cunningham, aged 8
months.
In this city,
24, suddenly, of cholera infantum,
Franky O. L., only son of W. H. and E. A. Green,
aged 7 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, at No.
31 Emery street.
Relatives and friends are Invited
to atteud.]
In Cape Elizabeth, July 24, Dr. John D. Buzzcll,
aged 74 years 6 months.
[Funeral services on Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at bis late residence.
At the Marine Hospital, May 26. John Fecny, a uative of Ireland.
[Providence, R. I., papers please

splendid

out

OTHKU

NO

DIED.

tions, which are growing less every year. The
ground slopes gently to the east, forming a

Growtk and Beauty af tke

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.

In Rockland, July 9, Ashur Burns and Mrs. Mary
A. March.
In Theinaston, July 11, Levi L. Roakcs and Mary
E. Allen, both of Warren.
Iu Mt Desert, July 4, Emery J.
Bracy, of Mt Desert, and Imogene Herrick, of Brooklin.

maples,

run

July

Best Lyons Silk Poplins,
From SI 30 to 1 37 1-2
Figured Marseilles, 7-S yd. wide,
From 63 to lOc.
Keal Scotch Ginghams,
From 23 to 17c.

Hair in tke World.

and Miss

land.

beech and ash,an eighth of a mile, up an elevation of perhaps 150 feet, to the
camp meeting
grounds, which embrace an aroa of about
fifty acres, enclosed by a high fence. The surface is quite level, with few natural imperfec-

avenues

city,

Thompson

DRESS GOODS.

Tke Bent sad Ckcapeal Hair DreMiag
Promoter of tke

«

R-E-D-U-J3-T-I-0-N

NOTICES.

BURNETT’S UOCOAINE,
Universally acknowledged

MARRIED.

expresses halt here to receive and discharge
passengers. One climbs the hill by a wood,
road cut through a splendid growth of

lust, Helen Sands, WowWde,

_SPECIAL

The Anson Advocate says the farmers hare
had a fine hay season, and secured a splendid
crop, so far. Many have nearly secured their
crop, while others are well along. The weatLer
has been fine, but labor scarce.
We think
there will be more hay and other fodder in
proto
than
for
the stock,
portion
many years before.
Our Skowhegan correspondent says the quiet
slumbers of the people were broken Tuesday
night, about half past ten, by an alarm of fire,
which proved to be in the insh settlement, at
the south end of Railroad Bridge, in a house
belonging to Nicholas Fitzgerald. The family
were just moving out, and had got out about all
their goods. The night was very quiet, and as
the building was well on fire before the engines
got there, and after they were there, strange as
it may seem, this seasou of rain, they found a
scarcity of water, and so let it burn down. Loss
small.

All the members of the Methodist denomination in the United States are invited by the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Philadelphia, having repaired.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

are

Sir:—In sending telegraphic reports of political gatherings, I have in this campaign, as in
previous ones, carefully abstained from any expression of opinion, confining myself strictly
to facts, and giving fair and impartial accounts,
and placing my estimate of numbers upon my
best judgment and a careful comparison of notes
with persons qualified to judge.
My statement that some four thousand
were present at the Greeley meeting on Saturday evening was given as a liberal estimate of
the uunmber present at half past eight o’clock,
and upon my return from the telegraph oflice
an hour later I placed the number present at
the highest estimae to be at least oue thousand
less than that number. The Heralds correspouuern, iwno is mcai eunor oi me commercial)
gave me upon tbe stand as his estimate of the
number present “4000.”
This was before he had consulted with Mr.
Emery as to the figures he should send.
As to enthusiasm, I carefully avoided, lest it
shoidd appear prejudiced, to state, what was
the truth, that there was an entire lack of it;
the only outburst which was at all general being
made when Gen. Kilpatrick alluded iu complimentary terms to the military record of Gen.
Grant, when the applause was hearty and prolonged. So much for what you say as to reliable accounts,” according to which you place
the estimate at from
8,000 to 10,000 present,”
with
the greatest enthusiasm.”
This, however, is perhaps to be expected of
partisan papers during a heated political campaign, hut what shall I say when you append
to my dispatch as though reported by me the
following which I find in Monday’s Arr/us, but
which has but this moment came under my
eye:
Bangor is sure for the Democratic nominees in September and November next”
Such a statement, placed in such a connection is not only false, but scandalous and libellous, as it places me in the attitude of using my
position for political purposes, andsendingforth
to the world my guesses as to results instead of
statements of facts from which others can draw
their own conclusions.
As an honorable man you will publish th;s
correction in your next issue.
T. Swktt Rowe,
Agent of Associated Press.

character of the knowledge acquired. Repetition affects the architecture of the brain.
Manly habits are the assurances of power.
There must be thorough training. The natural
order of the faculties of the mind is first ap-

rlpr t.lipv IpffVA

Meeting.

which you have called attention.
To the Editor of the Eastern Argus:

of the laws of the nervous system. The will
must be controlled and the mental faculties
brought into line. The mind is moulded by the

In the

they could

Bangor, July 23.
To the Editor of the Press:
The following is a copy of a letter addressed
by me, by same mail herewwith, to the Editor
of the {Eastern Argus, in refutation of the
false statement appended to my despatch
which appeared in Monday’s Argus, and to

Colby University.

be awakened by education.

If

to a good purpose, then republican
were unfit and aristocracy the only

1872.

Mb. Eimtoh :—Last year at this time the
press was burdened with lamentations and
complaints at the unpromising condition of

one

In Congress.

do this
institutions
true political system. Yet what liave we frequently witnessed'.’ Zebulon It. Vance, the unquestioned
choice of a large majority of the present legislature of North Carolina, a majority backed by
a majority of the
people, who voted at his election, refused the seat in the federal Senate to
which he was fairly chosen, and the logislature
thus constrained to choose another in his stead,
or leave the State
unrepresented for years. The
votes of New England thus deprived Norih
Carolina of the Senator oi her choice, and compelled her to send another in his stead, another
who was in our late contest, like Vance, a rebel
and a fighting rebel, but who had not served in
Congress before the war as Vance had, though
the latter remained faithful to the Union until
after the close of his term.
I protest against
the disfranchisement of a State presumptively,
or a number of States on grounds so narrow
and technical as this; the fact that the same
Senate which refused Vance his seat proceeded
to remove his disabilities after that seat had
been filled by another, only serves to place in a
stronger light the indignity to North Carolina,
and the arbitrary, capricious tyranny which
dictated it.
I thank you, gentlemen, that my name is to
be conspicuously associated with yours in a determined effort to render amnesty complete and
uaiversal in spirit as well as in letter. Even
defeat in such a cause would leave a sting,
while triumph wouid rank with those victories
which no blood reddens, and which evoke no
tears but those of gratitude and joy.
Gentlemen, your platform, which is also
mine, assures me that Democracy is not henceforth to stand for one thing and Republicanism
for another; but that those terms are to mean
in politics as they always have meant in the
dictionary, substantially one and the same
thing, namely: equal rights, regardless of creed
I hail this as a genuine new
or clime or eolor.
departure from outworn feuds and meaningless
contentions in the direction of
progress ana reform. Whether I shall be found worthy to
of
bear the standard
the great liberal movement
which the American people have inaugurated
is to be determined not by words, but by deeds.
With me, if I steadily advance, over me if I
falter, its grand array moves on to achieve for
our country her glorious beneficent
destiny.
I remain, gentlemen, yours,
Horace Greeley.

Fryeburg-.

Fkyebukg, July 23,

that Senator Schurz will

The issue thns raised should be at once set-

at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to nominate the following list of candidates to be supported at the State

Letter from

He further expresses the
print the let-

the administration.

Thursday, August 8th, 1874,

election

22 inst.’

ronage is promptly met by the distinct statement of the President that no one ever received authority from him, either directly or in-

Third

meet in

Fighting by Inuendo.
speech at St. Louis, on the

This direct implication that the President
endeavored to secure support by offers of pat-

FOR REPRESENTATIVES TO CONGRESS.
First District-JOHN H. BURLEIGH.
Ascond District—WILLIAM P. FRYE.

to

Why, Mr. Greeley has

so.

one

rHIRSIHY HORST NO, JULY 26.1672.
“CScneral Kraut

suppose

1
been all his life seeking offices for himself and
for his friends. He has been
them
procuring
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Beal Hair Switches at very low
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“Wilcox Fruit Jar.”—The simplest and

PBGH
May l>e obtained at the Periodical Depots of Foaseudeu BrAi., Marquis, Robinson, Brauell & Co.,
Curious, \\\ ut worth, Glendeuuiug, Moses, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains thatruu out of the city.
At Biddel..1 I, of PiUabury.
At Saco of L, Hodg.Jou.
At Watervillc, of ,i. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
THIS

best, at Band & Thornes,
jy 23-eodlw
Linen Chignons

T«>Dof.

Handling. It is feared that the wound inficted
will cause lameness for life.
T. P. Pembroke, Ksq., formerly attached to
the Department of
Steam Engineering as

draughtsman

the Navy Yard in ICittery, is
now editor of the mechanical department of the

Frank.

Fox.

Mr. Benjamin

ously,

Frank.

Brief Jottings.
The first merchants’ clam bake of the season
will come off Saturday afternoon at Cliff CoveThe Society of the Prospect street Congrega.

House has been obliged to decline several apami nearly

all the

in the Bay View House are enand the “Pool” arc far
slighted as the loaded decks of the

rooms

The

gaged.

“Ferry”

being
Augusta bear witness.
from

The excursion Jo Freeport to-morrow on the
steamer Charles Houghton will be one of the
pleasantest of the season. An abundance of
blueberries cau be found at the place of destin-

BY TELEGRAPH.

ation.
ueorge

on

plications for sleeping apartments,

fixed at $4000 per annum, with six weeks
vacation. This is $1000 more than he receives
here, and two weeks longer vacation.
was

in

the 10th instant.
Theodore Tilton will speak at the meeting in
this city on Saturday night as well as Kilpatrick.
The loss of the steamer New England will
make no difference in the building of the

Zurich, Switzerland,

fatally, injured

The seaside houses are filling up quite rapidly. The Ocean and Old Grcliard houses have
not received their usual compliment, but their
proprietors anticipate a “rush.” The Adams

tional Church, Cambridge, Mass., met Monday
evening and unanimously concurred in the previous action of the church extending a call to
the Rev. E. Y. Hincks, of State street Church
in this city, to become their pastor, llis salary

were

not

York, was seriSaturday last,

Moulton of

while driving his coal wagon home from this
city. The “transom bolt” of the wagou came
out and “Old lieu the charcoal peddler,” as he
is familiarly known, was dumped upon the
road, striking his head upon a rock and injuring him severely. It is feared he cannot recover—Portsmouth Times.

Keating. Intoxication and disturbance.—
Continued to Friday next.
O’Donneli.
Anna

wuc

at

Endustriul Monthly.

lgct Donovan. Drinking house and tippling
shop. Discharged.
Bri

ana

of
he

A Son of Winthrop Bradbury, of Hollis Centre, aged about five years, received a severe injury from a sytlie, which an older brother was

MORRIS.

Fox.

aiDili

Hartly, Assistant Secretary
now in Saco, of which city

Hon. John

the Treasury, is
is a native.

Appealed.

r.

Bennett is at the Preble House
7 to 8 A. M 1 to 2 and 6 to 7 P. M. jy6-t

The Pepperell Manufacturing Company and
the Laconia Company, pay dividends of six per
cent, each, payable on the first prox.

Wedxesday.—Patrick Keating. Search and seizure.
Fined $50. Appealed.
Fox.
Frank.
Patrick Keating. Search and seizure. Fined $50.

non.

cents.
Cogia Hassan.

SACO
AND VICIMTY.

Ilassan.

JUDGE

Block.

BIDDEFORD,

Municipal Court.
BEFORE

only 65

Deering

Use only Millville and Gem Fruit Jars—for
sale by Kendall & Whitney.
jy22-3t

AUCTION COLUMN.
Horses, Carriages, &c—F. 0. Bailey & Co.
Building, Granite, &c—F. O. Bailor & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Excursion—Wolfe Tone Association.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Oak Grove Seminary—R. M. Jones.
Greely Institute—Cumberland Center.
Notice—Allen & Co.
To Let—Small Tenement.
Reduction—Covell & Company.
Desirable House Lots—Warren Sparrow.
W anted—Salesman.
Attention All—N. Church & Son.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Announcements—Cogia

2

S3?"*lJr.

Hours,
ut«

on

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Republican Rally

steamer to run between Yarmouth, N. S., and
Boston. The Yarmouth merchants have filled
their subscription of $25,000.
Lester AVallack will probably visit Portland
in October under B. F. Lowell’s management.

LARGE AND

at

Skowhegan.

ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING.

[Special

to the

Press.)

The reunion of the 1st, 10th and 29th Regiwill take place on the 9th of August,
and will be appropriately celebrated by a trip
by the members and their ladies to the islands,
with a clam bake and chowder and a good time

and most enthusiastic meetings ever held in
this section. Coburn Hall, one of the largest
in the Kennebec Valley, was filled. Ex-Gov.

generally.

Coburn

Skowhegan, July 24.—The campaign of 1872
was inaugurated to-night by one of the largest

ments

presided, and telling speeches were
made by Speaker Blaine, and Congressman
Frye on the political topic of the hour, which
The
were frequently and heartily applauded.

The brace of gamblers who have been operatthe mein line of the Maine Central Railroad have transferred their operations to one of
the branches. Superintendent Lunt will come

ing on

a

snap judgment

over

enthusiasm equalled that of 1804 and 1868.

them.

Democratic

Meeting.

A meeting was held
Bath, July 24.
here to-night in response to the nomination
—

Hotel Arkivals.—C. A. Barnes, Washington, D. C.; E. G. Harlow, Dixfield; N. G.
Hichbom, Stockton; L. B. Phillips, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; C. O. Dearborn and wife, Boston; are
at the St. Julian.
M. New hall, Boston; Wm. Fitch, Sebago;
O. P. McAllister, Boston; C. Fuller, Water-

ville; Chas. Wallace, New Jersey; Frank Johnson, New Jersey; O. H. Pratt, Baltimore; M.
A. Langley, Winham, Mass; are at the City
Hotel.
W. Sotralclioff, St. Petersburg; Forsa Bryant, W. R, Bostmik, G. W. Barrett, N. Y.;
Mrs. Kimball and daughter, Chicago; Mr. and
Mrs. Kin and family, Toronto; John Bertram
and wife, Salem; J. P. Morns, wife and child
N. Y.; Mrs. C. O. Hatch, Charleston, S. C.;
D. Boutwell and daughter, Fitchburg; C. Kortle, Detroit; J. W. Cloudman, N. Y.; George
Cond and family, Toronto; W. Cloudman, N.
Y.; Geo. G. Kimball, Augusta, Ga.; F" W_

Aastings, Franklin, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs, E.
White, Boston; are. at the Falmouth Hotel.
II. M. Congdon, and family, N. Y.; Jas.
Skillinand wife, Charleston, S. C.; J. M. Leavitt, Brooklyn, N. Y.; E. H. Green and party,
Easton, Pa.; H. S. Carr and wife, Virginia;
Chas. Stinchfield, Saginaw, Mich.;
Ira T.
Drew, Boston; L. Rich, Bos tor; W. F. Willard,
Haroford’ Ct.; T. H. Lynch, Boston; are at
the Preble House.
Fire.—The fire

on

Burnham’s wharf yester-

day morning was evidently the work of an incendiary, who threw combustible material
within the building.
The building was almost entirely destroyed, together with the
The loss will be
cooperage stock it contained.
$2000 on building, and $1000 on stock. Insured at the agency of W. D. Little & Co., for
$1000 on building and $500 on stock.
The steamers were not used to extinguish the
flames but lines of hose were attached to thu
hydrants. In laying the line, Capt. Sawyer of
“Hooks" fell overboard and lost his hat and

of Greeley and Brown, The hour of meeting,
and the unfurling of a splendid campa’gn flag
was announced by the firing of thirteen guns,
and music by the Batli Cornet Baud. Gen. Kil-

|

patrick and other eloquent speakers addressed
the meeting. Columbian Hall is densely packed, and unwonted enthusiasm prevailed.
Accident.

Bangor, July 24.—An accident occurred today at the State Fair Grounds, whicli are being
put in readiness for the approaching exhibition,
by which Zenas Pcrcival of China, who is in
charge of the work, had his leg broken, and a
little son of Foster Palmer, had his foot crushed. Two other little boys escaped with slight
injures. The accident was caused by the giving way of some heavy timbers which were being put in position to support scats.
Commencement at Colby University.
Watkrville, July 24.—At 10 o’clock this
forenoon the Trustees met. The Treasurer’s
report was read aud referred to a committee.
The degree of A. B. was conferred upon the
graduates iu course, J. A. Barrows, East Sumner, B. B. Haskell, Guilford, T. G. Lyons Waterville, H. R. Mitchell, Waterville, W. W.
Perry, Camden, A. S. Stowell, Wakefield,
Mass., L. W. Tilden and L. A. Wheeler, Waterville.
The degree of A. M.

conferred upon C. F.
Weston, Charles R. Coffin, Henry W. Hale, E.
W. Norwood, N. N. Atkinson, H. C. Rowe, and
Charles H. Kimball.
was

It was voted to deed the land to the Maine
Central Railroad according to the contract.
President Champlin scut iu his
to take effect in six months.

resignation,

MaineCleveland, O., July 24.—Gov. Noyes has
accepted the invitation of the Republican Committee of Maine to participate in the canvass in
Tbe Soldier Governor

Coming

to

that State. He will spoak from the 7th, to the
14th of August.

lantern.
Base Ball Matters.—We understand that
the friends of the Dirigo Base Ball Club of
Deering propose to hire the hall in the Forest
Avenue House on Stevens’ Plains for their use.
We are also informed that the Irish American Relief Association will offer a prize to be
played for if the Rcsolutes and Dirigos will accompany them upon their excursion to Sebago
Lake about the first of next month.
There is also talk of getting up a purse to be
played for by the Resolutes and Dirigos soon.
The second game for the championship of
Maine between the Ironers and Dirigos will
probably be played Saturday on the Rolling
Mill grounds.
The King Philip Club, from East Abbington,
Mass., are coming to Maine on a tour in September, and will iprobably play the Itesolutes
and Dirigos.—AdvertUer.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The
THE

College Regatta.

AMHERST

VICTORIOUS.

B0WD0IN FOURTH IN THE RACE.
[Special to Press.]

Springfield, July 24.—Great

crowds of peo-

ple lined the river to witness the race yesterday
until half-past 6, when it was announced that
it was impossible to commence the contest on
of the very rough condition of the river.
At 3 o’clock the captains held a meeting and
drew lots for posit:on in the race, which were
as follows:—Harvard, first choice, Williams,

Sheriff Perry yesterday seized
liquors which were landed from the New York,
and Boston Boats. We understand that he intends to seize all liquors brought by boat or
railroads that have no satisfactory owner, libel
them, and then let the owner come forwrard in
the Police Court and prove that they are not intended for sale. Ity that means a stop wili lie

put
sly.

to

the

—

imputation,

of liquors for sale

on

second; Yale, third; Bowdoin, fourth; Amherst,
fifth; Agricultural, sixth.
The expression which has been so common
here that “the result will surprise everybody”
is indeod true. Everbody is surprised at the result.
As early as 7 o’clock this morning,thousands
of persons had started for the scene of the con-

the

Portland Company.—The Directors of the
Portland Company have elected Mr. George FMorse Treasurer and Agent; Mr. George W
Beal Superintendent; and Mr. Mr. Itufus D.
Bean, Clerk and Book-keeper. This Company
have a very large amouut of work on hand,

quite equal

to

the force

test, the race having been postponed until halfpast 8 this morning. As is customary in regattas, the crews were not on hand at tho appointed time, and had not taken their positions till a
quarter before 10 o’clock. The Freshman race
Four crews were present:—
came off first.
Brown, Amherst, Sheffield and Middleton^
Pools had sold up to the last minute, “Sheffield against the field.” The crews started with
an “Are you ready,” followefi by a pistol shot.
The Middleton got the advantage in the send
off, taking the lead then and holding it over
the whole course and winning in 17 minutes 7J

they employ.

Correction.—It was not the Portland, Saco
and Portsmouth Railroad Company that hung
out the Grant and Wilson flag at Turner’s Island. Corporations are said to be soulless, and
don’t hang out flags; but the employees of that
Company threw out such a banner, much to the
credit of their good judgment.

seconds.
Just after the start there was a foul between
the Amherst and Sheffield, ou account of which
the Ambersts were thrown several boat lengths
behind. It is thought by many that hut for

Temperance Meeting.—James Woodbury,
so well known as a temperance lecturer, will
apeak at the Allen Mission Chapel this evening.
There should he a full meeting.
All are cordially invited to be present. It will be the last
of Mr.

Woodbury’s

lectures for the

this the Amherst would have stood a good
chance to win, for, from tho time they had fair
water,! they gradually gained ground on the

season.

Excursious.—We call attention to the cxcursioLS of the steamer, Oriental, in connection
with the Portland and Ogdenshurg Railroad,
The Elm House at Naples,
on Sebago Lake.
is always prepared for company.

other crews, passing Sheffield and Brown aud
gaining the home stake-boat second. Brown
came in third, leaving the “favorite” to make
the last on the list, greatly to the surprise of
their friends and the
The

niSCELLANKOlg NOTICES.

pool buyers.

University Race.

After the Freshman race was decided, came
another long and tedious delay. After much
delay in getting positions and one false send off,
the University crews got the wold “go.” It
had been thought Harvard would have til* ad-

Liberal Republican Meeting.—There will
he a meeting of the Liberal Republican Club
at Fluent’s Hall this (Thursday) evening at 8
Per order Executive Committee.
o’clock.

by offering special
dry and fancy goods.

the start, but the Bowdoins took the
lead and held it for two miles. All her friends
were highly elated with the thought that a victory for her was sure; hut it was not to he, for
Amherst and Harvard slowly crawled up to
aud then away from Bowdoin. When the crews

Aw. the latest styles Liuen
Chignons only (15
cento.
Cogia Hass an.

in sight of the home boat the Amherst
had the lead, Harvard second, Amherst Agricultural third, Bowdoin fourth aud Yale last.
they passed the line, Amherst
In these

Buy Kid Gloves at

Cogia

vantage

Hassau’s.

Covkll & Company mean to keep busy dur-

ing the usual dull

bargains

season

in all kinds of
A glance at our new advertisements will convince perchasers of the fact.

positions

winning in 1G minutes 32 3-4

seconds.

A
On the down train from New York

YyeiJnes.
gentleman passed through the
day evening
smoking-car, filled with the party returning
from the regatta at Springfield, and addressed
each with “Greeley or Grant?” Tho score
stoodGrant 23, Oroah'J 11, and 7 cither minors

ju29<ltf

•sale at P. & O. R. R, Office,

at

came

Window Screens of all kinds at Lotlirop
Devens & Co., No. 01 Exchange street.
Now is an excellent opportunity for people
to visit Bridgton via the Sebago Lake route.
In addition to advertisement in another column, steamer Oriental will leave Sebago Lake
on Saturday
evening on arrival of evening
train, leaving Portland at 5.30 P. M. for Naples,
Bridgton, North Bridgton and Harrison, and
return on Monday morning in season to connect with early train, arriving in Portland at
.8.45 a. m. Tickets $2 for the round trip (or

ministration. He denounced the unwarrantaSumuer mill Reticent.
ble charges against the Republican party and
Ntw Yokk, July 25.—A Washington desits administration of public affairs, and the coapatch says that Senator Sumner still insists lition
against it as one merely for public plunthat no one is authorized to speak for him at
der. A class of adveutures, soldiers of fortune
all.
and politicians out of office independent of all
The Virtuous Tipton.
popular authority and led by a senatorial triIt transpired in Washington yesterday, says
umvirate lias, he said, thrust Greeley before
a Herald
despatch, that cx-Seuator Fowler of the people as a Presidential candidate. The
Tennessee and Senator Tipton were approashed speaker
recounted the work of the Republican
in the same manner as Senator Schurz in referparty, the killing of slavery,the enfranchisement
ence to supporting the San Domingo scheme.
of the negro, the suppression of Ku-Klux, the
Story of the Florida Award Discredited. giving of guarantees for the payment of nublic
debt, providing of pensions for cripuleu and
The report that an award has been made by
disabled soldiers and the orpliaus of those who
the Geneva arbitration in the cast of the Flordied for the cause, the refusal to assume the
ida, is discredited at the capitol.
rebel debt and to pay former masters for eman('oakling's Reply to Schurz’s Charge.
cipated slaves, all of which noble work was
At the close of his speech last night, Mr.
under the persistent opposition of
Coukling said in reference to Carl Schurz’s accomplished
the Democrats.
statement, that he had been offered patronage
Grant’s administration has settled all the
if he would support the San Domingo business:
great questions raised by the war; emancipa“That, and I will take the responsibility of the
tion, reconstruction, impartial suffrage, generstatement, the man who says that, lies.’’
al amnesty, and civil service reform; all have
The Pittsburg Convention.
been secured. The threatening difference with
The following named prominent soldiers have
foreign nations have been settled by treaty and
a new important principle of
arbitration introaccepted the invitation from the Veteran National Committee to be present and address the
duced into foreign intercourse, while every
All
Soldiers’ Convention at Pittsburg ou the 17th of State is fully represented in Congress.
September:
parties profess to acquiesce and no considerable
Gens. Oglesby, Negley, Hawley, Logan, Harfaction in any State continues openly to agitate
rimau, Sargent, White, McCook, Leggett. Bev- for the overthrow of these measures or dispute
the
eridge, Noyes, Abbott, Coburn, Burke and
justice and wisdom of the lie publican poliFairchild
cy.
The great remaining questions are commerMany other distinguished veterans are invited and their names will be announced as soon
cial anil economical. Here the administration
as replies are received.
is guided by principles which command the respect of candid men; has reduced taxation;
Various flatters.
paid S;t30,000,000 of the public debt, anil lessenThe Erie directors have chosen Gen. A. S.
ed the annual interest charge upwards of #22,
Divan, ^General Manager of the Erie. road. A 000,000. Mr. Delano detailed the acts
passed
new office.
He has not yet accepted it or the
by the Republican Congress for the reduction
Vice Presidency.
of taxation, and attributed the fact that so
Writs of habeas corpus, returnable to-mormuch of the public debt was nevertheless exrow, have been issued in favor of Thos. Hart,
tinguished to the efficient and faithful adminisPatrick Hart aud Jno. T. Redmond, the hall
tration of the reveuue loans, the honest applicaboys detained as witnesses in the Stokes case. tion of the
money collected, which the speaker
Application will then be made for their release argued
ought to convince all candid men of the
on nail.
of disorganizing or abandoniug the Redanger
The police are aggitated over an attempt to
publican party for the purpose of experimentassassinate a music teacher named Muller last
ing with a party composed of dissatisfied Renight, after he had been inveigled from home
publicans and clamorous Democrat!.
his supby a decoy letter, signed “Fisher,”
The speaker maintained that tlio record of
Muller was
posed assailant, who is missiug.
*he administration in all civil affairs of the nashot at, and assaulted in the face, after the
tion lias been pure and high in character and
bullet missed its mark, with the pistol.
He
ability, and is as remarkable as the energy and
was not seriously injured.
fidelity of Gen. Grant during the war.
The first bale of new cotton closed low, midMr. Delano
at some
in support
dling, raises in western Texas, was sold to day of the Indian spoke of the length
Government aufi
policy
at auctiou at 131-3 cents a pound.
then proceeded to speak of the unreasonable
Huugks.
and frivolous charges against Gen. Grant
The physicians attending Commissioner
No public business, said the speaker, suffe#>
Henry Carr of Brooklyn, stabbed by Assembly- by the President’s neglect; and the injustice of |
man Dominick ltoche, reported to-day that his
the charge that he receives gifts, is so apparent
as to justify the epithet of meanness and audapatient was in a critical condition. Ltoche sur|
rendered to the police aud was taken before
city. Mr. Delano concluded wrth the state met fc
Justice Delmar, who being informed that no
that the Democratic party is dead. Its adopcomplaint had been made decliued to take any tion of the Oiun. Platform, and of the Cincinaction aud Roche is not in custody.
nati nominee, is the announcement of its dissolution. The present canvass is its political reQuarrel A in a in g the Trades laiou
quiem. The old Democratic party having exThe Trades Unions have quarrelled about the
parade proposed for August 1st, and it is prob- pired, the members are not compelled to swallow the Cincinnati platform and summary nomable that the parade won’t come off.
inations also, but are at liberty to rearrange
Henry Rabbery.
their party relations and join such an organizaJerome Le Babe was robbed in a Eifth avetion as in their judgment will best promote the
nue stage yesterday
of a package containing
public peace, prosperity and welfare.
■
310,000 worth of diamonds.
t.ngine«r Ktbbcd.
Three ruffians knocked down the engineer of
the Williamsburg ferry boat last night and
stole 113 of the ferry receipts placed in his
keeping. One of the robbers was arrested.
River Thieves Shot.
Shortly after 8 o’clock this morning three river thieves hoardad
the canal boat Stephen
Clark, lying at the foot of Hast 4th street. One
attempted to shoot Capt. H. L. Barnes. The
pistol missed fire and the captain dtew his revolver and shot two of the thieves.
The other
then escaped in a small boat taking his wounded companion. The man first shot fell, into the
river and his body has not been recovered.
Daniel among (lie Lions.
The Times to-morrow will contain the fol-

lowing:

The present Board of Managers of the Erie
Railroad are about to bring a suit against Daniel Drew for 100,000 shares of stock, which it is
claimed he illegally issued in 1805, while treasurer of the corporation.
The papers in the
suit are being prepared aud the matter will be
an
issue.
pushed to
Destructive Fire.
m
About 8 o’clock to-night a fire broke out in
the carpenter shop of the Erie Railway Co.,
near the shore end of Long dock. Jersey City,
which shop formed the eas ern end of a" parallelogram of shops covering an area of 300 by
250 feet. Witlun the space thus inclosed were
the repair snops, machine shops, blacksmith
shops, carpenter and paint shops, and general
store rooms of the company.
Before the firemen could get to work the
flames extended along the roof of the machine
shop aud burst out of every window for 300
feet. Ia less than an hour the whole block of
shops were in ruins. Within the repair shops
were 33 locomotives, about half a dozen almost
Most of them were freight engines blit
new.
there were several fine express locomotives in
the shops. The machine shops and the blacksmith shops were full of costly machinery,
One of
boilers, trip hammers, furnaces, &c.
tho trip hammers alone cost $110,000 within a
month.
The buildings also contained copper, tin and
wooden patterns aud a full supply of the best
tools for railway purposes. The shops were of
brick, two stories high with slate roofs, and
were only completed eight months ago at a cost
of about $80,000. Over 500 workmen are thrown
out of employment. The total loss is estimated
at $600,000.
The insurance is about $400,000.
The conflagration was witnessed by probably
30,000 people. The firemen were struck by falling walls, one, James McCarty, was killed, and
others badly injured.

WASHINGTON.
Spotted Tail Interviews the President.
Washington, July 24.—The Spotted Tail

of Indians had
delegation
President this

interview with the
The chiefs were unable to talk until after the council held to-day
and the interview was of a conversational charThe President urged the removal of the
acter.
present location of the agency as it would save
$60,000 in transportation which would be expended on the tribe. Agent Ridley said that
these Indians were all peaceably disposed. The
President promised to do all he could for their
benefit until they become self sustaining.
Spotted Tail expressed a wish for the re-election
of the President and the latter psaid that whatever the result he hoped there would be no
change in the Indian policy. The Indians meet
the Secretary of the Interior aud the Commissioner of Indian affairs to-morrow.
an

morning.

Appointments.

Washington, July 24.—The following InterSupervisors are retained under the

nal Revenue
new

law, reducing the number from twenty-five

a

or

W. A. Simmons, New York; Alexander P.
Fulton, for Conn., New Jersey, Delaware,

Maryland, and District of Colnmbia ; S. T.
Powell for Ohio and Ind.; D. W. Munn for
III., Wis., and Mich.; P. W. Perry for Va., W.
Va., North and South Carolina, Ga., and Fla.;
G. W. Emery, for Ky., Teun. Ala., Miss., and
La.; K. R. Cobb, for Mo., Kan., Ark., Texas,
Indian Territory and New Mexico; J. W. Hendrick, for Iowa, Minn., Neb., Dakota, Montana,
Wyoming and Colorado: L. M. Foulke, for
Cal., Nev.. Oregon, Washington Territory,
Utah and Arizona.
Exit Duller.

Washioton, July 24.—The President has appointed Richard Beardsley of Indiana, Consul
General at Alexandria, Egypt, vice Butler suspended. Samuel W. Dabney of Mass., consul
atFayal; Julius White of 111., minister resident to the

Argentine Republic.

Reception of the French minister.
M arquis de Noaillcs was to-day introduced to
the President by the Secretary of State, and delivered his credentials as Minister sPlcnipotentiary of the French Republic.
The following is a translation of his remarks:
Mr. President:—I present myself to your Excellency as Minister of France. I have a deep
sense of the honor which I have
received iu
being called to represent the French Republic
near that of the United States of America, and
it shall be my aim to prove myself not unworthy
of this mission. I shall, however, only have to
pursue the bent of my own inclination, in order
to conform to the instructions given me by my
government, for they direct me to seek, while
fulfilling all the duties of my office to render
myself agreeable to your Excellency’s government.

The sentiments of friendship which unite the
two nations of France and America are deeply
rooted in the past, for they date from the glorious epoch of American
independence.
They
have remained graven in the hearts of the peoand
my government in sending
ple of France,
me here has
charged me to cultivate them. 1
hope I may say that the maintenance of these
ancient sympathies will he attended with no
difficulty. If I should succeed through my
zealous efforts in strengthening them I should
regard as the greatest honor of my life. I have
the honor, Mr. President, to place in Your Excellloncy's hands letters which accredit me as
Minister of France near the government of the
United States of America.
The President replied as follws:
Marquis:—I am happy to receive you as
Minister of the French Republic. We are confident, not only that you will endeavor to make
yourself acceptable, but there is every reason to
believe you will succeed ia that effort- You
may be assured that on our part there will be
nothing omitted which will tend to make your
stay here agreeable to you. Your allusion to
the origin and depth of friendship of the people
of our respective countries is based upon indisputable fact* with wbiehmr own name lias

agreeable associations,

The instructions which

you say yon have, to cherish this sentiment
will, I trust, be easily curried into effect. You
may he certain that 1 shall endeavor to facilitate them by all the means which may be in
my power.

Jht Aldcrmnnic Rough.
Philadelphia, .Tilly 22.—MeMnllins condition is somewhat improving and hopes are en-

tertained of his recovery. The efforts to lituj
Mara are yet nnavailing though its believed the
officers are closely following him. The Aiderman's friends think those who instigated him
to commit the rash act will be secured.
l*(er,

Williamsport, Pa., July 24.—The riot

ex-

citement is about over but the military will re.
main a few days to protect the mills in case of
necessity. Some of the mills exjiect to resume
operations to-morrow and the balance as soon
as they can get a sufficient number of men.
The strikers are peaceable hut declare they
will not go to work until mill owners adopt the
ten hour system.
The rjng leaders who wore
arrested are still in jail,
There is no truth in the reports of
persons
being killed aud others dying from their injuries during the disturbances.

undecided.
After the the Revenues.

|

]

Not Harmonious.
Cairo, III, July 24.—The Democrats and
Liberal Republicans in the 18tli district, failing
to agree yesterday, placed separate tickets in
the field for Congressmen. The Liberals nominated J, Blackburn Jones, aud the Democrats
George W, Wall.
_

Corsicana, Texas, July 24.—Seventy-four
citizens of this district were yesferarrested for alleged violation of the interay revenue
laws and were reouireij to givo
nal
bonds for their appearance at Tyler or Austin

Srominent
on

arc

——————sownM—m%

Cumpuigu in North Carolina.
Raleigh, July 24.—Columbus Delano delivered an address to-day in support of the adThe

to ten:

account

Seizures.

NEW YORK.

Cogia Hassan.
Ar 10 o’clock to-day F. O. Bailey & Co. will
sell at their salesroom a lot of Furniture, Carpets, Crockery, &c.; at 3 P. M. the very desirable property No. 131) Spring street. This property will pay for a careful examination.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Nt'»v A<hniiMiii(

prices.

the first Monday iu Novemlier. Warrants
issued for the arrest of over 3300 citizens.

Ka.KluxiMin.
St.

Louis, July 24.—Deputy

U. S. Marshal
Biersdadt, who arrived to-dav from south-east
Missouri, brings reports of ilie whipping aid
driving from home of several men in Stoddaid
county. The outrages were committed by disguised men and its is asserted for political purThe uames of the sufferers are gives,
poses.
but the reports are vague and require comfiriiatiou.
Important Decision*
Charleston, S. C., July 24.—Judge Willarl,
of the State Supreme Court, has decided the a;t
for the issue to the Blue Ridge Railroad Co. of
State scrip receivable for taxes as unconstiUtial and void. The practical effect of the decision is to wipe out $2,000,000 of State liability
created by the action of the last Legislature.
SenatoV Sherman Defends Gen. Grant.
Mansfield, O., July 24.—Senator Sherman
spoke last evening strongly in the defense of
the President, and closed with an earnest appeal to all not to risk all the results of Republican administration to follow the wild vagaries
of the party headed by
Greeley and supported
by an unnatural coalition of hungry elements
of disorganized parties.
Lake Matters.
Sait Lake City, July 22.—Business was tntirely suspended to-day for the celebration of
the anniversary of the Mormon pioneers in
Salt Lake Valley.
The reduction of freightage on ores and base
bullion by the Pacific railroad is highly gratifying and effects the mining interests.
Immense quantities of low grade ores are now
coining in for shipment both East and West
Salt

Stage Robbery.

Denver, Col., July 22.—The coach of the
Colorado Stage Company from Fairplay yesterday with fpur passengers and the driver was
stopped by tour road agents last evening, within ten miles of Denver and robbed of Wells,
Fargo & Co., treasure box containing $10,000
gold and small sums in currency. The passengers

were not

molested.

Mexican News.
San Francisco, July 24.—Steamer Montana
brings advices from Guayamas and Mazatlan.
bauds of revolutionists highwaymen
Straggling
are taking advantage of the return of Pesquiera
ts Sonora and Rochas marched eastward and
occupied Culiacou, committing robberies and
murders in the interior of Siuaiia. The federal
troops shot thirty-eight of them in Mazatlan.
The Wheat Crap.

Chicago, 111., July 24.—Reports

from some
sections state that the heavy rains of tho past
two days have somewhat iujured.the wheat crop
but the damage is thought to be trifling in the

aggregate.

_

METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR Till PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
!•
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
July 24. (8.00 P. .V))
Probabilities—Clearing weather is probable
War

the lower lakes and thence to Virand north-eastward over the Middle and
lastern States, with northerly to westerly
winds veering to Southerly on Thursday, and
temporarily moderate temperatures, southerly
winds in the South Atlantic and Gulf States,
and extending northward to the Ohio valley
with partially cloudy weather. The low barometer in the northwest will move eastward
with southerly to easterly winds, threatening
weather and rain areas iu the northwest, upper
Mississippi and on the lakes by Thursday.

to-night

on

finia

FOKEIGN
THE

GENEVA ARBITRATION.

Serious

Embarrassment.

Geneva, July 24.—[Special

mortality

is being reported. The deaths from
this cause hem the past week were 120; in -Moscow 32; and Odessa 84.
Tlio Democratic State Convention of Maryland, to nominate an electoral ticket, will he
held at Baltimore on tlio 11th of September.
Rolph Waldo Emerson’s house in Concord,
Mass., was burned Wednesday. I.oss .§5000.
Insured §3000. Cause of the fire, a defective

Rue.
l’ort au Prince despatches say that Baez feels
completely secure, and it is reported that despite
tlie past, lie awaits annexation to the United
States.
John R. Cravens, Liberal, has been uominatee for Lieut. Governor of Indiana, by the Dem-

ocratic Committe.
Dr. J. A. Hendricks has secured the Zebra
nomination for Congress in Vice President Colfax’s old district.
The steamer Alice Brown sunk yesterday,
near

Louisville, Ky.

The Georgia Democratic Convention renominated Gov. Smith, adopted the platform of 187U
and endorsed Greeley and Brown.
A section of Seone County, Iowa, eight miles
wide, was visited by a terrific bail storm Wednesday. The hail was twenty inches deep in

some

places.

financial and commercial.
Foreign Exports.
Gertrude—3100 bbls flour, 20
oats, 29 pkgs glass ware, 100 do

ST JOHN NB. Bark
tons bran, 6000 bush

brooms.

j

Foreign Imports.
HALLS HARBOR, NS. Sehr Day Star—30 cords
wood to order.
Review of Portland Markets.
Week Ending July 24, 1872.
There has not been much stir in the business departments of merchandise during the past week, with
the exception,
perhaps, of lumber, though the sales
have been very fair for the seasou. Prices rule very
steady, as a general thing, but on some articles there
will be

a change after the first of
August when the
tarirt* law goes iuto operation. The
money market is very quiet. There has been a further advance
on U. S. bonds, and a
slight reduction in the price of
new

gold, which
114}.

has been

selling-for a

few

days

at

114},ti)

APPLES—Southern fruit Is coming plentifully
along and is selling at $3 00 and 35 50
bbl. Dried
apples continue dull.
ASHES—There is no change to note in the market
for potash or iiearlash.
BEANS—Prime hand-picked Eastern pea and
yellow eyed beans are scarco and bring 34^4 50 D
bushel.
BOX

SHOOKS—The season is
in the market.

now over

are none

and there

** a »t<*dy though moderate debreads. Prices are very firm.
BUTTER—There Is no change in the market. The
best of > erniont and New York is
selling at 28c @
30c for tubs. Ball butter from
wagons is soiling at
25@28c.
CHEESE—There is a good supply of now cheeie in
the market and prices are
unsteady.
COAL—-Dealers are selling the best anthracites at
37 50@8 00 ^ ton and inferior qualities at 37 00.
Pictou of good quality is selling at 36 25 for
cargoes
mand for hard

who

w

unu

uu at

retail.

Cum-

Is selling at $8 SfXjgO 00.
COFFEE—The market is steady and prices are
firm at our quotations.
COOPERAGE—The market is dull for all kinds
berland

and stocks

are

very

light.

CORDAGE—Prices are unchanged from last week’s
report. Demand light.
COPPER—There is no change to note from last
week. Demand limited.
DRUGS & DYES—We have no changes to note
this week. The business continues to he very fair.
DRY GOODS—The market is quiet but prices 0^

all

staple goods

are

very firm.

DUCK—Portland ducks are firm and steady, and
In good demand at our quotations.

FISH—Owing to the weather t\ie receipts of new
fish have been very light. A
cargo of Nova Scotia
arrived on Monday to one of our dealers. The local
demand continues good aud tho Western demand has
increased. Prices are very firm for dry ti«h. Shore
mackerel are a little lower.
FIX)UR—The market is dull with
but there is

no

disposition to

make

a good supply;
large purchases at

present. Prices are unchanged from last week.
FRUITS—There are no oranges, Lemons are selling at $14@15 box. Raisins are steady.
GRAIN—Corn is in good supply. Mixed is selling
at G9@70c, and yellow at 70@73. Oats are dull at 48
@50c. Shorts 825@30 qjy ton.
IRON—The market is very firm and there has been
advanco

cast and blistered steel.
LARD—The market is quiet, with a fair
for prime western lard.

an

on

demand

LEATHER—There is a fair demand for sole and
upper leather. Prices are very firm.
LIME—The market is firm, with a fair demand for
Rockland at $1 40 per cask.
LUMBER—There is consideraflle activity in the
market. Thsro is a fair local demand, and a large
export demand. At one of the lumber wharves there
are

eight

vessels

loading

for New York and other

ports. Prices are very firm.
MOLASSES—The market is extremely quiet with
but light transactions. Prices are unchanged.
NAILS--The market is firm at the recent advance
to $5 75 per cask for assorted sizes, which include
from lOd to 60d. For sizes smaller than
advance from 25 to 75c is charged.

lOd

an

STORES—The market is very qulev. for
everything, the demand being very moderate.
OILS—There is no change to note this week.
Portland Kerosones are steady at 27$<2;34$c. Linseed
NAVAL

is

quiet. Porgie aud

PAINTS—There is
Prices

are

lard oil

a

are

dull.

moderate demand for leads.

firm.

PLASTER—The demand is moderate, at S2 50@
V ton.
PRODUCE—New potatoes are coming in slowly
and selling at $1 00@1 25
bushel. Old are nominal
at40c<gau. Eggs are scarcer ana li.ivc ;uivum;tni tu
22^24 by the package. Bermuda onions are selling
at #1 5(kji)l 75 fc> crate.
PROVISIONS—The market is quiet both for beof
2 75

aud

pork,

the dent and

being

rather

light.

RICE—The market is quiet, with a moderate demand. Prices are unchanged.
SALT—There is a good supply of all kinds In the
market. Prices are unchanged.
SEEDS—There has been a good demand for herdsgrass and clover seed. Prices are steady at our quo-

tations.
SUGARS—The market is quiet and prices have
shaded. We quote Forest City granulated at 12$.
and cettee crushed at ll@ll$c. Eaglo sugars are
selling at 9@10$o according to grade.
SPICES—There has been a good demand for all
kinds of spices. Prices are firm.
TEAS—The recent reduction In price has stimu-

lated sales to a considerable amount. The stocks are
ample for all demands, and prices are very steady.
TINS—Tho transactions are light.
Dealers are
waiting for tho reduction of duty, which takes place
Aug. 1.

TOBACCO—The market is firm and steady for al*
the choice brands of tobacco.
WOOL—There has been more activity in the market and prices, though without quotable changes, are
decidedly firmer, especially for the low grades. Manufacturers are not disposed to stock up heavily with
the fine grades at present prices, but rather wait a
lew weeks and see what will be the course of events.
It is not probable lower prices will be reached.

FREIGHTS—Bark Aberdeen lias been taken to
load lumber at Bangor for River Platte at 818 and 5
per cent, primage; brig San Carlos loads lumber here
for same place ou p. t.; brig Gertrude,.hence to Havanna at 812 for lumber, and 40c for shocks and
heads; brig Hyperion, hence to Sagua aud back at 84
for molasses. Coastwise there is some activity in
lumber freights to New York, aud vessels are wanted.
The rates ottered are 83 25@3 37$. Two vessels have
been taken to load ico at tbe Kennebec for Savannah,
at 82 75, and others at Philadelphia at 81* with return freights of coal at $2 30. Lumber rates from
Bangor and Calais are unchanged.

Receipts by Railroads

Steamboats,
Grand Trunk Railway—73 cars lumber, 1 do
do
1
laths, 1
clapboards, do old iron, 1 do bark, 1 do
wool* 1 do flour, 3 do corn, 11 do oats, 3 do sundries,
200 cans milk. Shipments East—1500 bblsflour, lcar
and

caused to

....

1SC4.11M
1865, old. 1164
1865, new.1148

ENTERTAINMENTS.

United States 5-20’s U68.

115

...

Gorham Seminary.

1121

.114|
closiug quotations ot
...

The following were the
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.

Commencement week,

Erie.
52 J
Erie preferred. 74$

Harlem.115
Michigan Central.116
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 02}
Illinois Central.132
Chicago *& North Western. 74$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 014

Monday. Tiieaday

Central Pacific bond*.101J
Union Pacific do. 00
Union Pacific stock.
3u$
Union Pacific laud
grants.fcl|
Union Pacific income bonds. 87
(Gloucester Fiah Market.

ending Wednesday, July

The Wool Market.
Boston. July 2A.—[Reported for the Press.]—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock T2 @
75c; do choice XX 67 @ 70c; do fine X 67 @ 68c; medium 67 @ 68c: coarse 63 (<g 65c; Michigan extra and
XX 65 @ 68c; fine 64 (eg 65c; medium 65 (3) 66c; common 62 (g 64c; other Western fine and X 65 (Jg 66c;
medium 65 <jaj 66c, common 60 fa) 63c; pulled extra
58(&72c; superfine 58 @75; No 1, 45 (a) 55c; combing fleece 75 @ 80c; California 25 @ 55c; Texas 35
50c; Canada 60 (eg 75c; do combing
(g —; Smyrna washed 30 @ 45c; do unwashed 18
@ 38c; Buenos
Ayres 33 @ 50c; Cape Good Hope 37$ @ Uc; Australian 50 (oj 60c; Donskoi 30
48c: Mestiza pulled 60
—

Remarks—The demand for wool la 'good and the
market maintains the improved tone noticed at the
close of last week. There is no improvement in prices
to notice, and we do not look for any material change
for some months to come, but the market is firm,particularly for all desirable foreign wool, and buyers are
operating with more confidence than for some time
past.

New York the general tone of the market shows
a slight improvement during the past woek.
Manufacturers are looking rouud for desirable parcels at
low figures, but holders think that about the lowest
prices have been reached, in view of the recent adIn

vance at the London auction sale, and so show no inclination to press sales.
In Philadelphia supplies from the West continue to
pour in quite freely, and there is some accumulation
of stock. The downward tendency which we have
noticed for some time past appears to have been
checked, and the turning point has at last been
reached. The favorable tenor of the London advices
caused a better feeling, and there is an increased inquiry from the manufacturers. There is a good demand for the medium and low grades, but fine wools
are comparatively neglected.
In the West there has
been some reaction in prices.

GRAND

TO

54c

ft.
Calf Skins 18 @ 20c
Lamb Skins $1 each.

Remarks—There

ft. Sheep Skins 50c each.—
Skins $1 00 @ 1 25 each.

Dairy

not so many Cattle in market
this week as has been for several weeks
past. Last
week all those which had been kept over were sold
out, and the run at Albany being light there were not
so many Western Cattle
bought lor this market as
has been for several weeks past. Prices advanced
from J
4° •P ft over last Quotations. The trad©
oi»ened lively and most of the Beef Cattle were sold
yesterday. Some of the Western lots—best ones—
were taken at a commission and, it was
estimated,
would cost our highest quotations.
Working Oxen—But a few pair in market, and not
much call for them. There will not be much
doing
with Working Oxen until they come In more
plenty
from Maine. We quote sales of 1 pair, girth 7 feet 6
for
inches,
$210; 1 pair, girth 6/ect 8 inches, for $180;
1 pair, girth 6 feet 6 inches, for $165; 1 pair,
girth 6
feet 6 inches, for $150; 1 pair,girth 6 feet 10 inches, for
were

$190.

Store

Cattle—Nearly all

the Store Cattle that are
bought up to slaughter. There
will not be much doing In the Store Cattle trade un-

brought in market

til Cattle

«ouo

in

FREEPORT.

will
leave Railroad wharf, foot of State St., at 9 A. M.
and Franklin wharf feet of Franklin St., at 9.30 A.
on

plontj-

ft

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
W. D. HATCH,

4t

East.
Milch Cows—We quote—Extra, $55 @ 90; ordinary,
$25 @ 50. Store Cows—$16 @ 50 |> head. Most of
the Cows in market are of a common grade.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep and Lambs cost
higher this week, and there were about the same
number from the West as last week, Lambs coating
from 11 @ 12c & ft. Sheep from 64 @ 74c
ft.
Swine—Store Pigs, wholesale 64 (g 74c |> ft; retail,
64 @ 9c; but few in market and not much call for
them. Fat Hogs 5 @ 54c
ft.

HERE WE ARE AGAIN.

84d;

steam

Wolfe

Tone

Oats dull and lower at 34c

Cincinnati, July 22.—Pork

for

Mixed;

37 for

fair demand and
firm: regular held at 13 00; city held at 16 00.
Lard
nominal. Bulk Meats active in good demand: shoulders at 5$c; sides 7$ @ 7 |c, and held higher. Bacon
in good demand; shoulders 6$c; sales of clear rib
sides at 8$c; clear sides held at 8$.
Whiskey in g.xxl
demand to 90c. Hogs steady at 4 40 @ 4 75.
in
Toledo, JulyJ24.—Wheat
fair demand and firm;
No 2 White Wabash 1 62 @ 1 62$; Amber Michigan
1 65; No 1 Winter Red 1 56; No 2 do old
156; No 3
do do 1 90. Corn steady; low Mixed
46$. Oats steady:
No 1 at 33c, No 2 at 30c; Michigan 32c.
Lake Freights strong; Corn to Buffalo 4c; Wheat
4$; Corn to Oswego 8; Wheat 8$; to Kingston 8.
Receipts—4,000bush coni, 5,000 Lush wheat, 1,000
bush oats.

Shipments—6,000 bush wheat, 7,000 hush

corn,

7,-

Charleston, July 21.-Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands 22c.
.New Orleans, July 24.—Cotton nominal; low
Middling uplands 20$ @ 21c.
Mobile, July 24.—Cotton nominal; Middling up-

Thursday, August

^Savannah,

up-

naraaa Market.

....

Havana,July 20.—Sugar

This with a small outlay can be in.vle no of the
most attactivc of our suburbau residences.
This
property is situated within 1| miles of the city, with
a shell road aud horse curs to Woodford's.
The sale offers a favorable opportunity to the *‘NV*
voters to receive the benefits and avoid the evils of
Ogdensbtirg loan. Taxes in Deering Jire very low.
Can bo examined upon application to
F. O. BAILEY A t'O
Audio .rvr«A

Jutyl3—*lt*l
Hones, Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.,
At Auction,
Saturday, July 27th,
ONstreet,
Horses, Carriages,
2d Hand

at 11 A. M., on Market
Side-Soring Wagon,
Express Wagon,
do, Top Buggy ,2 Horse
Jiggers, 2 new Beach Wagons, 1 new Dump Cart, 2
new Harnesses—Covered Trimmings, 2 new do Silver
Trimmings, three 2d Hand do, Whips, Robes, &c.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
Jy25td

A grand three-mile race of four-oaretl boats for a
purse of $100, will take place on the lake at 3 o'clock
p. in., in which the Longshore, Emerald and West
End boat crews will contest. The reputation and
abilities of the above named crews, and the desire of
each to become the victor, will make this the most
exciting and spirited contest ever before witnessed in
this State. There will be also other amasemeuts
open to all, viz:—
A shooting match fora prize of a splendid “Blue
jacket,” revolver, ladies work boxes, etc.
A foot race for prize of a splendid pipe.
A jumping match lor a prize of a gents
ivory headed walking cane.
An archery match for ladies for a prize of ladies
work boxes, etc.
A sack race for a splendid hat.
A prize will also be given to tho best lady waltaor
and best gentleman jig dancer.
A pig race will also take place.
Foot ball and other games will bo indulged in.
The large aud splendid dancing paviliou has t>eon
engaged for dancing. Music by Raymond's full quadrille Band, J. W. Raymond prompter.
Refreshments to be hod on tlie grounds.
Trains leave M. C. K. R. depot at 7.00, $.30 a.
m.,
and 1 p. ur
Tickets 75 cents; children 50 cents.
jy25-td

at
p. n>., will be hold
the
ON at public auction, the
story ooden buildlot
of

HALF

Daily

LVARH],

Excursions !

tin

Lake

_jy23-lw
Portland & Ogdensbnrg R.

a

at public suction, on the premises,
land,
to tho highest bidder, on FRIDA V tin* VKH. .Inv ..r.lnl«
A. D. 1872, at 3 I* M, the following pentouul property,
the 1 1-2 Bory Wooden Store, on Plum Street, recently occupied by R. R. Robinson, lata of Portland,

deceased.

By J. t*. BAILKY Sc

Portland to Hnrrftaon and Return, 8 J OO.
rates from all stations on

corresponding

of P. <& O. R. R.
This arrangement offers to tho pleasure seeker the
finest inland excursion in New
England, abounding
in beautiful and varied scenery, and
affording a delightful sail of sixty-eight miles through most interesting lake and river navigation.
The itassage
through the devious chanuel of the Sougo, famous
among tourists for its |charmlng novelty, will alone
repay the visitor lor time and money spent on the

trip.

Ample time for dinner at Bridgton or Harrison.
Excursion train leaves Portland at 7 30 a.
m, arback at 7.10

p. u.

J.

PURSUANT

es

1872

a. m.

Majesty’s

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
It is said that Bishop Bagley of New Jersey,
will soon l>e made Uatliolio Archbishop of Bal-

timore.

Gratz Brown passed through Cincinnati Tueson his way to his home ill Kentucky.
Gen. George W. Morgan was nominated for
Congress on Tuesday, by the Liberal Republicans at Marion, Ohio.
The Republican State Convention of New
Jersey will he Ijeld at Trenton, on the 2!)tli day
f)t August, to nopifnata an elepforal ticket.
Accounts from various portions of Russia
show that tlio cholera is abating throughout
the Empire, and considerable decrease in the

day,

York, July 24—Evening.—Money easy at 1}
Sterling Exchange weak at 109} @
^
109}. Gold a fraetion lower aqd opened at 114},
touched 114}, and closed steady at 114} @ 114}; loans
pd* cent, to flat; clearances, $34,000,000;
ft 1

ey aud accouut.
American securities—U. S.5-20’sJ 1862.
do 1867, 91$; do 10-40s, 89$.

jy20tf

nis Me Fadden, vis:
A certain parcel of Real Estate in said Portland,
situated between Congress, and Monument Streets,
and being the same conveyed by Sam. L. Carlton, to
Dennis McFadden, reference lieing had to said deed
for particulars. Said deed is recorded In Cumb. Reu.
Hook 361 Page 161. Terms Cssh.
JOHN TRUE, Guardian of

Jy2431

J. S. BAILEY A CO.,

Commission Merchants,
—AND—

NO. JJ

HENRY TAYLOR A CO.,

Auction

Benson,

Inquire

HARRIS, ATWOOD

Merchants,
14
Agents

Freighls.
Galveston, June. 18—Freights—Wo continue to
note only a nominal inquiry for freights, the sales of
Cotton being now mainly over for theseaeon. There
is still a large amount of tounage in ]>ort which will
be obliged to seek freight at other poiuts, the one or
two vessels now trying to load finding it dfficult to fill
up. We quote: Steam to New York $c & lb for Cotton, aud 4c baled Hides; l$c loose do; lc for Wool;
$c wet salted hides. Sail, to New York $c for Cotton
and baled hides, $c for loose hides and wool, and gc
for wet salted hides.
Liverpool, sail, dull at $d.—
Havre, Bremen and Amsterdam nominal. Steam to
via
New
York
nominal. Sail to Boston $c.
Liverpool

Commissioners Notice.
undersigned have boen appointed by the
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County, Coin-

Per cent..

thelreasury dlsburserao were $111,000 ;exports $525,000. Governments quiet and
steady. The Trasury
bought only $47,200 at 114 27-100 @ 114 35-100. State
bonds very dull.
Stocks dull, Erie and Pacific Mail
were the only features.
The tormer was weak and
declined to 52}; Pacific declined to 75}, and advanced to 77}; rest of the market was tame and without
noteworthp tiuctution. The whole list closed dull
and

steady.

The following weru th® closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 5’s. new.113}
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.117}
United States 5-20’s 1862.115}

THE
missioher*

to receive ami decide
upon all claims
against the estate of Joseph H. Burnell, tate of Leering deceased, aud also against the late firm of F A
Burnell & Co:
For this purpose
wilt be In session at the ofof Pcrclral Uonuey, No. lot)
Exchange Street,
Portland, on the Urst
of August, Octobor and December, A. D,
1872, from ten to twelve
o dock in the forenoon.

they

{UM

Wednesdays

w—

In

KSKi'BS?'

TASSEL TIES!
all tho
KM.
stew

suaukb, at Iff

WKLUPI.

EXCHANG

for

HOYT, WHEELER

AUCTIONEERS,

For Sale at

on

CHOICE
Harlcigh

CLARK

10
IS
20

lbs.

COAL
stoek

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
to Oct. 15th.

15th
day, Irom May
«*

HOUSE, MARKET STREET

o

AND

No. 33

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

THE AMERICAN

coals mined.

These coale

we will sell at the lowest
arket rates and and will Warrant them
ease.

Challenge

Oil

servative in the World.

W ill wear
where the

Randall, McAllister

ing

Co.,

ever

MANUFACTURED *BY

June 4-dtf is

SAMUEL

Concrete Pavement

July

23-d3w

THE

DRIVES. VAKDS,

WALKS
STREETS.

LEIWIS,

PORTIOND, ME.

-FOR—

GARDENS,

Grrasc of any

splendidly. Money refunded in all cases
purchaser will say it In not the boat blackused.
LF"“Order8 at 41 Chestnut street.

No. 60 Commercial Street.

SIDEWALKS,

or

Mart !

use

will

L

BlackingJ

The Best Polish and Leatliur Pre-

Will Politth Over Oil

UT-Parties who wish to purchase for winter
do well to give us a call before purchasing.

Art

i

«

apl5

AS

iu every

$5
7

‘i

ICE

largo

a

•*

u0
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th
May ami later
than 13th Oct., at the same rate
per month as during
the season.
mch27

Johns' and Hickory Whte Ash,

give satisfaction

IX

Full Supply (juarantcod tlio Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

and Hazelton Lehigh,

Tho best

sold within ten

Jones’ Market,”!) ConDANIEL JONES.

DEALER

COALS,

SUCH

Must he

kayy[9

Price.

a

large

Bargain.

a

For particulars enquire at
gress st.
jel-tfis

D. W.

NOW .OFFERING

hand for sale

a

on ac-

leavingthe State.

days.

COAL

We have also

evening
and Fancy Goods.

PROVISION store—one of the best locations in
A Portland.
A small saleable stock. Sold
count of

$6.50

At the above Low

Auctioneer

will sell every

& CO.

$6.50
FURNACE

& BRADLEY

flu. to FEDERAL STREET, ROMTON
Hold Regular Auction Sales every Tm-Mlay ol
Dry Goods, Woolen., Clothing, Ciirpet.,
Fancy Good., Straw Good. 4k Hut*.
Also, every Thursday, sale nr Boot, and Ml,or.,
including New York City .Unde Good, fur the
retail trade.
MWSS
ap?,4eod3m

i.20tf

ARE

ST.

National Fire Kit guishrr Co
And have at private sale, a large stock of new and
second-hand Carriages oi all kluJs. Also Harness.
Jun21dlm

A

WE

Commission

of

Jane 20, 1872.

91$; do 1865

and Ameri-

ami

Will take parties to any point desired at reasonable
rates.

!

EXCHANGE STREET.

the day In lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February tl. 1866.

T1IE

Excursion

DENNIS McFADDEN.
BAILEY A Co., Auctrs

F. 0.

assortment of
Staple
1872. NO316
Goods will be sold during

HAVING BEEN THOROUGHLY FITTED

AND

Maine State

Roofing Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

CONGEH’B
Better and Chenper*ihan Brick.
Orders left at

15c.

London, July 24—5.00 P. M.—Consols
can securities unchanged.

nu7

Congress St.,

Houghton,
FOR

jy3td

Guardian Sale.
Vlrtne of a License, to megranted by the Hon.
John A, Waterman, Judge of Probate, I shall
sell at public sale, on MONDAY, August 26th; A. D.
1672, at 12 o,clock, noon, on the premises so to be sold
the following described Real Estate belonging to Deu-

Commission Merchant and

STEAMER

Charles

mon-

Liverpool, July 24—11.00 A. M.—Cotton opened
quiet; Middling uplaudsl0$d£do Orleans 10»d; sales
estimated at 8000 bales.
Liverpool, July 24—5.30 P M.—Cotton quiet;
Middling uplands 9Jd; do Orleans 10$d; sales 10,000
bales, including 3000 for speculation aud export.
Lard 38s.
Antwerp, July 24—5 P. M.—Petroleum 46$f.
Paris, July 24—5.00 P. M.—Rentes slosed at 54f

JACOB B. PEA YE Y, Administrator.

1872.

li. If. HUNT,

P. & O. R. R.

Excursions

THE

European Markets.

old, 92$;

thereon.

HAMILTON, Supt.

Portland, July 19, 1872.

Auctioneer*.

Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER,
aplltf

Harrison and Return via
R, Bebngo Lake, Bongo
River anfl Long Pond.

Excursion train leaves North Conway at 0.05
arriving back at 8.05 P. m.

,

Administrator's Sale of Itcal Estate.
to a license from Hon. John A.
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and fur the
County of Cumberland, 1 shall sell at nublie auction,
on the premises, on MONDAY, the fifth day of August, A. D. 1872, at three o’clock P. M, the follow ing
real eetata which was of Cyrus Uowen, late of Portland. in said County, deceased, viz:
A lot of land situated on the northerly corner of
North and Walnut streets, in said Portland,
l>elng
the same conyeyad to said Gowen, by Moses Gould
by deed dated September 26tli, A. D. 1866, and recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 347,
Page218; together with two wooden Dwelling Hous-

R.

Conway.

riving

CO

AUCTIONEERS

On and after Monday, July 22,1872, and until further net ice, the steamer “ORIENTAL” will leave
Sebago Lake station, ou arrival of morning trains
from Portland ami North Conway, for Naples, Bridgton and Harrison.
Returning, will leave Harrison at 2.00 p. m, connecting with afternood trains for Portland and North

An<i

R. W. ROBINSON, Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY & OO., Auctrs.

Jyl7td

and
P. & O. R.

Pare from

Building.

to
license from the Hon. Judge of
PURSUANT
Probate within ami for the
County of Cumber1 shall sell

EXCURSION.
Bridgton

w

corner

Administrator's Sale ot

....

...

3

on

BY

vate Parties,
Excursion over the Lake, and river, of tho
route, to Naples, Bridgton Jk Harrison.
Excursionists can leave any station ou tlie P. & O.
R. R. on the morning trains ami take a trip over the
beautiful Lakes and Rivers of the above route stoj*bing at either of the following named boiuts as folNaples, I hoars; Bridgton, 3 hours; No.
ic]**:
Bridgton, 1.45; or Harrison, 1.15; aud return in season to take the
sveuing trains home.
By this arrangement parties from Portland can visit Bridgton, remaining three hours ami return same
evening at an expense of $2.75 including dinner at
Bridgton or Cumberland House, both first class hotels and also including conveyance to aud from hotels.
For

now

July 3,

Mow is your time to make up PriSebago

standing

Fore an l
Market streets. Also the lots of granite and marble
left on the market lot between Market and Milk
streets, by the contractors for the United States
government buildings; unless removed before said
day of sale. The above property will be sold to pay
land rent and other charges—to be removed from tho
lot within live days from the time of sale.
Per order
of Committee on Public Buildings.
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, JR.. Chairman.
F. O. BAILEY At CO., Auctioneers.

GRAND

at Havana and Matanzas

London, July£4—11.30 A. M.—ConsolsJ928 for

Ornnite and JUurblc at

8ATUBDAY, Aug. 3.1,

...

..

stable.

The view from thin property is unsurpassed, giving
unobstructed view of the city, harbor, islands and
Country for miles in all directions.

Jy25-edtd

STROWING REGATTA !«*£!

to

388,000 boxes aud 10,000 hhds; receipts for the week
33,500 boxes and 600 hhds; exported 39,000 boxes and
460 hhds, including 6600 boxes aud 3200 hhds to the
United States. The market is dull. The buyers
failed to establish a decline. Nos 10 to 12, ds., 10$ ;g}
103 rs; Nos 15 to 20, 12 @ 13.
Molasses and Sugar
dull; Molasses nominal.
Freights to the United States of Sugar box, 75c;
^ hhd, $2 75 @ 3 25; Molasses per hhd, $2 @ 2 75.

goo<l

an

1872.

1st,

The Committee have spared no pains to make this
the most pleasant and successful affair of the season.

lands 22c.

July£4.—Cotton quiet; Middling

SEBAGO.

ON

in

000 bush oats.

Association

TO LAKE

Shipments—20001 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 00,-

at 52c.

very
property situated at W«*m|ford ■ tinier, and known as the J. A. Kicker
property, consisting of two acres of land lying at the corner of two streets; can lie divided into lot* it desired.
There is a new French roof house, with cupola,
••mtaining 12 11nishe<l rooms, the French roof not
finished; ample closet room, water in first and second
stories, fine cellar, large cistern, At. There is also a

ing

OF THE

000

bush corn, 242,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush barley,
0,000 cattle, 0000 hogs.
Detroit, July 24.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
choice 8 00. Wheat steady; extra
170; No 1 White
at 1 57 @ 1 62;
Amber Michigan 1 60. Corn steady

Residence at Auction.
TUESDAY, July 30th, at 3 P. M., we shal?
ell the
valuable

Auction.

Excursion

and :pic-jsric

8}d.

Chicago. July 24.—Flour steady; Spring extra 5 50
@ 7 25, Wheat active and higher; No 1 Spring 1 27
(SI 1 29; No 2 at 1184 cash: 1 194 seller Aug; 1104 (g)
1 11 do Sept; No 3 at 1 10 bid. Corn active and higher;
No 2 Mixed regular at 42c cash; 424 seller Aug; 43}c
@ 43} do Sept.; rejected scarce at 384 @ 38}. Oats
quiet and unchanged; No 2 at 27 cash; 264 Aug.—
Rye steady at 55 @ 554 for No 2. Barley steady; No
2 fall 54.
Whiskey active aud higher at 89c. Pork
steady; mess 15 00 cash; 14 75 seller Aug. Lard quiet
at 9c. Bulk Meats in fair demand and
advanced;
shoulders held at 64 @ 6}c; clear rib sides sold at 84
loose. Sugar cured Hams canvassed at 13c
Lake Freights: Corn to Buffalo, 7c.
Receipts—2500 bbls flour,19,000 bush wheat, 174,000
bush corn,13,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 0000 cattle,
0000 begs.

Suburban

one

1.

ic

ON

at office, Parlor Suits in B. W. and Hair Cloth,
(flue suit) Marble Top Table, Easy Chairs, WhatNots, Dining Room chairs, Oak Office Desk, Bnusels and Ingrain
Carttets, Mirrors, Sofa in Plush,
Bureaus, Sinks, Crockery and Glass Ware, Ac.
lotcf 2d liand Doors and Sasli.
*All3FY Ac CO.,9 Attctiourm.]|
ii* 23-dtd

Building,

SECOND

une

Domestic Markets.
Nkw York, July 24—Evening—Cotton quiet and
lower; sales 1154 bales; Middling uplands 22c.—
flour quiet and steady; sales 8300 bbls; State 5 30 @
7 5j5 ; Round hoop Ohio G 45 @ 8 40; Western 5 30(a)
t 75; Southern 6 85 @ 12 00.
Wheat a shade firmer;
sales 48,000 bush; No 1 Sprint 1 48 @ 1 49; No 2 do at
1 45 ® 1 47 in store; Winter Red Western 1 58@1 64;
White Michigan 1 65 @ 1 80. Corn less plenty and a
Bliade firmer; sales 116,000 bush; steamer Mixed
Western 59 @ 70c; sail 61 @ 62c. Oats better; sales
59,000 bush; Ohio 45 @ 47c; Western 41 @ 434c. Beef
dull. Pork firmer: mess 13 75 @ 13 85. Lard firmer
at 8 @ 94. Butter dull; State 20 @ 26c. Whiskey active
and firmer at 934- Rice quiet at 84 @ 9c.
Sugar
steady; Muscovado 84 @ 9c; refining 84 @ 8}c. Coffee in moderate request; Rio 154 (S 18}c
Gold.—
Molasses dull.
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine
steady at 524 @ 53c; Rosin at 3 00 @ 3 05 for strained.
Petroleum firm; crude 12}c; refined 22} @ 23c.—
Tallow at 8} @ 94c. Linseed Oil 79 @ 82c.
Wool quiet aud unchanged; pulled 54c.
Freights to Liverpool rather more steady; per sail

Committee.

Grand Annual

Furniture C arpels, dee., at Auction.
THURSDAY, July 25th. at ten A. M, we shall

new

GOOKINS,

DANIEL

July 23d

VT^-.V.

m

SOlli,

JULY

for an excursion to Free|*>rt, passing among the
beautiful islands of Casco Ray.
There is a beautiful Oak Grove near the Steamer’s
landing.also an excellent opi*ortunity to procure blueberries, which are very abundant on the bills adjacent. The Committee are exj*ecting large numbers
on this Excursion aud have procured an extra Vcs§ell or Steamer to lie used if needed.
Returning, will leave Fre«n»ort about 5 P. M.
Good ice water furnished free.
l3T"Ico Cream and other refreshments for sale on
board, at reasonable prices.
Siugle Tickets 50 eta. Three for $1.00. Children
under 15 years, half price. For sale at the Roat.

are

more

Picnic,

Steamer Charles Honghton,
Haring been chartered by the Allen Mission,

M.,

residence uf W. W. Harris, K«.|. Said
property consists of a lot of land containing about
5000 square feet, on which is a good 1*
story bouse
containing live rooms, good cellar, cistern, &c.; also’
■nine choice Fruit Trees.
This is niu <>r the f. w
pieces of nroperty that cau bo purchased in this m. »t
desirable locaiioii.
BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.
F. O.
July 13-dtd

July

Steamboat Excursion.

Brighton Cattle Market.
Boston, July 22.—At market this weekCattle,

2435; Sheep and Lambs, 94%; Swine, 9100; number
of Western Cattle, 2310; Northern Cattle and Working Oxen, 125.
Prices of Beef Cattle,
cwt, live weight. Extra
quality $750 @ 8 00; first quality $7 00 'a] 7 50; second quality $6 00 @ 6 75; third quality $5 00 .o' 5 75;
poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, &c., $4 00 @
4 50.
!b. Brighton Tallow
Brighton Hides 94 cents
6 @ 64c
ft.
lb. Country
Tallow 5 @
Country Hides 9 cents
jo

at

FEED THE HUNGRY,
CLOTHE THE NAKED.

lltlDAY

23—The shipments of Boots and Shoes
from this market to places outside of New England
for the past week comprise 37,573 cases,
against 37,330
for the same week last year.
The total shipments from this market since January 1st have been 704,036 cases, against 504,333 cases
for tlie same j>eriod last year.
The shipments from Lynn for the week have been
2737 cases, against 2622 cases for the same week last
year.
The shipments from Haverhill for the week comprise 2837 cases, against 3332 cases for the same week
last year.
The demand continues to improve anti the shipments show an increase over those of last week and
are iu excess of those of the same week last season.—
We think, however, there is not quite the usual snap
to trade and buyers purchase under a strong impression that the demand from consumers will not be an
average one. The state of things is not so satisfactory to the manufacturers, but after all it may prove a
benefit iu limiting production to the actual wants of
consumers, and should the demand continue later in
the season a larger profit will be likely to be realized.
Prices are low and with cheap t'reiguts the cost to
consumers is so cheap that it ought to lead to a
heavy
demand. Manufacturers are busy, but there is not
the drive in the shoe towns that is usual at this season of the year.

Exercises

Jyl7-dtd

Boston Boot and Hhoe Market.

Boston, July

Wedar.dny-Ex-

of Portland, with a Quartette of
taleuted Singers has been engaged for the occasion.
Evening Reunion at Seminary, Welcoming
Address, Oration and Poem, Social Entertainment.

And

M.

we

Stockhridge

Mr.

24.

George’s Codfish—We notice a further improvement in prices. Stock small and commanding a
ready sale at $5 50 p qtl.
Bank Codfish—We
quote at $3 qtl.
Mackerel—Receipts light, with an advance on former quotations. We notice sales
yesterdao at $11 and
bbl for l’s and 2*s; no 3’s in the market.
$8
S-noked Halibut—Market steady. We quote at 8c
$1 lb.
Oil unchanged—We quote at 60c
gal.

and

1H.—Graduating

Church.

Island.lll|

Chicago & Rock
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 06$
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:

Classes.
P.

Thursday, 9

Property oh Spring
at Auetioa,

a.goiulug

*®u
*"*’**• J*—Dl«:our«) before Graduatmt Class, by Bev. Mr, Ferris, at Cong. Church.
animation or

Vuluable

July -'5tb, at 3 P. M.,
.hall m-U
the valuable K.al K.tale N„. 131#
Of''.Th"r1"'1»T'
Spring atreet.
the

ts72.

75$

Pacific Mail. 75
N. V. Central and Hudson ltiver consolidated-08
N. V. Central and Hudson River consolidated scp 071

For the treek

AUCTION SALES.

1867.115$

United States 10-40’s., coupon.
Currency 6*8.

CORNWALLIS NS. Seh Reward-800 bbls flour.

to New York
serious
embarrassment has been
sundries.
the board of arbitration by the English
Maine Central Railroad—382 cases mdse, 50
protest agaiust the consideration of any evi- bdls shovels, 30 empty bbls, 16 pkgs frames, 29 bdls
dence or argument showing the animous on the
sash, 1 stone wagon, 1 gig, 77 boxes axes, 42 doors, 12
England insists that hunters, 48 pkgs sundries, 1 car furniture stock, 1 do
part of Great Britain.
lumber, 2 do shingles, 35 do through freight.
tho introduction practically admitB the consideration of indirect naiiins which were preSteamer Franconia from New York—3200 half
chests tea, 10 drums soda, 3 hhds tobacco, 10 do mosented only to prove other claims which otnerlasses, 4 do coal, 240 bbls flour, 75 do apples, 50 do
wiee it would he impossible to substantiate.
glass ware, 47 do saltpeare, 46 do alum, 25 do oil, 74
Should this evidence be excluded only a few
bales rags, 25 bags nuts, 110 coils rope, 61 rolls leatheases ean iie n roved
er, 100 boxes tobacco, 55 do window glas*, 50 do bitI tors, 40 do soap, 46 do clocks, 20 do saleratus, 30 do
Fairly at Work.
20 do hardware, 17 do starch, 14 bdls steel, 10
Genbva, July 22.—The Board of Arbitration drugs,
gels wheels, 26 bars iron, 70 bdls do, 50 boxes raisins,
is now fairly at work and its labors are exces3 bdls frames, 6 casks lead, 200 pkgs sundries.
sive.
Comnsnnils Skot.
Portland Daily Press Stock List
Paris, July 22.—Three of the Communists
For the week ending July. 24, 1872.
convicted by court-martial of taking part in
Corrected by W. B. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. (JJJered. Asked.
Descriptions.
slaughter of forty-seven hostages in itue Saxo
and sentenced to suffer death will be shot at
Gold,..U4jj... .114}
Government 6’s, 1881,.117}_117$
to-morrow
The
death
sentenSatory
morning.
Government 5-20’e, 1862,.115}.... 115$
ces of three others have been commuted to imGovernment 5-20’e, 1864,.115}_115}
prisonment to hard labor for life.
Government 5-20’e, 1865,.115}_116}
The Mexican Revolution.
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.114}_114}
5-20’s, July, 1867,.115}_115}
Matamoras, July 23.—She government forc- Government
Government 5-20’e, July, 1868,.114}_115
es having been generally withdrawn from Sail
Government 10-40’s,.112}_112}
Luis Potosi when Gen. Rocha advanced on
State of Maine Bonds,.
99}.... 100}
Monterey, the revolutionary Gen. Martenez Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 95}.... 96$
Portland City, aid ol R. R.,. 96
took opportunity to attack Sail Luis with about
96}
Bath City Bonds. 89}_90
(>00 cavalry, but after a fight of several hours
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 91}_ 92
was repulsed by the National Guards and citiCalais City Bonds,. 92
94
zens with considerable loss.
Cumberland National Bank,_ 40. 59
60
Rocha has despatched a cavalry force in purCanal National Bank,.100.127}_128}
suit of Martinez. Both parties at Monterey are
First National Bank,.100.127}_128}
inactive. The revolution at Tawauplis having
Casco National Bank,.100.127$.
128}
been suppressed the whole frontier of the States
Merchants’ National Bank,_ 75. 90
91
National Tradors’
of Nuevo, Leon and Cahulia aro in possession
Bank,.100.127}_128}
Portland Company,.100. 62 _64
of the government.
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 60
62
The military authorities have issued a procOesnn Insurance
100
Company,_100. 95
lamation raising the state of seige, annulling
Atlantic A St. Lawrence R. R.,.55_60
national law, abolishing the passport system
A. A K. R. R. Bonds. 87
89
and other military restrictions, which have preMaine Central R. R. Stock.100. 35
36
Maine Central R. R.
vailed for several months, restoring civil rule.
Bonds, 7’s,.97_99
Leeds A F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds,100. 88
Gen. Ceballos is expected to assume com90
Portland A Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 87
89
mand of the Rio Grande. Rocha is at MonterPortland A Ogdensburg R.R. Bonds, gold. 88
90
ey and will operate against the revolutionists.
Portland A Rochester R. R. Bonds, 7’s,.
93_
94
It is believed that the commission sent by TrePortland A Rochester R. R. Stock. 25_35
vino and Quirogo to the City of Mexico has
made terms with the government and that the
Boston Stock l.ist.
revolutionary chiefs will submit to the authori[Sales at the Broker’s Board, July 24.1
ty of Presideut Juarez or leave the country af- Eastern Railroad
7s...104
ter disbanding their followers.
Boston A Maine Railroad.137}
Eastern Railroad....
qiecilqq,
10<j}
Ottawa. Oat., July 24.—Messrs. Currie and
[Sales at auction by R. L, Day A Cobb,]
Lewis, both supporters of the government, were Bates Manufacturing Co. .. 107*
elected by acclamation to-day. This is the first
Continental Mills....
88$
Eastern Railroad.109@109$
election for the next parliament.
Boston and Maine
The Qnrstion of Liability Still Under
Railroad.^137}
[Sales at auction by Heushaw A Brother.]
Consideration.
York Manufacturing Company.1835
'■
24.—Reliable
information
is
London, July
Bates
Manufacturing Company.1078
received that the Geneva Board of Arbitration
Maine State Sixes 1889..
ioof
wiil not be ablo to close its labors within a
Belfast City 6s,
1898...,,,........89}
shorter fipiiqd than three or four months. The
Mew York Mack and Mom y .tlnrkct.
Tribunal is still engaged on jhe question of
New York, July 24—Morning,—Gold
England’s liabilitities to the United States for
114}. Money
damages arising from the acts of confederate J percent. Sterling Exchange 109} ky 110B. Stocks
steady, State bonds quiet,
cruisers. The English agent pleads that Her
TUo following are the quotations of Southern securgovernment did everything possible
within the limits of tile law8 and constitution ities
Tennessee
0's, now. 73
to prevent privateers leaving Great Britain in.
Virginia 6’s, new.50*
The debates were animated but serious and
Missouri 6’s.
944
confied closely to tlio point at issue. Tlio board
North Carolina C’s, new. 20
holds no session to-day.
South Carolina 6’s. new.
30}

World.]—A

United Statc9 3-20’s
United States 5-20*8
United States 5-20*8
United States 5-20**

2

orG South Street
Sheridan & Griffiths.

Fire-Proof Roofing !

Union,

Gatley,
ap30

^

eod3m

Gentlemen’s

Garments

CLEANSED,

Having rebuilt their Factory recently destroyed by
prepared to till orders'on short notice.
wk*r®
attention

of the public is especially called to
the 'ROOFING NLATE” manufactured
l>v
them for steep roofs.

a*

Ofllcc foot of Preble SI.. Portland.
July 23-il 1 m

CARRIAGES,

Dyed Brown, Black, Blue-Black,
and Blue,
AND PRESSED, READY FOR WEAR.
No Ripping required. Warranted not to crock.
AT FOSTER’S DYE HOlSK,
44 I n ion At.
jv23eodnew tf
Caution.
selling inferior grades of Boots
and Shoes representing them to be my manu-

SOME

tacture.

dealers

are

All Boots and Shoes of ray make

nave

ray

ainped on the bottom of e»ch, also a fac simile Medal awarded at the Paris Exposition 18t>7.
name tt

New York City, June 12.
EDWIN C. BURT.
Persons In want of Burt’s genuine Boots and Shoes
at
store
132 Middle St..
them
obtain
can alwavs
my
11. G. PALMER.
Portland.
jelTeod 3w

To

Prevent

or

Cure

Bunion., Ingrowing Nails, and enlarged
joint., go anil have your feet proiierly ilttod, at
• :w tli.ldir Hi.
JyHeodlw
M. «J. PALHER.

CORNS,

NEW

SECOND

AND

ROBERT

HAND !

FARRAR,

Successor to Farrar &
Adams,

No.

IC

and

IN

Portland Strop!,

_PORTLAND._jy!8tf
TEN PER. CENT.
HPgistered Missouri Municipal

Bonds.
Coupons and principal, both pay-

SEMI-ANNUAL
able In New York.
Municipal

purposes.

Bonds issued strictly for

A first class Invest incur.

For

rUARI.K8.U. IIAWkEM,
Sw
28 Exchange St.
July 13th, 1872.

Bale

by

SASH

RIBBONS !

All widths, styles, shades and prices, at the MillinTORN. WKIit'll,
ery store of
Jy20ood2w 7U Middle St., 3d door from Tost office

MEDICAL.

THE TRESS.

MISCELLANEOUS

Portland Wholesale Prica Current.
Corrected for the Press to July 24.

Sheet & Pipe, 10J® 11
8 ®
8J
Eating. 3 00 @ 5 50 Pig.
Leather.
Pried, western 9 @ 11
10
13
New York,
eastern
do
ig}
Ashes.
Light. 28 @ 29
Mid. Weight 29 ® 31
11 @ 111
Pearl,lb,
Heavy. 29 ® 31
Pot,. 9 («y 10
Slaughter,.. 38 ® 43
Beans.
Pea.4 25 @ 4 50 Am. Call.1 00 ® 1 20
Limr.
*J5
3
00
Blue Pod.3
(g)
yellow Eyes., 4 00 (gj 4 25 Rockland c'xk 1 40 @
Lumber.
Hhook«.
Box
Clear Pine,
nono
Pine,.
Noa. 1 & 2, 55 00 @
Bread.
Pilot Sup.... 10 00 @1200 No. 3,. 45 00 ®
00
No.
9
50
4,. 30 00 ® 35 00
7
@
lb
ex.too
Pilot
00
Shipping,.. 19 00 ® 22 00
Ship,. 6 00 @7 50
40
16 00 ® 18 00
®
Spruce,.
Cracker.,*>100
Batter.
13 00 ® 15 00
30 Clapboards,
25
@
Pamily,*>«>.••
Spruce ex, 35 00 @ 36 00
Store,. 14 (a) 18
fandlr,.
do. No.l, 27 00 ® 00 00
Mould, *»tb,.. 12*@ 13
Pine. 60 00 ® 05 00
35
37.
@
Sperm,.
Shingles,
Cement.
Cedar ex,... 4 75 @ 5 00
35 @ 210
Cedar No.l, 3 00 ® 3 50
Hew Chee.e.
do. Shaved, 5 50 ® 6 30
12
11
Pine do.
5 00 ® 7 50
@
Tennont, *>lfo
B act. ov.
11*® 12 [Laths,
11 @ 12
2
Y.
Spruce,- 25 ®
Pine. 3 00 ® 3 50
00
.Molasses.
9
8
50
@
Cumberland,.
Pietou. 6 50 @ 7 00 Porto Rico,new50 @ 00
7
00
6
50
®
Cienfuegos,.new38 ® 40
Chestnut,35 ® 38
Branklin. 8 50 @9 00 Muscovado,
00
8
none
7
50
W.
@
Orleans,
B. St
Alh,
I Mus tart,..
Coffee.
28
New..
37
25
@
Sagua,
@ 38
Java, pH),.
Nails.
Bio,. 22*® 231 I
[Cask.
5
75
@
Cooperage.
Naval Kllorrs.
Mhd. Shook, and Head.,
Tar
Mol. City,.. 2 40 @
bbl.,.. 5 00 @ 5 5
Pitch. (C.Tar). 4 50® 4 75
Sug. City,.. 1 90 @
Sug. C'try,. 1 25 ® 1 35 Wil Pitch.... 5 50 ® 5 75
Kosin,. 5 00 ® 9 00
Country Rill Mol.
Hh'd Sh’ki, 1 25 @ 1 35 Turpentine,gl 60 ® 65

Cooking,.

none

(OR«ANIZED

__

51 WALL

..

•n

Porgtc,.

30

Bronze do.
Y. Id. Bolt.,..

Linseed,.
Boiled

30®

ito.it,
Bl-Carb Soda,
Borax,.
Camphor,....

25® 55
6*@
8j
36 @ 37
80 @ 83
Cream Tartar 45 @ 47
Indigo.1 25 ® 1 50
Xogwood ex.,. 11 @
Arrow

at

oltauuci,..

THE

NEW

Medicines.

Tlic Greatest Success of the Ago.

Saltpetre,..
Sulphur,.

4fto
Yitrol,. 14 to
Duck.
No. 1.
@
No. 3,.
(to
No. 10,.
to)
It arena,
8 ob.
10 OB.,.

32}
Dyewoods.
3 (to
Harwood,....
5 to
Hraeil Woed,.
6 to
Camwood,.,..
Poetic,.
2|to

Mesa
Ex

Herring,
Shore,p bbl

....

none

Bait,...

5 50 to 6 5C

Superfine,....
Spring x,....

5 50 @6
6 50 to 7
xx,... 7 50 (to 8
WTinter, 8 00 (to 8

Mich.

tt

Soda,...

to

Cassia, pure,. 47 @
Cloves,. 27'iy

Fruit.
Almonds—Jordan p lb,
Soft Shell,.. 20 @ 22
Shelled,_ 40 @ 55
Pea Nuts,_ 2 25 @ 3 25
Citron,. 45 @ 48
9 @
Currants.

Raisins,

to
(a>

@

Some two years ago my

3 40

Yal.new^lb.
Lemons,. 14

@3 50

Ex

none

00

9

she

employed

effect!if

}

Compound Tar Ointment
s„We9’6
24 hours.

I.arJ.
104®

94®

Caddies,.

12

Pall.

Wool.
Fleece washed 55
lot do. unwashd 40
Pulled,Super 65
13 Pelfs,.1 50

@

'ai

@

OF

months

1 became so reduced that I could not
raise myself in bed.
In this condition
friend
sent for you. With your direct Medicatormy
and University Medicine 1 was in 30 minutes enabled to get
and
dress
up
myself. In one week I left Portland
aud travelled night and
day in the South without the
least inconvenience. 1 have since been
free from all
ol the above troubles and
cannot use too stron language in recommending the treatment to all afflicted.
1 am satisfied it saved
my life.
w. \V. ATWOOD, 24 Emory St.

SJAPLes,

Treat’s Island, Eastport, Me.

I have been troubled, more or
less, for five years
with inflammatory rheumatism. For the last
six
months I have suffered beyond
description
My
limbs were badly swollen and
it was with
inflamed;
great pain and difficulty that I could move. My case
was well known by thousands of oitizens in
Portland
I am to-day a well man, and I was cured
by the
University Medicine, and Acapuneturation
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18
Grey St.

Some threo months ago I was persnaded by mv
wife to take the Uuivorsity Medicines.
My health
and mind were so badly affected that mv
friends became alarmed for my
safety. In a week after commencing to take the Medicine I felt great relief I
am now as well as any other man.
Mv wife has
bL'™ for
,a long time afflicted with disease that has
baffled the skill of our best
some of
physicians;
whom pronounced the case incurable. Under
treatment of the University Medicines her health
has
Any one doubling will please
call at No. 6 Lincoln street, or at
repair shop Grand
1 rank depot.
GEOItGE

grf,atlyviim£I?,T0d’.

CITY CLERK’S OFFICE.

chambers over Store No. 30 Union Street
Engine
Notice is hereby given that on Monday, the 5th, of
August next at 7J o’clock F.'M., a bearing will be
had of all parties interested in said
petition, at the
Aldermens Room in City Building.
Per Order.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

iS\

Medicines, and am
arLY°rth*uf
y,e University
relieved
from the above
troubles.
JOHN SHAW, West Com’l
St., Portland, Me.

jy24-edtd

have been troubled with Scrofula all

I

Portland!

?uheIlCcra

July 230, 1872.
given that upon the remonstrance of Hayes & Douglass and others
against
the proi*osed removal by C. H. JHake of Ids work
shop to a lot on Cross Street, near Middle Street,
a hearing will be had of all
parties interested at the
Aldermens Room in City Building, on Monday eve.
August 5th, at 7* o’clock P. M.
Per Order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

NOTICE

is hereby

OLD

ROOT

PEOPLE’S

DOCTOR

AND
THK

GREAT

ar»d‘have con-

I llilnlr tlm

n-Aidl,

ever

~

27
1JNSEY,
1870.

it

Portland, January 24,

prepared with
from the best
Roots, Herbs, Barks and

Chestnut Street.

are
care

,w,ccrt.ai»
‘n<,!vy?a,s
’1 e
is

were

BLOOD,

from

'^,'in erUtence.,‘Cer
S'
June

an

4

Col.

Brodhead,

Contractor

June 34th, 1872.

Very Respectfully,

1 had been
suffering with the
‘Rh1inm.?H«nC,^ry
Kiieum.itiHm for *Jat
five months, and at that

BY

rids the

J. W. PERKINS Sc CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.
apl7d cod &w6m
W1Q

Indeed™Jtb!!tth2lat

skill
robbed
great extent.
a
their fatal effect., which
ody be taken in season
in tlieir closet for the
ready

l>e ma,le

a

of

'“mimlty from
isuYiiF
4
'? rem~
Ever! fe,dedtif
should have it
Y

suff^J,”^^4

™l>ef °f l»a
by
timely protection, file ornd,,,,4? 18 “' ed
neglect it, and the wise wiU not. K« u ‘Uo"1'1 not
the protection it affords in
sudden attacks
ia,
K8i aa<l by f?r
ts
timely use.
prepared by
DR. .J. G. AYER <$;
CO., LOWELL MAW*M
Practical and Analytical
Chemist3
8,1 r°Und “*»
world.

Sickness,
niember,.
this

ling myT't. wi“

NOTICE

and all j»ersons

indebted to said estate

Portland, July 16,

are

1872.

It

Jrory

Pearl

AND

MORE

vou

to

secure the payment of ones note
given by the said
Walker to the said York andlngraham for the sum of
hundred and fifty-one dollars and sixty-nine

one

cents.
Said mortgage with the note thereby secured was
by said York and Ingraham, assigned to Ansel L.
Loring of said Yarmouth, by deed of assignment
dated March 2d, 1860, and recorded in said
County
records, book 306, page 348.
That the conditions of said
mortgage has been
broken, wherefore said Ansel L. Loring assignee,
claims a foreclosure.
ANSEL L. LORING, Assignee.
_r

been duly appointed and takeu
upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of
MARY BACHELDER, late of
Deering,
In the county of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called ui»ou to make payment to
SMITH BARBER, Adm’r of Falmouth.

Deering, May 7th, 1872._
is hereby given, that

NOTICE

an

in the County of
and given
Cumberland,
bonds as the law directs. All deceased,
persons having demands upon the estate of said
are required
deceased,
I to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
i ©«*to are called upon to make payment to

ERASTUS A. PLUMMER, Adm’r.
Raymond, July 16th, 1872.
w3w29

a

but will
say to the public that the PORTLAND BAND will be in readiness to furnish music
on all occasions,
applying to P. J. WILLEY,
Treasurer, at
No. 19$ Market Square,
or at Hawes &
Oragin’s Music Store.

is
hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken
upon herself the
trust of

by
Headquarters,

Administratrix of the estate of

BARKER, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
to said
©state are called upon to make
payment to
PHEBE E. PARKER, Adm’x.

J. COLE,

Leader and

Secretary,

Building.

..

for remodeling tho
Church at Saccarrappa will be
PROPOSALS

July 20tb,

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
THOMPSON’S
POMADE
OPTIME,

DO

daily,

will make It

entirely Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold
by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 23 and 50 cents
per
It is

so.

cancer^*

Pa8t f°Ur

F°r
! ,ome

with Scrofula
Soy year8 1 havc lK,en troubled
ulcer broke out
liftmen years ago a fearful
ag0 i7 bad extended from ,be
,T,hrc<>
In,on,hs
, "?}<*;
nkle joint
nearly to the knee. I could
■

on

not move
ritbaut great
In this condition I
commenced
mencea
akmg the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful liumor all
over me
In a few days the liumor began to subside and t he
leer is now healed and I feel
a new boine
iLIZABETH
38
St
Portland, Aug. 30.
I guarantee tlie above certificates to be
genuine I
n
rUUorfeit $1000 to any one that will find them

[.aiu.

like
CHAMBERLAIN,

CheYtnui

ot'h-

<

Persons having doubts will please address the
tf8,

par-

je28 d2aw&weow2*1

°,TIC5
«.llOT<d>y
don of Charles E.

that Petition for the Para conTict in the st■>
orison uuuer sentence ior tlie
crime or Larceny, now
pending before the Governor and Council,and a hearing thereon will be granted in the Council Chamber
at Augusta, on Tuesday, the thirteenth
day of August next, at 2 o’clock p. m.
G. G. STACY, Secretary of State.

WELLS «£ CO.,
Fulton Street,, New York.
more Nauseous Medicines for Seminal Weakness, Piles, Incontinence of Urine and Prolapsus Uteri'
Old Dr. IIA WLE Y’S quarter of a century experience has perfected a local cure, sptedi/.
permanent and secret. Local treatment proved
by
the most eminent European
physicians the only cure.
Instrument and spocitie,wiLli plain directions.sccurcly sealed, $10.
Sold by hi* agents BerntiARD Festuer, 344 Third
Avenue, New York, and R. It. Lakdox, No. 8 Lind
Block, Chicago, Ills.
juyl6eod&weowlyr
F. C.

20,000 COPIES

THE

___

NO

A

BANNER

THE

ORGANS

The standard
Or. In
tation

aro

Chicago,

Men universally known among lovers of
Sacred Mo-

THE
Ready! Send

on

your

bT.

1809.

S AH Instrnmcnt. Warranted.

Price lists sent by mail.

Will sell to be paid for in Installments.

application.

OLIVER D1TS0N &
CO., Boston.
C. II. DITSON & CO., New York.
julyl3d«tw2w dW&S
w20
to

qqqqqqqqqqqqqq

JOUVEIV’S INODOROUS KID GLOVE
U
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new
with scarcely
7
7 any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine
Soid by r -nggists and Dealers in
Fancy
3 Goods.
Price 25 ccnla per bo'tle.
F. C. WELLS *
CO.,
__492 Fulton Street, New York.

Jalso have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

Pianos,

PiuxTitto.—Every (leicription of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at tbe lowest
at
the Daily Press
prices,
Printing House, 10'J
Exchange St.
Wm. M Marks.

At

rnn

Sebago, So. Bridgton, and Bridgton.
dally for Cornish, Kozar Fails

for

and

Brownfield, daily, for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg, daily, for Lovell, and North Lorsll.
n?*Stages run twice daily from North Conway

At

GLEN HOUSE and CRAW FORD NOTCH.
1-n.(

A

w

10.45

down and back 25 cents.

Private parties accoininodatod by

board._jun29tf

For

applying
J
h

on

to

AGENTS

will

_Jnn28t4w
Agents Wanted

EVERY

iF.
__

Strengthening

cure.

e"L

C.

morning, in

S°‘d hX Druggist,

WELLS & CO.,
492 Fulton Street. N

nsrOTic k
Second National Bank, locatod at Portland
in the State of
rHE
Maine, is closing up its aftairs’
Note

holders an.l other creditors of said
ion arc therefore
hereby notified to present the
mil othor claims against the associat
ion for payment!

ass£d£
nS

ill

Portland^ Maine, June 24th,

1S72?°LX>’

for

season

3.00 p.

m.

train!

lie STEAM RR GAZELLE,
F. Sands, will commence
be trips te

Running

2 and

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Freight trains leave Portland daily at 6.30 A. M
Conway at 11.36 A. M.
Portland, July 15, 1872.
If

MAINE CENTRAL

and

Cushing’s Islands,

MONDAY, JINK l»ih,
as follows, until further notice:

A

same

OUR DIGESTION; or,

o

days.

Passenger Ticket Agency!
^r\vel"’
lhe NFrat,

CALIFORNIA

for

•F-Snimi,Ji..'a

South and

North-

bf the <*«■•« nud most reliable
route from Pert laud or Boiton, or New
York, to
*l the l,Wf*1 ruteo, at tlie old
“I
po..
Ld*?)r^1’
and reliable Union Ticket
Agcacy of

_j iiti25

Mt.

No. 3. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
Danville 2:50, Readfield 3:59, Kendall’s Mills 5 10
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:16, Kendall’s Mills 6:15,
Skowhegan 5 :50, Dexter7:15. Arrivesat Bangor 7 :35
n. ra., connecting with train on E. A N. A.
Railway
via

racy-humor, shrewd glimpses ofmankind and its vivid and pithy style of expression. AGENTS WANT-

Free to Book Agents.
We will send a handsome Prospectus of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing nearly 500 tine
Scripture Illustrations t# any Book Agent, free ol
charge. Address National Publishing Co., Phila., Pa

Trains Due at Portland.
No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 6:46 a. m.. Bath 6:45.
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:46
Arjuyl0f4w
rives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter 8:16
KENNEDY’^ HEMLOCK OINTMENT.
9:40, Watervllle 10:46, Augusta 11-46
Skowhegan
Brunswick 1:30, Bath 1 :l>0 Readfield 11 :?0, Lewistoa
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists I
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
5, Brunswick
5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 6.
Arrives at
'properties contained in the Oil! Pitch
Portland 0:45 p. m.
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
No. 7. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
applied as a Salve or Plaster for RheuBangor 7 p. m.. Watervile 9:25, Augusta 10:30, Brunswick 12:00, Bath 6 p. m.,
matism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
at Brunswick
(remaining
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
until 12:00). Arrives at Portland at 1 20 a. m.
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites, arePassengers
ticketed through. Fare $5.00. A
good line of
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples, Stages connects
at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Disarnvingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 u. m!
eases of an inflammatory nature.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a
m*
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
_Diy29t4w_Portland, Me.
Fare to Portland $5.00’’’’, to
Boston *6.50.
Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m., connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
*Dd St' JOlm’ f01' ®8’00’ and to Halifhx for
$12 00
J. M. LT7NT, General
Superintendent.
Augusta, July 16, 1872.
)7tf
— —

—.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Mummer

Arrangement, July 1st, 1879.

leave P. S. A P. R. R. StaBoston, *6.16, *».l#
t-Ww'
M-, 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.u0t texnress) P.M.
Returning *7.30, t8.30 A. M.. *12 30
*3.15,6.00J (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester aud Concord, N. H„ via C. A P R R
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 1.10* A M
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., S.30t, 4.15* P. M
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. J.SOt. 4.15* P M
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. traiu arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11 16 for New
York, the South and the West. 1.10* A. U train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3 30t P
M
train
?'00 P’ M’traln for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. A P. R. E. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be
purchased
and baggage checked.
SS’-Prcight trains betwoon Portland and Boston
Trains

r_N

UJ
r

M

^

^
^

Portland, for
fe’lll’rffSIgljtioii,
’A■

use throughout the U. S.
A
six inch, is used by the Govemmeut in the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its simplicity of construction and the
power it trausmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet iree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

jne29t4w

r

H E ALTH
The most
medicine f u- nervous troubles
(the source of all other ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, aud Invigorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

popular

Jun29t4w

AGENTS WANTED—for the Lives of

Grant!
WILSON!

dfc "| /Y made from 50 eta, Call and examine or 12
sent (postage free) for 50 cts. that
fyyJ-Vfsamples
for
It. I.
quick

Wolcott, 18
juy20N4w

$10.

Chatham

Sqr.

X How either sex may fascinate and gain the love
and affections of any person they choose, instantly.
This simple mental acquirement all can possess, free
by mail, for 23 cents, together with a marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, &c. A
queer exciting book. 100,000 sold. Address 1’. William & Co., Pnb’s, Phi la.
juy20t4w

EASTERN AND PORTLAND,
PORTSMOUTH It. R.
SUMMER,

SACO,

Friday evenings,

during

Agents Wanted for

Fowler’s Great

Work

On

Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelations ; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Pliila. Pa. jnlTMw
Rare Chance
wUI pay you

AGENTS,
if you will engage with
furnished and
wo

for Agents.
$40 per week hi cash,

us

at once.
Address

Everything

expenses paid.
F. A. BLLS & CO., Charlotte, lUirb.

500 AGENTS WANTED for the
Tk
UItDERGROintD
RAIL
RO.til
A Record of Facts,
nsrrating the hardships, hairbreadth
escapes and death struggles of the Slaves in
their efforts for freedom, as narrated
by themselves
and others. Illustrated by seventy fine
engravings.
No book for years more highly recommended, or intensely Interesting. Unlike any other book, a clear
field. Send for circular and terms at once to D. L
Guerssey. Pub. and Gen. Agt., Concord, N. H.

juyl0t4w

lue at 5.20 P. M.

•Pullman sleeping

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F.
Hallock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of diseases
which
are described in this work than
ever fell *o
perhaps
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost
Manhood,
Ncrvousand General Debility, Seminal Weakness
and all diseases of the Generative
Organs in both
of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court
St„

^®cc!Pt

Boston, Mass.

Hr. Hallock, who la the Chief
Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personally hr by mail.mch26d3in

,„N-

JOXKDAIIV,
TIIE

trains from

Anatomy, Boston,

a new

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss
of manhood, with lull
instructions for its complote
restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means
of cure, be:
lng tne most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting
Office,
61 Hnncork Street, Botl.n, yin...
junl4dlyr

Speak

Once More !

thanking the good people of Portland
WHILB
for fchsir kind patronage through the last

sea-

invite any, and all who are to have anv
Steatia, Oaamr Water Pipiag done, to call and
see if 1 will not give them the best satisfaction
both
as to price, style and
promptness of work, l have also
on baud a lot ol excellent Hose, which I shall sell
at
reasonable rato; old ones also neatlv repaired.
K. MCDONALD, 200 Fore st.,
1
un9dtf
Foot of Plum st.
soa, I would

Portland,

make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes
from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
jc21tf
P. S. A P. Division.

_Supt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAYOFCANADA.
alteration
SUMMER

of

On anil after

______

trains.

ARRANGEMENT.
Monday, June 24th,

J:?7;f????l?£*s|TraniB will run as follows:
f-w -w3 Passenger train at 7.30

A. M. for
Montreal, and tho west.
at
I stations to South Paris and at Island Stopping
BethPond,
el. Gorham, Northumberland ami North Stratford
..

a

Mall

train

(stopping

all stations) for Island

at

real1 lid‘t lie
a

arrive

as

LINE

Queenstown Cork

Har.

Steamers appointed to sail

not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate oi
Olio
lor
*500 additional value.

if
M.
,,

it
?rK,H,<|ES’, Managing
BAILEY, Local

PALM YKA. Tues.

Sept 3.
Tues. Sept. 10.
Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf. East
Boston.

| YMPUS,

Portland, June 20 1872.

after Monday, May 20th,
maama
trains leave Portland
Jfn!tgg9fMtm.pitt8cnger
Rochester
and intermediate stations
-wrf-3'or
--“”at 7.15 A. M., and t.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads. Also
connoct at Rochester with Dover and Winninlseore.
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth Great
Falls and Conway Railroad tor
Conway
PortIand and waY stations at

7.31oT 5L?and 12il?r
7.3()’train

The
connecting with down trains on n„
and Wimilpiseogee, and Portsmouth.
Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and tlie 12
o’clock train
ng direct connection at
trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M via
&
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6 20 P \t
at
Aver

ltoehestjr wl?h

Railroads!

& e^XrfmoP;sr!laml 5:30
Uorlla™-SUndlsh, and
Liming dauyr.

°2

No.

Bunny Eagle

At Centre

!rdavsdr^d™
S8ipT
inlays, returning
alternate davs.

as

“quire of Ros, * sturcll-

or Cyrus
Sturdivant, CienPortland, March 17th, 1872.
apI7
Norfolk and Ilaltimorc and
Wasliiiiiston,
D. C. Steamship Line.

erai

aejhiu.

Passage Money, including tare trout Boston to N York,
Cabin, ISO, $100, $ 130 gold—according to accommuda“““■
Steerage, *30 Currency. Tickets to Paris. *11
Gold, additional.

Return Tickets on favorable terms
Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liveniool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, *3-4 CURRENCiY.
1 asseugers booked to all
[.arts »f th. United States.
Drafts issued en Great Britaia
anil Ireland for £1
and upwards. F.r
and Cabin iiassage apply
Freight
at the Company’s Office, 10 State Street.
F.r steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.

Iambs Alexander, Agcat.
jn2dly

■

K,;S\'am
..fcTA'f/'F

"Jv.ir&ss7 D-Fo8icrW“hta*to" by
St^m^UTyTthll^0^^
fr"m -VorfoH:
l°

to

TCr

Air Line

?r r!ailj..“,“1 bT

Petertburg

amt

‘he I’dTrim
irginia, Tennessee. Ala,be ■'>«*'wurrf and Aoci\ a»n<!inOVce.r
P°,nt>
Aorth And South Carolina
a,J
& 0fli°
and

all point* in I

to

nXVff
G<l°Lfa
!°
ahT’

plated W?st

Washington

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine I
assenger accommocal ions.
Fare ineiudlng Berth and Meals to

h"e

For
«

Norfolk $15 00
Baltimore gw, time 05 hour*.;
further information apply to
F.

0. #

SAMPSON, Agent.

junc2tf_53 Central Wharf, Boston.
Waldoboro and Damariscotta !
First

Trip April

20.

Steamer

CHARLES
H O l O It T O N, Alex
Farnhum
Jr., Master, will leave Atlantic
;W barf f.jot of India St.. Portland
avery Wednesday, at 6 o’clock A.
Waldoboro, touching at Boothbav and Round

it

!?••£*

Pond.

Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Damariscotta *
touching at Boetlibay and Hodgsdou’n Mill#
at^^M “S;
TV!
leaT
every Thursday
and
Damarlaeotta

XfWoGro
every Monday
landings,

at

at 9 A.
connecting

TWnn^
M??011 and ExternPortland. and with the
& Maine
Railroad#, arriving in
I'asw‘nd,,rs to <»*. the afternrsm

Boston

OaJn'forBostom

Through tickets sold

at the

offices of the Boston &

and on board Bosien
Him?.6 aijri^at8!er"
Freight and,1{ailr°*d8>
passengers taken as low as l,v
Boats.

any

other rovto.

y

Inqnireof
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO

18,1872._145 Cu“?‘e,’tial
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Portland, April

For

MEDICAL.

of this Line sail Horn
Central Wharf. Boston.

of

Semi-Weekly. 2..W j\ »i. for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.
;-’ Steamships:—

Cant. w. A. Haliett.
miUam I£*'rrn""
Crane" Capt. Solomon Howes.
CaML Wtosl®» Loretand.

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.
[CALABRIA, Sat. Aug. 3.
PARTHIA Sat July
Wed. Aug. 7.
27.;RUSS1A,
CHINA, Wed. July IS.
|

DIRECT!
The

new

side-wheel Steamship

FALMOUTH,
AUtmtle Wharf

built

ex-

roul0’ »"* >-«

Every Friday,

at 6 P. bi.,
for Halifax, direct.
close
Making
ccnn,c(ions with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro. New SUugnw and
k,|wi,»
with L,nd"«y * <*»’•

i»s»nd; s.

L,c.n>*:,d<r.fameraj“rd,ri"c«
on

Halifax on TUESfront P. E la.
Nova Scotia Railway

ap",y

<’

t0

POBTKOUg. Agent.

Ttaine Steamship Co
NEW

Extracts of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints;_
v

Heart Burn, Llvor Complaint, and
by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude,
Spirits and sinking Sensation

Loss of Appetite cured
Low

cured at

once.

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impuribursting through the skin or otherby following the directions on the

ties of the blood,
wise. cured readily
bottle.

Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Derangement invariably cured. One bottle will convince the most
skeptical.

i»^^r51*,.expeHed.trom
Patients

least difficulty.
lent disease will

the

«y»tem without the

suffering from

this prevasee a marked change for the tietter
after tak 111 k sue bottle. Worm
difficulties are more prevalent than is
generally suppmed in the young, and they will And the Quaker
Bitters a sure

,.,condltio"

remedy.

ll/reUeved"

ARRt^fiKKFvv

Tuesd:1>'s. Thursdays

Parand Sat-

”1Merboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

WILLIAM H, TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20, 1872.
deel«-te

and'&ve'pi^r1$

Bxeathing, Pain

In the Lungs,
anu L nest almost invariable
cured by taking
K a
bottles of the Quaker Bitters.

Side
few

Derangements, (almost inAlipilBcnltFemale
caused by a violation of the organic
variably
laws,)
t,ie American ladies yield
r^r,eV^iCntt°
readily to
this invaluable

medicine—the Quaker Bitters.
All Impurities of the Blood and diseases Incident ts the same
curd by the Quaker Bitters,
if taken accordingalways
to tne directions.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters
just the ar-

ticle they stanil in need ef in their
declining years
It quickens the blood and cheers the
mind, and'naves
1
the passage down the plane inclined.

°ni‘f°r P?8SC,T,ferj*.making

S ?!dkZ?ra
Passage

Dr.

H. S. Flint

&

Co., Proprietors,

PROVIDENCE,

R. I.
Sold at wholesale by
Phillips & Co., and JT. W. Perkins A- Co

J^1j‘13m_P0RThASD._Wfm-WM

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

RENEWER.

foTthe^illit^^
the Hair

ever

Restore

Gray

oflered

ranst perfect
to the public to

Had*

Hair to its Original Color,

Southern Pine.
169 Pieces 4*8—30 and 34 n.
R.

CAR
FOR BALE

May

York.’

9-dtV'

NOW LANDING AND TO

ARRIVE,'

Eight Hundred Cases
J. L. DURET’S JUSTLY

CELEBRATED

SALAD OIF
PRIXCE *

COTTOX, Importer,

_junUd:“m

and

Agent,,

***• Bns,an' *«"

Notice of Assignee of His
Appoint,
ment.

Fjn^^^OrartafUolWt.
Bankrupt?*
In

Fulton & Ricker
District of Maine, ss:

matUr of

The'und?^Arfby lg|dky
an,k

in said District
°Wn

D’
ktato of

Maine, with-

Eeti,l0n'^ 0? S8£iSdtJ«Sr ai

Jnl2-law3t- wit

AMOSS. KINO, A«lgnee.

fishermen.
TWINES AND NETTING,
MANUFACTUBEK BY
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.
Baltimore * 11.1

Send for price-list.
j II Ll.1-Gill

CHOICE PLANTS!
CHEAP,
FOR THIRTY
DAYS,
—AT—

C.

F.

BRYANT’S,

WOODFORD’S CORNER
“*
unel2

Clothing Cleansed.
c'sssRasrta ted
for“*

oArd?r^,,Vd*bT*El0^10*
win receive
prompt aud
^An orders
"ah

Woodl
loiijf.

STUFF.
BY

Hd

161 Commercial Nt.

,,,aU

faithful alien.

WILLIAM BROWN.
tit Federal si,,
Near the Park.

__

l

Wood l

I*.Dard SOFT "rooD lor Bale at N,> au r
43 Lln
v.'ln street. Also Dry

Edging,

__ta.

HUSK.

Boat For Sale.

RYAN A KELSEY,
Julio 20-dtI

t!?yl^ve PortimiT

**ftrFr!&

probation

» new
growth whero It has fallen off from
Jeato
ulseaje
or natural
decay.
It will
prevent the Hair from falling out.
All who uTe it arc unainimous ia awarding it the
praise of being the best Hair Dressing extant.
Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mall.
Manufactured only by
It. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.
For sale by all-druggists.
cow w w28
2m
JyleodAeow d

R.

*"»*&«

In State

Room S5. Meals extra.
a«* from Montreal,
*? all
Quebec
Halifax, St. Joun, and
purls of Maine
Shi.;.!,
are requested to send
their freight to the si,. .!.11
“
M.,on the days
*or Freight or Passage
apply to
FOX, Halt’s Wharf, Portland
AMES’
M’ E*ew

SSstrlcL

by all Druggists and Dealers in
medicines.

™Y 'f

day, at 4 P.M..
E
Y k’
«»«7 Monday and Thursday »t 3 pm
The Dirigo ami Franconia
are fitted ui» with fnw*
thin the nmut
r°'Ue for
W-

Rhenmntisin. Swelled Joints and all Scrofula
ur greatly relieved
by this inval-

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysteror ranch relieved.

a*

; Leave Halt's Wharf, Portland

Afflictions removed
uable medicine.
ics cured

am' Franconia
Jntetf2?i?.K!*0
lhrther ,lotlce' ran

Slow”0

c

Di0c“,lit*' Neuralgia, &t., speed-

Jun21tf

and

U»dt&CeSJfa
Waterboro* for Limcrii'k

o’clock,

{(Veto*

*“/£*»■'

I><,rtlf,‘l"r*
vaut, 179 Commercial
St.,

Currency

Superintendent.

We8t

It

at

touching at Rockland,
v.
T,1:,.,Pern>‘<.)
Camden, Idneolnrilla.
Belfast. Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, Wintarport ami Hampden.
Returning, win leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6 o’clock, touch
l.Sdat
“m****** "™lnK a‘ Fort

Cabin, $80 & $100 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

Director.

PORTLAND & ROCHKSTER RAILROAP.
Spring Arrangement.

laily

Friday Evenings,

——:-—

1

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
SAMARTA, Tues. Jul>23.|HECLA. Tuos. Aug 20.
Ju,-T Mi;SAMARIA, Tues. Aug.27.

are

every

!

commeaciBg Monday, igndinst., for Bangor, (nr

Boston.

follows:

Express

passenger

R

Steamships

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

a“J i“termcdlate

hrom Montreal, Quebec, Island
Pond, Gorham
and South Pans at 8.15 A M. and 2.50 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris at 7 P. M.
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the
and Mail Trains between
Portland and Montreal.
Express trains rim through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.

The Company

O

TRIPS per WEEK.

end

MAIL. STEAMERS

E3S^

G

The Steamer CITY OF RICH
MONO, Cant. C. Kilbv, will have
Ruilroail W harf, foot of State st.,
■every Monday, Wednesday and

WHITNEY Sc S A.TIP WON, Agents,

Sold

On

just published
edition of his lectures
HAS
containing most valuable information
the

Let Me

express train. N. B.
This
not run Monday

morning.
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.
tFast Express.
S3F~The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of tho Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.36. P. M.

Passenger

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

Parisian Gallery of

car

Sunday Morniug, doe»

runs

BAN

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
or Passage,
apply to

Tues Aug «.
OLJMPUS
SIBERA, Tuts. Aug 13.

LINE!

SEMI-WEEKLY Unk

Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A.
M, 710.40
M., td.48 P. M 75.55 P.M., 1 8.00 P M,*10.03 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A.
M., return-

tram

INSIDE

For Freight

*

Portmouth and Portland at t7 30
U-’-3D1‘- M> t3.WP.M-, 76.00 P.

stAtioCraT5!S)tpnM.rSOUthPaiiS
trains will

PROPRIETOR OP

Freight for tho.West by thePonn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

-r Calling at

General Agent.
myl5tf

Jnaeltf_JOHN

M1-’

AM.^&3#MA-M-

Mon t

Dr. R. J.

►

CUNARD

STURDIVANT,

_

Portland, May 15, 1872.

BUJUsSJ* “l,inUcrtWhrar!:icf0rmatl0n

Passenger trains leave Portland dalfor Portsmouth and
Boston, (Sunf-w-w- ^wn-rdays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.1S A.
59-'° A' M" t3'3° P' M t4'13 P‘

juyl0t4w

ff

Sat’d’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.in.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at It a. tu.
Insurance one half tho rate of
'sailing Tcssels.

Long Wharf,

Rockland,

"V?

CYRUS
...

stations

A
HEALTH SAVED 1 1 I Thourescued from Insanity and the
A
sure
grave.
preventative of “Exhausted drains”
and “Nervous Debility”. Send *3 to Prot.
Merritt,
Lock Box, 197, Syracuse, N. Y.
junl7t4w

T TUT? AND
AJAA IJsands

Prof.

Steamship Line.

70

for

at Bar Uarb<’r from Juno
in addition to her usual landings
which time she will leave Machiasiiort at 4.M
instead of 5 a. m.
For further particulars
inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 171) Commercial street, or

Sept. 19th,

—AND—

jn2S-ly

o’clock,

landings.

2oth to

BOSTON

Leave each port every Wed Vy &

at ten

J*Zr ?■'«. Sedgwick, So. West Haris,r (Mt.
Desert,) Millbridgp, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Itetuniing will leave Machiasport everv Monday
and
mornings, at 5 o’clock, touching at the
Thursday
*l»ove
named

ARRANGEMENT.

Leave Boston for

E W I S T O N

r.^yo ^fJpRu,NG
i?T“ of train
* F. M., on arnral
P*7"
land aadf*

Commencing Jlonduy, June 34th, 1879.

M„ , 6.00 P.

TO

Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday

THREE

Hatton.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24, 1872.
jun21tf

tf

os

LINK

The favorite Steamer
L

information cbeerfuliy fumiabed at
wls
apttd&w
islt

(Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

BROWN !

A. R. STUBBS, Agent

then

is lw

Summer Airauffomt'nt.

times._

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

Greeley!

Andrews,

—TO—

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.

And the leading men of all parties. Over 40 Steel
Portrait*. Just the book wanted by the masses
everywhere. Agents meet with wonderful success.
Send for Circular and secure territory at once. Address, ZIEGLER & McCURDY, 274 Main Street,
Springfield, Mass.
jn29-4w f

retail
N. Y.

53f Reliable

all

--

____

for St.

TWO TKIPSPER WEEK

Ofllcc, 49 I -‘A Kxebnngc Street.

for Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15
p. m. Arrivesat
Brunswick 6:3o, Lewiston via Brunswick 7 :1S. Bath
7:10 aud Augnsta 8:15 p. m.
No. 1A. Leaves Portland at 8:20
p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 10:05. This
traiu connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

ED to make money fast. Write for illustrated circulars, terms, &c., free, address, GEO. MACLEANPubllsher, 3 School St., Boston.
t
jn29-4w

Eastport

Desert ami Macliias.

w. D. LITTLE & CO.

Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick
8:30, Bath
t»:00, (there connecting with Knox A Lincoln Kailroad for Damariscotta, Rockland,
Ac.) Arrives at
Augnsta 10:30 a. m.

LEWIS’ Last and Greatest Work*
This invaluable common-sense Book should be read
by every man and woman in the country. Threefourth’s of all thejsickness in our midst may be avoided by a knowledge and practice of our “Joflv Friend’s
Secret.” The most eminent authorities in the land,
heartily recommend it for its great common-sense,

at

clock, p. in.

wll|

OLD

No. lO.

MY JOLLY FRIEND’S SECRET

ARRANGEMENT

Uotdtinston, Calais, Woodstock and llouitoli.
Connections made at St. John f r Digliv, Anuanolis, Windsor, Kentvilie, Halifax, N. S., Frodcrii Itton, Shediae, Amhetst, Charlottetown, P. E. 1., and
Summerside, P. E. I.
^“Freight received on days of sailing unfit

•lid

ifax.

(----■

John, Digby,

CAPT. DEEDING,

PHILA DELPHI A

at Bangor 7:00 a. m. Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

St.

P. M.

PROCURE TICKETS

Tralni1-

Trains From Portland.
Passenger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
A, (niglit express via Augusta,) at 12:15 a.m. Brunswick 1:50, Augusta 3:30, Watervlllc 4:S0. Arrives

HAS CURED
DEAFNESS
TTYTry A
DOES CURE
and
Mi
WILL CURE
CATARRH.
For cure SI, (or tost sample 23 cents), by mall, Dr.
E. F. HYATT. 246 Grand st., New York,
jun2St4w

anil

On and alter MONDAY,
July
the Steamers of luternatloiial Line will leave Railroad Whart
foot ot State St.,
every Monday,
--—-Wednesday and Friday, at ti.ou o.
m., for Eastport and St John.
Iteturning will leave St. Jobs and Eastport on tlio

Returning, leave Cushing’s Ialund for Portland

July

jyillljlgCommeiKing

t'aluis

INSIDE

RAILROAD.

TSii:iiLMu.n-JlAlTangen'mtl)f

Also, for CAMPAIGN GOODS. Address
Gooilspred’s Empire Publishing House.
_107 Liberty street, New York. jun28t4w

BILIJNGN. Agent

1st,

at
A. M.. ami 2i P. M.
Iajave Cushing’s Island,
at
Peak’a
Island
touching
II. 15 A. M, and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets down ami back 25c.
Children half price.
Private parties can be accommodated
by applying
to the Captain on board.
Jel3tf

H

for all trains South and West.

season

and North

CITIZEN WAITS IT.

—————————

arrive in Boston in

Springfield route,or Sound Steamer for New Yerk and
the South. By the 12.30 p. in. train will eonaect in
Boston with 0 p. m. train for New York, via Share
and Springfield Line.
And the 4.31 p. m. traia
from North Conway, arriving in Boston
early next

I,.

tiihee trips per m eek :

Capt. C.

rasyobtalu through Tirhrto

i_.

meUaotf

Conneetions tnado

the_Islands.

East Baldwin, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

days

m.

AT THU

At Baldwin,
Porter.

■

on

WEA*K

Machine-spread

They will certainly

Tho leading instrument manufactured tn tho United
States.

Remember 144 1-3 Exchange St.
_'r47_2m _dc20. eod&wtf

FEEL

AND LANGmn IN
*A.NSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION?
nave you taken cold?
Arc you afflicted
with
U llhou°
matism, orpainsof anykind? try one of
Wella>

r are

STAKES
Connect with 1.15 P. M.

Me.

THE

$1.50. Per doz., $13.50. Specimens
sent, for
present, post free, for 1.25. Specimen
pages free

DOFU

immediately

orders!

Price
the

and

A. M.
P. M.
P. M.
7.30
1.13
5.30
Leave N. Conway, 5.05
12.30
4.30
Connecting with trains and Steamers to and from
Boston ana the East.
Steamer “Sebago,” for Naples,
Bridgton and Harrison, and Waterford connects with 1.15 P. M. train
from Portland, at Sebago Lake.

For GOODSPEED’S
Presidential Campaign Book

STANDARD

WHY

Received tbe HIGHEST
PREMILMS in the New
England and State Fairs in

Job

success,

Mr. L. O. EMERSON, of
Boston, and
Mr. H. R. PALMER, of

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time yPB 20 out?
J
*
Kenovate those you have with

144 1-2

McPhails

Bearers,

other words, ite authors, whose brilliant
repuas Church Music
Comiiosors wiil boar it on to

triumphant

MELODEONS

EXCHANGE

SEASON.

with new and fresh mnslc. It inElementary Course of the best character,
with interesting exercises, tunes and
easy eleea for
practice, a fine collection of Metrical Tunes and an
extra choice list of Sentences, Motetts
and Anthems
for Chorus Practice.

on

SALES-

THE

pages filled
cludes an

—AND—

&

OE

THE STANDARD

Is

HASTINGS,

BOON

has 400

DANIEL D. CHASE, Executor.
Portland, Jnly 16,
1872._ jy22, 29,au5

w. P.

are

m., a»«* 1 30and 3 p.

Returning will leave Kvergroen Landing at
iu., touching at Jones’ Landing on every trip.

a.

Leave Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl
it., (hr
Peak's ami Cushing’s Islands at » and 104 A. M. and

will

low rates.

SUMMEIi

Will leavo CUSTOM HOUSE
WHARF, daily, Sundays excep*
•d, for Evergreen Landing, tour k
iiig.at Junes7Landing, at y 30 a.

Peak’s

TIME.

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 8 O’CLOCK P. III.
Returning lea,# INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 7 P. M. Fare 81.BO. Freight taken at
DAILY,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP < 0.

STEAMER MAGNET!

R. R.

notice, trains

follows:

.-““
Leave Portland,

Camion.
deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. IS Platt St., N.Y.,
Sole agent tor the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Pries 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

STANDARD.

Tims giving tho brightest prospect that U will be

is

hereby given, that the subscriber has
■Lx
been duly appointed Executor of tbe Will of
WILLIAM C. ROBINSON, late of Portland,
in tbe County of Cumberland,
I.cmied.and has taken upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon tli.
estate of said deceased, ar. required to exhibit tbe
same; and all persons indebted to said estate ar.
called upon to make payment to

ORDERED

IN ADVANCE OF
PUBLICATION, of the Splendid
New Church Music Book called

102

Gig Saw For Sale.
GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or address LITTLEFIELD it WILSON, Cor. York
aad Maple streets.
ia3Ieodtf

Morton,

juy!5ood2w*

a

bofci le.

juyl5d3w

STATE OF MAINE.
Executive Department, )
Augusta, July It, 1872. f

on

Sjy20dlwSa'

1872.

T
Yar:rl0utb. July
2d, 1872.

Congregational I

received by tho

Building Committee, for one week.
Plans and Specifications may be seen by calling
W. K. DANA,

THROAT

my314-w

the subscriber lias
been duly appointed anu taken
upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of
AI PLUMMER, late of

engagement to furnish music at the
HAVING
Glen House this summer, I shall be absent
few

South Paris, Feb. 2,1872.
medicine I got at
for n,e’ Itis

Ihe above case has been treated
: ■ears by diiferent physicians for

j

Lyman Walker, containing one-fourth or an acre
with the buildiogsthereon. Said
mortgage was given

Yarmouth, July 16,1872.__jyl8, 25,aul
is hereby given that the subscriber has

PUBLIC

MANUFACTORY

rouMtlaSi jSaV?,rS!r:“The
recommended It tobe.WOn,lerB
may
°f tlie *bovc
you think
i ,roper
^YouratrniV0
Yours truly,
SETH MORSE.
111

"FITHEREAS Truxton Walker of Yarmouth. CumYY berland Comity, mortgaged to Rufus R. York
and Ferdinand Ingraham of said
Yarmouth, by deed
dated Oct 21, 1857, and recorded in Cumberland
Registry, book 284, page 18, a certain piece of land, situate in said Yarmouth, and bounded as
follows, vizthe
Easterly by
County road, southerly by laud of
Edward Moxcey, northerly and westerly
by land of

weeks,

have been affleted for twenty rears with Chronic
iheumatiRin. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars for
nedioal treatment without benefit. Ten
days ago
commenced taking the University Medicines and
can truly
say it has been more benefit to me than
til other
treatment I ever received. Mv place of
justness is 137 Pearl
street. I shall be pleased to anwer all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER.
~

w29

Notice of Foreclosure.

NOTICE

THE

I

n„

ibera
Subscribers will not
until
the
money
pic-

Raymond,

TO

Church

offer.

subscription

jy!7deod&w4w

IS

OGDENSBURG

WHARF, Portland,

ATLANTIC

Windsor nml Halifax.

Me.

after Monday, July 15th,
TTV—Op and
further

DIO

Experienced Agents Wanted Everywhere at once,
on liberal terms.
Address,
Publishers Riverside Echo, Portland, Me.

3m

2w

2 taw

¥a lIYi tYI hll (f about this extremely

pay the agent his
ture comes.

AUBURN, Main©.

Jyl5

UNION STREET,

JUIlUlllUUg

plating

TABLETS,

For Couchs, Colds and Hoarseness.
rnHESE TABLETS present the Acid in combinaJ- tion with other efficient remedies, in s popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and U LCERATION of tlie

jJV

TltfVn’t

AUBURN FOUNDRY & MF’G CO.

CARD

Naval

for an agent to call, bnt send
vFll L f f till for a
sample copy or the paper,
choose your picture, send us $2 00, name your nearest Express offlee, and we will send the picture, all
framed and securely packed, c< once.

All articles to which Nichel Platiny is
applicable
plated in the best manner, under license from United
Nickel Company of New York.
^^Manufacturers are requested to avail themselves of the facilities we offer.

A

on

paper,
plain and beautiful type. It
is in its seventh volume, and well known as an excellent Literary, Religious and
Tbmpbbancb
Home and News Journal.
Sample copies of the paper sent free to any addressIn them will be found full description of the
pictures

DURABLE !

Jun22-TT«fcS

uso

in quarto
published
Tlin
T^VTinis
A
IjvIIU form suitable weekly,
for
binding, on
clear white
from

Toothpowdcr.

Costs less than Silver

of

subscription,

PLATING-

NICKEL

w#rtli

Moulding:
Prang's
Moulding,

the best Dcntriticc known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 coots per bottle,
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.
u

saved millions of Dollars

fli rmi
4 lira xr A choice of one ofsii beauY V/Il A YY a>j *tiful $3.00 Steel Engravings,
16x20
inches.
Framed in elegant Black WalSize,
nut
or “Thb First Biblb Lesson,”—
one of
prettiest $2 00 Chromes, /railed in
heavy gilt
given to every new subscriber
to the Riverside Echo, paying $2 00 for one fear’s

of

Thurston's

daily

^ ^ ^ ^

WHITE TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
SWEET BREATH, are secured by con-

&

CHANGE OF

uso

_Junll(i3m_Tii&F

y sbo

Jnn3-tf___Bangor,

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodation*, will run alternately, leaving

Eastport,

House,

PORTLAND

superior mea-goi.'.u
STEAMERS
BROOKS and
17IONTKCAI.,

JOHN

THE

Railway.

St> Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern
Agent,

Further Notice

Capt._Je22dtr

For further information and Tickets
apply at any
of the principal ticket offices in New
England, at the
depot iu Portland, or at
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble

18-

BUUE

PORTLAND, Me.

CHARLES HUMPHREY, Executor.
Yarmouth, July 16, 1872.
jyl7,24,31

than death.
or life be-

strengthen organic weakness

at work, or L looking for some new book, will
miss it if they do not at once write for circulars of the
best selling book published. Extraordinary inducements ottered.
Profits more than double money.
Outfit free. Address F. M. Reed, ;39 Eight st., New

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,

payment to

suffering worse

Trunk

Until

-wfr— W.THE

_

The Government lias adopted it for
vessels and at Army posts.
Send lor descriptive circular to

by

^?iU

T)..

property.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Subscribhas been duly appointed Executor of tho
Will of PHILIP TORREY, late of Yarmouth, in the
county of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust
giving bonds as the law directs. All persous having demands upon tho estate
of said deceased, aro required to exhibit the
same;
and all persons indebted to said estate arc called
upLkiwko

Sarnia Steamers—
Chicago or Milwaukee, flrst-claa9,
inl? State Room ami Meals.
19 00
rates t0 Chicago, St. Louis, St.
vS? at
and all points West,
PaUtornia,
v'na York,
v’
by
either New
Boston or Montreal.
Pullman’* Drawing Boom and
Sleeping
Car*.
are run oil all the Express trains
on the Grand
via

Portland to

or
ro-

now

try, and has

er

Tickets

it will

juyl7V4w

by steamships, manufatturers,
Railroads and Fire Departments throughout the coun-

NOTICE

use

July

lion.

called up-

Blood, Drops!Lassitude.

burden,
Finally it should

comes a

always ready for instant uso, perfect^ simple in operation and prompt and efficient in its ac

law directs. All persous having demands
upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD P. CHASE. Executor.
Portland, July 16th, 1872.
jy 17,24,31

stant

y?u are

Take it to

It is

7

or

<jfcOK/^A MONTH easily made with Stencil
^poillUanil Kev-Cheek Dies. Secure Circular
and Samples, free. S. M. Spencer, Brattlcboro, Vt.

Most

It is in

force, poverty
Weakness

of the

^unera!
caA/SnYe,lcy’
Take it to assist

York.

JOSIAH DUDLEY, late of Portland,
In tho County of Cumberland,
deceased, and lias
takeu upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the

kJOUND
^3 AND

is

with loss of vital

An Absolute Protection from Fire.

jyl9d3w

y

digestion

healthy action.
Hyspepatic Btonxaeh ? unless
promptly aided the system is debilitated
*

Jnyl7t4wPortland,

EFFECTIVE.

is hereby given that the subscriber lias
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor of the Will ot

1870.

*>y medical

1,89
"Y11?
thiedangYror,"df,,*I(,’I;r:?I1Ar;
and*giv5n
ehfir ter™rsbt0

and

&c.

Take JTnrubeba to <1 *an*e, purify and restore
Jou

the

•lavs.*.
davs.*.
!

the vitiated blood to

Best, Cheapest

Is

ROOM,

T.55Ei

can

thlTot

to
tried many
medicines whieli I
no relief for seven
“

Portland, Aug. 2,

Cough., Cold.,Whooping
Cough,
Bronchiti., Asthma and Consumption.
n.

EEW Compositions
* hicli have won
the confi.rtence of mankind and
! become household wordB
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it bo long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the pubHe about forty years, by a
wlong contiuned series of
haTe won for 14 0 confidence
S^tI*virtV cnrcs’ wMrh
It bUH makjJ“.fc" cqua,led hy an-v other medicine.
most (’rtoctual cures of
Coughs,

tim« it

theig5ilyJec?S!?ende'1
blood. Slill I got
nonths more, all the time
advisers as we have in our
city. Finally, I
■°,'d
failed at the New York
Branch, and the
iroprietor said he couldUniversity
help help me. So I comnenccd on bin medicine and in four weeks I
thonglit
felt relief, and in eight weeks 1 was able to leavt
ny cane at home and have been well up to this time
hree months have passed.
DAV1I) KEAZFK *.

For Di.rn.rn of the Throne nn.l

cXi.

right hip and leg down
physimns called “Scfatic.” I

-°ok for

..

Ayer’sClierry Pectoral
•aeh

certificate I have been perthough I have been contincold.
A. M. MORGAN.

EXTINGUISHER !

The Las/,

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
LYDIA HILTON, late of PortlaifH,
hi the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and has taken
upon himsell that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. All persona having demands
upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same:

lYfOTICE

S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.”
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

..

A. M. MORGAN, 119 Congress St
on the Portland &
Ogdensburg it. R.

Since giving the above
eetly free from Catarrh
lally exposed to wet and

preparation,

J30LD

Chestnut street.

[employed

State

No. 20 State St., Boston.
Josiait A. Brodjtead, Esq.—Sir. A
sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint &
Gohlthwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal ‘Medicinal
containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, and may be used
as directed by persons requiring a medicine of this

kind.

7, 1872.

27

’|ad

Commissioner of Massachu-

—-

setts.

MUKSEY*

7
tllc Catarrh so had for several
mv
land became confused and painful. 1 years that
was obliged ti>
mt up several tunes a
night to keep from chokin».
some of the best
Physicians without
x-rnfit. I was jierfectfy cured with
the University
Medicines m three weeks.

STATE of the
the deranged

or

condition of the Stomach,
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
Read Prof. Hayes’ report
to

sores,
younger
15

twenty years
lian 1 did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the alHicted is to give the medicine a
,1 fad anil not to be deterred
the erv of humbug
It cured me, It. has cured by
many others. I believe
1,lant WU1 Cure any blood dls-

LIEVE HEADACHE,COSTIVENESS,
INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all
IMPURE

as

cor-

«
am now

the whole svstem.
They will RESTORE A
LOST APPETITE,
RE-

complaintsarising

as

was

the

Blood of all Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to
1

Iiave reported that tho

certificate
false and my disease
bad
I
at thc timc 1 gave the atiove
d'ilitl ^S1say’
the story
tiliuite,
not lmlf told. In addition to
bfick
covered with
lV,Iegand,
lrho„
well
and feel at least

TORPID LI VER and
Cleanse

surface,

GARDNEU

Patented Feb. 14 & Dec. 26, 1871; March 12,1872.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Coj. Middle and Exchange Sts

dcl8

used

Seeds. They invigorate the
STOMACH, STIMULATE
THE

conupon a

f^

9m£ UlCel;8-

the alKjve ftroubles, and can
l.
these medicines to the afflietdd. heartily recommend

y

BOWELS,

Steam Boiler

Canker, Pimples, «fcc.,

CHANGE OF TIME

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
WiU leave tli. end of Cuetom Houee Wharf
dally for
Evergreen Landing, touching at June,' Landing, on
and after .June 25tu, 8T2, at i.45 and 1U-15 A. M and
P.
M.
I. 45 and 3.15
Returning leave Evergreen Landing at 11.'0 A. M,
and 5 P. M, and Jones’ Landing at y.uu and 11 15 A
M.. and 2.00 and 5.15P. M.
Uu and after July lit, will run a Morning and
trip in pleasant weather, leaving Custom
Evening
House Wharf at 7.15 A. M, and 7.15 P. M, and Jones’
landing at 7.30 A. M. and 0.00 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to

‘toy*..

plant
ageut.
I* there want of action in
your Liver &
Bpleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
Impure by deleterious secretious, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotchest
Felons, Pustules,

Don’t Bo

by

“u‘

1

havc offered with ScrofuH 11,1 ?n biflve y6ar7
,a
Sal,1dollars,
^*eum.
(?r Tetter.) Have paid out hundreds of
and been treated by several firstclass physicians without benefit.
Some fonr weeks
6?Iume,lcf1
ox'1'/ the University Medicines.
7 ,‘tlme
toy forehead and head were covered with
sores and scalincss of the
skin; also mv tongue was
‘
I am to-day
fram

PURIFIER.

grea

a

built
new principle, namely,that of
stoppinq the vertical
circulation, accomplished
means of two horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then
descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
theuce again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heateu gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this beiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than an?
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated
surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to tbeuppercompartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boiierwith coal or wood the sparks arc
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.

or money.
MltS. A. O. W. FOSTER,
Wilton, Me.

BITTERS

The best Mpriug & Mummer Medicine
offered to the public.

FIRE
of

an

via Sarnia steamers, good until Nov. 1st. 34.00
Portland to Detroit and return,
good for 30
toy*. 25.00
1 ortland to Niagara Falls and
return, good for
30 days.25.00
Portland to Montreal and
return, good for 20
.
Portland to Montreal and return, via Quebec,
good lor 20 days. 17.00
Portland to Quebec and return, good for 20
16.00
Portland to Gorham and return, good for 21
5>00
Portland to Brompton Falls and return.
12.0«
Portland to Sherbrook and return.... 11.50
Portland to Island Pond and return. 8.50
Portland to Niagara Falls and
return, via Boston. New York, Sound Steamers,
returning
7. Toronto, Montreal, and White Mountains,
.. 28.00
Do.do. returning by Royal Mail Steamers. 33.00

relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

23 & 23 Commercial St., BOSTON.
TuAF
ap23 2tnw-Gm

<1.. xr_.ii.i-.

mated in words

GOODHUE’S

BLOOD

years

cannot say with Mr.
Munsey, that I feel
twentv years younger,
being only twenty-eight, but
say I never felt so young to my
knowledge in my

MEDICINE.

HERB

Bunting.

lifetime

can

jy24-dtd

THE

ft?

mv

hea!?from Maine to New York
sulted goodi8'ai"
physicians
without any benefit whatever. I have
taken six
°f
plant and »nc and one-half of
,the Ehxlr,
™?c,er and
the N euralgm
a little of some other
kinds
and 1 now teel better than I ever was
before in my
me.
I

CITy"cLERK’S OFFICE,

8eTen

*

Anchors, Wire Rope, Russia Bolt-Rope &

above is

Portland to Chicago and return, all rail, good
until Nov. 1st. 336.00
Portland to Chicago or Milwaukee, and return,

Extract of Jurabeba

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

Importers of

engraving
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating

Dr. Wells

—

retains all tho medicinal virtues
peculiar to the
and must be taken as a permanent curative

Cordage.
oi

CHAIN CABLE!, CRANE CHAINS, Ac

five years I have suffered with
Catarrh, a bad
consumptive cough and pain in my left side. I had
employed several physicians and have paid them
over $50 without the least
benefit. I have used six

in

Bedford

THE

«

__

Manufacturers

For

use a

of

KINGSBURY

Portland, Aug. 5,1871.

July 23d, 1872.

petition of Sawyer, Webb & Co., for
TTPON
J
permission to erect and
Stationary Steam

city

since

250 Congress St.,
Portland,—You
win doubtless reenlWt
two tcbih stiiua » canon
on you with a had case of Salt
Rheum. Mv hands
aud arms looked more like
gum sticks than flesh,
after taking
your University Medicines four months
the trouble all disanpeared aud I have not
had the
least return symptoms of the diseases since.
ALLEN N. STAPLES,

PORTLAND.

the

Portland, Feb. 17, 1872.

o

certify that 1 had been
r,?„?'iSf^'.hES,-Tins
with Scrofulamay,
all lily life. Some three

♦
troubled

MISCELLANEOUS.

CITY

Piles

cure

RULOF DODGE, 23 Oxford street.

65
45
70
3 00

fsj

12*

cw

New

HENRY DEERING, Executor.

9*
9*
9J

@

will

I was so badly afflicted with Piles
that I could not
rest inghts or move without
great pain. I was cured
tn 24 hours with
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment.
Portland, June 25th, 1872.

...

Kegs, F»,.

to

have
most of the best physicians in Portland,and paid hundreds of dollars for medicine without any permanent cure. Two
years ago last March
I was taken with Rheumatic
fever; for five weeks I
was unable to turn In bed or feed
myself, my left
arm and hand was reduced to
nearly half the size
of my right one, and was unable to lift two
pound’s
weight until last July, when I saw the
the
Univ ersity Modictnes on the
of Capt. Wm.
daughter
I horn dike. I called on Dr.
Staples and stated mv
case.
He said he could cure it. I commenced
taking
the medicine with the
acupnncluration. Before!
hail taken four bottles I considered mvaelf
more free
from pain than I have been for twentv
years up to
liave n°t had a relapse. I consider It
to be the only sure medicine for the above
complaint
WILLIAM. J. SMITH;
late firm of Pearson * Smith.

@
(?). «WS!
Oranges,$>box none @
»» @
Crain.
CC.
9J® 10
Corn, Mixed,. 69 @ 70 Ex C.
10 &
104
White,. 95 @100
Mu*. Gro...
0 (a)
94
Yellow. 70 @ 73
Hav. Brown
Rye..110 @ 115
Nos. 12 & 16 10J® 111
Barley,. 75 @ 85
Kofining..
84® 8J
Oats,. 48 @ 50
Tea*.
Pine Feed,.. 32 00 @
25 @ 40
Souchong,
Shorts. 25 00 @ 30 01 Oolong. 43 @ sj
dunpowder.
Oolong, choice 60 @ go
Blasting. 4 50 @ 5 00 Japan. 53 @ 70
Shipping,- 4 50 @5 00
Do. I'hilio.l
75~@ un
Hay.
Tin.
Pressed,pton28 00 @ 30 01 Straits, cash,. 43 @ 46
Loose.25 00 @30 01 English. 45 @ 46
Straw,.18 00 @ 20 00 Char. I. C... .16 00 @ 16 30
Iran.
Char. I. X. .18 50 @ 19 00
Common.
4}'«) sj Antimony,... 21 @ 22
5 @
54
Refined,.
Tobacco.
Swedish,.
@
7J Fiyes and Tens,
8
Norway.
Best Brands 65 @ 75
7J@
Cast Steel,.... 20 @ 22
Medium,.... 53 a) 60
German Steel 14 @ 15
Common,... 50 @ 55
Eng. Blis Steel 18 @ 20 Half lbs. 50 @ 58
Spring Steel,. 84@ 111 Nat’l Leaf, lbs 80 @ po
Sheet Iron,
Nasy lbs. 50 @ 68
English,W. 7 @ 8
Varnish.
Damar,.1 75 @ 2 30
Russia,.
24 Coach,.2 25 @5 30
Galx.
13@ 1* Furniture.1 50 @ 2 30

Tierces, ft lb.

able to

PfHtTLAND, June 25th, 1872.
....
Ihis is to certify
that I have been afflicted with the
Inflammatory rheumatism for over twenty years I

r,„

£..

was

..

60

1 5t •

I'leuriy fever!.
Hor

school, and has not been compiled to lose agodav
3
srnce on account of ill health.
CAPT. J. H. THORNDIKE,
18 St. Lawrence stroet.
Portland, Juno 25tli, 1872.

pi

a)

old,

years

debility and
sinking daily We employed good physicians
without benefit. After
having nearly despaired of her
recovery we decided to try the New York
University
Medicine. In two months

111

*•'

seven

rhe,'mi,,ic »"'>

a

~

Muscatel..

daughter,

which*1 eft if*rVff°a
in
vcry dangerous condition.
Sir
fll no.appetite
liver inactive,
to eat, general

12i

Coffee A,.
Extra C,.

Sl’APLES,
Congress St., Portland, Mo.

____ —

11*

c». U@
non
Bunch, 4? box,
Syrups. 40 @
Lnyer.new,. 2 85 @ 3 00
Sugar
Eagle
Refinery:

_.

PELEG

250

in

Colony Duck,

AND

SEESi

Address

30

Pearl,. 3 @
Sugar.
Granulated,.. @

9
20
15

Lawrence & Old

physic which may give
relief
the sufferer for the first few Jo os, temporary
but
from
continued use brings Piles and kindredwhich,
diseases to
is it adoctorcd liquor
aidiiiweakcnlugthomvaiid.nor
which under the popular name of
“Bitters” is so
extensively palmed oil on the public as
remedies but it is a most powerful sovereign
Tonic and
ultcrutirr. pronounced so
the
medical
by
leading
authorities of London and Paris,
and has Been long
used By the regular physicians of other
countries with
wonderful remedial results.
to

be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price Ono Dollar per Bottle.
Send forCircular. 4wt

__

were

humanity

£m««r,.

Starch,

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

FOR BOSTON.

IS X P R IS ij S,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

a

Inflammations.
Have yon weakness of the Uterine
Organs f You must procure instant
y

St., Portland, Me.

Agents for the sale of

sidered.incurable,
University

r

16C Fore

It Unot

tendency

Fearing, Rodman & Swift,

OF

a.r.e,,1.J0t

50

20 @
Mace,.1 65 (g*
Nutmegs,.... l 20 (cy
P«Pper,. 28 @

Office,

dlm-codllm&wCw

For Peaks’ Island.
NTUAMKU

BY TUB

Have you wcakncn of the Inte stines f
You arc in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of tho Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward oil’
to

MUNGER, Correspondent,

STEAMERS.

Commuuclug Juuu3

Digestion without reaction,
impart youthiul vigor to the weary sufferer.

HAwl.i^. Srd Vke-lS-L

one

Mejliciuei

9
8
7
io
13
13

&

Chem.OliTe,.

Illinois X. 7 50 @ 8 00
XX,- 8 50 @ 9 5
St. Louis X,.. 8 50@ 9 5 ]
XX, 10 50 @ 11 5 ;

8 ®
14 @
12 @

to

family,.
l,.

2*0.

JOHN W.

Hall.

in evory town in the State.
and on. half Tear. since the
University
iutroduced hito tills State.
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faculty
the sale is daily
Thousands of certifiincreasing.
cates can be presented if
necessary, but if the folsufficient to satisfy the most sceptical,
10,000 additional ones would be useless.
CATARRH (the mother of consumption,) Scrofula,
salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
eonreadily yield under treatment of
the
Medicines.
h KM ALE DISEASES treated with
perfect success.
Having treated over two hundred cases within the last three
months, I consider it safe to warrant a perfect cure to 95 cases out ot
evory ono hundred, without cauterization or the least exposure
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest
of
on the face of the Globe.
How many bewail the loss of precious
vitality without having the
slightest idea of the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliiliug into a state of hopeess decay.
1 have treated over five liuudred cases of
tins maiady within six mouths, with the
University
Medicines with ]>erfect success.
Persons afflicted with diseases will plc:ise call or
send and get a book, (free,) wherein
they will And
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies

none

St’m R«rd

Ex

2!
5(
W
5t

onn w, in/;

Dates, new,.
Pigs.
Prunes,.

Congress

It has been about

Canada, 375
Sonp.

Flour.

**274^5 W

J D

Eg-Agents wanted

Proriaione.
Beef,.. 10 00 @12 00
Mesa,.. 12 50 @ 14 50

do

»» «

jr, H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice-ProRi<lent

~

Agent for the State of Maine and
New Brunswick.

Shore No. 1,. 11 10 @ 13 0
Seeds.
No. 2,. 9 00 @ 11 5 [) CloTor lb.,_ 10 to loi
^
Large No. 3 6 75 @ 7 23 Rod Top bag, 475
Medium,... 5 75 @ 6 73 H.Grass, bush. 325 @ 3 50
Clam

'’’917’siio no

goctgi2 37

the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOOKK, 2nd Vice-Prort.
T

OFFICE

3 00 @ 3 50
Bonaire,
Cadis,duty pd 2 50 @ 3 25
Cadis,in bond 1 75 @ 2 25
Urerpool.duty
paid...... .2 50 @3 25
Lit. in bond, .1 50 (a) 2 25
Gr’nd butter, 25 to
Spracuse,.... none @

3 00 @ 4 3C
Scaled,bx 20 @ 23
No. 1,.
15 to
2C
Mackerel, p bbl.,
none
Bay No. 1,mone
Bay No. 2,

Congress Street,

PELEG STAPI.ES,

@2 73

Hake,.1 50 to 2 00 St. Martin,..

8J 143 240 00

Bank.

Feb. 7, 1872.

Backe. 18 50 @
Clear. 17 50@
Men,.Hi 00 @
Prime.
@ none
15 @
16
Hami,.
Rice.
llice, p ft...
74@ 10
Salera ns.
Saleratus, ptb, 7 @ 01
Kail,
Turk’s Is. p
hhd.(8bua),. 3 00 @ 3 25

•Small,. 3 25 (^ 3 75
Pollock,. 4 00 (to 4 50
Haddock,- 2 25 @ 2 50

3..

Under

Pork,

2.
1}@
St. Domingo, 2}a>
Peach Wood,
5}to
IUd Wood—
4
3}to
Flak.
Cod, perqtl.,
L’ge Shore, 5 00 @ 5 50
L’ge Bank, 5 00 (to 5 25

S5 ? 375 * 793 24
19

?*x l>er cent interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to tho holders thereof, or their
iegal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of
February next.
of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and
paid to tho holders thereof, or their
„,“e outstanding certificates
an'
the Sixth of February next, from which dato all interest thereon
„rne^reiCmfa certificates
a(ter
Tuesday
to be produced at tlie time of payment, aud cancelled. Upon certificates which
^“e
were Issued (in red
scrip) for gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend
v oriy Per Cent, is declared on the net earned
premiums of the Company, for tho
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on aud after
Tuesday the Second ol

PORTLAND, ME.

Plate.. 13 00 @ 15 00
Ex Plate,.. 15 00 @ 10 00

7
7
3

Logwood,
Campeachy,

Large

Branch Office 250

Hard,.
@ 2 50
Ground.In hla 8 00 @ a 00
Calcined, brla 2 75 @ 3 00
Predate,
BeefSide.pib 10 @ 12
Veal,. 10 @ 12
Mutton,. 10 @ 12
50 Chickens.
22 @ 25
46 Turkeys,.
18 @ 20
32 Egg«, P dor., 22 @
24
Potatoes,pbu 40 @ 50
Onions,......
none

26

033*675

April next,

® 2 00
® 1 00
® 58
® 55
(gj 58

Soft, p ton,..

419 777 51
18

$7 446 459 69

p"maNoteU, aul MnTSrfSff d“° th° C°mpa',y’ CStlmated at

Cush in

YORK

University

PlMkr.

30
00
50
4i
20
&
15

Premiums,

Total Amount of Assets,

Am. Zinc.... 12 00 (gj 13 00
Rochelle Yell
5
4®
Kng.Ven.Red
4J® 5
Red Lead,...
12
11®

aw

®

25 to
7 75 (to 8
1 00 (to 1
4 (to
13 (to

2

STEAMERS.

Peak'. I.laud Steamboat Company.

For the Season of 1872.

following Statoment of its affairs

tho

--

®
do.,..
90®
Lard,. 85 ® 95
Olive.1 25 ® 1 75
Castor,.1 60 ® 1 80
Neatsfoot,.... 1 25 ® 1 50
Elaine,. 58 ® 60
Paints.
Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
Pure Gr’d do 11 50 (g 12 00
Pure Dry do 11 50 ®

Cordage.
American,{rib, 13*® 14
BuMia,. 13*® 14
Manila,. 19*@ 20J
Manila B’ltr'p 213®
Drag, aid Dye..
Alcohol,*»gal, 1 85 @ 2 00

Naptha, f*gal
Opium,.
Rhubarb,....
Sal Soda,.

90
95
50
45
50
85

27}

Company, submit

No Policies have been issued ui>on Life Risks; nor
upon Fire Risks uisoonnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st
December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2 T35 980 G3
Returns of Premiums and Excuses,
’$973 211 84
The Company lias the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York
Bank
and
Stock, City,
otlcr Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and
otherwise,
Heal Estate and Bonds and
Mortgages,

..

324

The Trustees, In Conformity to the Chartor of tho
the 31st day of December, 1871.

---

{New

u

1872.

STREET, Corner of William, New York.

Total nmount of Marine

Dairy,..
Coal—(Retail).

@

POPULAR EXCURSIONS

1843.)

IN

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

bblj.2

Kerosene,—
Port.Hef. Petr
Sperm,.1
Whale.
Bank.
Share.

THE

--—-

Hemlock,....

Mh'd H.adinga,
28 @
Soft Pine,..
Hard Pine, 30 @ 31
35
Hoop., (14ft>, 00 ® 38 0(
B.OakStavei 40 00 ®
Copper.
45 @
Cop.Bolt*.
Y. M. SheathingOO ®

RAILROADS.

A T LA N T I C
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

Lend.

Apples.

miscellaneous.

“IVaaiVI
”

w

T

*lhuM

“«*•«««P-wKml
HAN'L w.
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at

fox.

